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•MY DIET•

..

IS GOING FINE

.

A year cannot be allowed to go by without
the mention of the latest trends and fads to
hit the Alcala Country Club. Every year
something new comes along. These trends
help to remind us of the mood and the feel·
ing of the year that was 1985·1986.
This year there was not one particular
trend to follow but a menagerie of looks and
style that allowed for the freedom of choice.
Looks left over from last year included Ma·
donna Wanna·Be"s, the usual strand of
pearls, red vespas, and convertible rabbits.
The in looks included sweaters of all kinds.
Some were bright, some were pastel, but

mo.\t were oversized and wore o, r sur-up
pants, guess jeans, or Jag pants.
Pai ley came bac k into fashion . N o longer
confined to your father's und e rwear, pa15Jev
was on everything! From notchook, 10 eat·
covers in Bunny convertibles, the lmle flo" ·
er print could be ·een all over ampus. Roses
also adorned silky dresses, tight skirts, and
jackers with shoulder pads. For evening "car
you had your choice between pretty p ink
lace or black and gold brocade and velvet.
Accessories included: Swiss · watches. gaudy
jewelry in exaggerated amounts, ~'Id wavfar•
ers.

------- - ---

Sports clothing also came back into vogue. Many were wearing sports oriented
clothing. Bicycle tighis and running jerseys were abound. These appeared in brigh1
designer colors with the logos of Reeboks, Nike, Descente, Puma and LeCoq
Sportif.
For guys, the Miami Vice look was in · if you dared. Double breasted sui1s
appeared a1 more formal occasions. Bruce Springsteen brought Levi 501 jeans 10 1he
froOI of his album cover and boosted Levi's sales by 30%.
Diametrically opposed 10 the Springs1een macho look was the Androgynous look.
Although Boy George faded from the scene, some guys donned earcuffs, pasiel
shirts, and paisley jackets.
Luckily, no one on campus 100k up the "Rambo'· look. Unluckily, the ever·
popular surfer shorts were still in. The colors were jus1 brighter and more obnoxious
1han ever.

oofJ

Everyone needs a place 10 go 10 gee away from the classroom/homework grind. Hangouts can pften provide the answer.
Deciding on where 10 hang ouc can be very imponanc. Some people
wane a dependable scomping ground chac they can go 10 cime and cime
again and become regulars of che establishmenc. Others want to go to
different places an<l meec differenc people.
le is 10 1he benefit of USO Mudencs chat an Diego can boast of a myriad
of places 10 go socialize. ome places include nearby ilver Spigo1 and
Spiric Club, che meac markecs of Mission Valley and the beach areas
(Confe11i's, T.G.I. Friday's, Carlos Murphy's Diego's Mannikin, ecc.), and
downtown's Princess of Wales Pub.
For a foreign flavor (and especially popular wich che under twency-one
crowd) Tijuana, Mexico offers numerous clubs and bars such as Mike's,
Tia Juana Tilly's, El Tunel, Regine's Unicornio, Club Oh!, Tcocadero,
Tilly's Sch Ave., and Margarita Village.
After a night of festive acth icy one can come down with a cerribilc case
of the munchies. No one can estimate how much Roberto's and Alberto's
Mexican food was placed into che cavities of USD students on weekend
mornings around 2 am. Denny' runs were al o no1 uncommon since ic is
one of che ocher few eateries open on a cwency-four hour basi .
Hangouts soon become homes away from home. They are places where
promise are made, only to be broken by che nexc day. They're places
where goals are reali1ed and dreams become realities. They're che unique
places where friends can go and crangers can meet.

10 H ngours
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Hey all you radical surfer dudes - grab
your favorite bronzed beauty, and your
board and head for the shore because surf
fever is still going strong all year long at
USD. USD's special brand of beach boys
and bushy, bushy blondes soak up the rays
on the sandy shores of LJ., M.B., O.B., and
P.B. January through December. USD stu·
dents can be found participating in their fa.
vorite beach spore before class, during class,

ALL THE SAND
YOU CAN STAND

and after cla ss. Ir .eems surfoo have a hard
time resisti ng he temptations of those gnar·
ly waves. It' lrkc totally tripindicular inside
that radical tuhe. For many, surfing is the
ultimate natural high.
San Di~go uurcs have something to at·
uact virtually any one.
There's a lot 10 enjoy at the heach. There's
surfing, sail ho rding. bod~ ~urfing, boogie

boarding, sun worshiping. skate boarding,
skating, biking, jogging, or simply taking in
the sights. Of course, beach lovers have 10
contend wirh a few unpleasantries, namely
sunburns and sand. After spending a day at
the heach you can he sure thar you will bring
more memories home with you. You will
also bring home your lobsterized skin and a
car full of sand.

By day there's fun in rhe sun, and by night
there's those tubular beach parries. Good
friends, good brews, good food, and good
tunes gathered around a fire ring wirh rhe
crash of the waves in rhe background.
The beachs of an Diego have much to
offer. So, is ir any wonder thar many memo·
ries of USO are filled with salty air and
beach romance?

West 0 ( 15 13

ISURFING IDOWN MAIN STREET I

The college years are a time of accelerated growth
and personal development. For those years to be fruitful a student needs a variety of experience to promote
confidence and values related to life in the contemporary world. The University of Sao Diego provides an
environment where varied experiences can be enjoyed
and tested by members of the campus community.
The University offers a comprehensive academic
program, a diverse social life, a broadbased intramural program and a wide range of intercollegiate athletic sports opportunities. As an integrating factor for
all these intellectual, social and physical endeavors,
U.S.D. provides a comprehensive Campus Mini try
program.
Campus Ministry is responsible for providing programs, activities and experiences that offer students
opporrunies to develop and expand their faith life. As
a Catholic institution the University recognizes its
re ponsibility to provide a Campus Ministry program
that integrates and challenges the various aspect of a
student's college experience.
Campus Ministry has a staff of four full time members: Fr. Mike McKay is the Director of the program,
Fr. Owen Mullen is Associate Director, Sr. Jean
Maher is Coordinator of Spiritual Formation and
Mrs. Pauy Gomez i Program Coordinator. In addi tion, there are several volunteer team members, in~
eluding r. Helen Lorch and Mr. John Trifiletti who
co-directs student prayer groups, r. Betsy Walsh who
organizes faculty outreach programs and Mr. Skip
Walsh who directs the Rite of Christian Initiation of
Adults and the Senior Retreat. This team meets on a
regular basis 10 oversee and evaluate all the activities
of the program.
The Campus Ministry program is organized under
four general headings: Growing in Faith, Worship,
Spiritual Formation and Mission. Each of these areas
has different activities which allow student , faculty
and staff a change to exercise and develop their life of
faith.
The Growing in Faith area offer retreats and a
retreat follow -up program for the campus. Four undergraduate retreats, varied retreat formats for the
Graduate and Law populations, a Senior Class retreat,
and a RCIA retreat are offered. The program has
flexibility to offer support to groups desiring a special
retreat experience. The Julian Echoes' programs offers numerous outlets for sustaining the initial retreat
experience in constructive ways.
The Campus Ministry program brings people together for worship in a variety of ways. A daily,
weekend and Holy Day Mass schedule is available for
community liturgy. In addition, special prayer services during Advent and Lent are also provided. Each
semester three communal penance services are scheduled .
In the piritual Formation area the RICA is designed 10 support individuals seeking 10 become
atholic. A Confirmation preparation program is
also provided. Bible study, prayer groups and special

--
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information forums are organzied to stimulate
reflection and discussion on areas related to
piritual development.
In the Mission area the Campus Ministry
program presents a Bread for the World/Ox·
fam program each November to arouse concern and to focus attention on World Hunger.
Campus Ministry supports various service pro·
jeers for those wishing to participate in reaching out to those in need. Social justice issues
are seen as an integral part of faith and worship. ampus Ministry seeks to enable student
and faculty alike to take responsibility for the
social problems of our contemporary world.
Campus Ministry's program is designed for
all University community members. It offer
an open invitation for all to participate. By this
invitation Campus Ministry acts as a catalyst to
promote the piritual welfare of the entire
campus community.

[

I
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Dorm life is quite an experience. From the
time you fitst step foot in your room to the
day you leave, you continually grow as a
person. The growth is both personal and
social.
Personal growth is when you learn how difficult it is to be responsible for yourself.
Mommy is no longer around to launder for
you and clean up after you. She is nor
around to nurse you when you're hung over
or to write notes for you when you try to get
out of doing things. You discover just how
dependent you were on others and learn
ways to lessen this dependence. The personal
growth helps you to reach self- knowledge
and success over the long run.
Social growth comes with personal growth.
You learn to work and live with others.
Doors are opened to new friendships, nice
roommate relations, and parties. You dis cover that there are people that will help in a
crisis and you needn't feel alone. All these
small things come from your social growth.
The two -fold growth you experience with
dorm life provides you with the joy of college life. It is one of the facets that help you
as you face the future.

Dorm Li
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A student Resident Assistant is assigned to each
floor in a particular building. An RA is a resource
person, friend, counselor, enforcer of rules, and a
fellow student. This is a person you can go to when
you are having a problem in your living situation, need
advice or just wane someone to talk to. This year the
RAs for Camino/Founders were: Aileen Kelly, Nancy
Smith, Nancy Titcombe,Jill Richardson, Patricia Gill,
and Cindy Spiess. The RAs for DeSales were: Mike
Ricciardelli, Gerry McNamara, Peter Andrade, Steve

Bell, and Pat Kelly. In Phase A they
were: John McDonald, Tom Sinsky,
Rich Yousko, Jennifer Payton, Tricia
Ray, and Stephanie Rothstein . The
RAs for the apartments were; for SAP,
Dan Honikel and Mary Francis; for
SAM, Jim Potts, Dan McKeon, and
Judy England. Phase B's RAs included: Joe Cranny, Jim Anthony, Greg
Tavill, Marc Homan, Dan Echeveste,
J anine Mason, Jessie Boulay, Rollie
Mullen, Theresa Scott, and Mary
Byrd.

18 R . .'s

The Director of Residence
Life is responsible for Resident
Director and Resident Assistant
selection and training. He is in
charge of student discipline,
summer school housing, and
deals with programming and all
other areas that impact upon
the quality o f life m the residence halls.
There is one full-ti me Resident Director in each housing
area. This person is in charge of
the overall operation of a par ticular residence hall. He or she
meets regularly with the Resident Assistants and oversees the
lifestyle and practical details in

each building. This year the Resident Directors were: for Camino/
Founders, Sister Helen Lorch; for
DeSales, Dave Navarro; for Phase
A/ Apt ., John Trifiletti; and for
Pha e B, Mary Powers.

R.
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Camino Hall and Founders Hall are two separate buildings that
house residence rooms in addition to classrooms and administrative
offices. The residence rooms are located on the second floor of both
buildings and are operated under one Resident Director and six
student Resident Assistants. These residences were originally built as
the San Diego Coll<:ge for Women. Their unique design offers every
residence room, either a sweeping view of the Pacific Ocean or of
beautifully landscaped courtyards.
The majority of the three hundred residents are freshmen and the
area is for females only. Residents can choose between spacious
double, triple or quad rooms; many are furnished with antique furniture and parquet flooring. Camino/Founders is adjacent to Camino
Cafeteria, the main campus dining room, the chapel, the theater, and is
conveniently located in the center of campus near classrooms. A study
lounge is located in Camino Hall and adjacent to it is the Writing
Center. The lounge has a more relaxed atmosphere than Copley
Library in which to study and often times one can find students
napping in it between classes. The Writing Center is a service provided
to and run by students to help them improve their writing skills.

7
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DeSales Hall is home tO over two hundred underclassmen - the majority of which are freshmen. This male
only residence area is located on the top three floors of
the five story building that was the former St. Francis
Seminary. The lower floors contain classrooms, the media
center, and offices including security, personnel and the
university data processing and accounting centers.
Most of the rooms are triples but a few doubles and
quad rooms are available - all with parquet flooring.
Residence rooms are entered from outside balconies and
all rooms have splended views of Mission Bay, Tecolote
Canyon or the landscapes and mountains to the east.
DeSales dining room, for juniors and seniors is located on
the first floor. This residence area is central! y located near
classrooms, the bookstore, the mail center, and Lorna's
snack bar in Serra Hall.

De a les 21

The San Dimas Mission A complex was
completed in 1979 and is very popular due to
the suite style living it offers. There are
twelve buildings with each floor housing
only eight residents in single or double
rooms. Each floor or suite is fully carpeted
and has a lounge furnished with a couch,
chairs, and tables. There are two bathrooms
with showers and long vanity sinks on each
floor. Each resident has a standard twin bed,
dresser, desk with chair, and nightstand.
These units are located along the edge of
Tecolote Canyon and some have views of
Mission Bay.
The Special Interest Living Areas are located
in San Dimas A. The SILA is a designated
group of students who have selected a theme
and have accepted the challenge to join in a
common effort at developing a working
community and at the same time remain a
part of traditonal Residence Life. Special In terest may center on an academic area, a
particular theme, a definite goal or a specific
project. Past areas have focused on fine arts,
political science majors and Greek organizations.

-
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The San Dimas B complex was completed in 1981
and is part of the_housing facilities known as
Valley Housing. Valley Housing is co-ed - the
apartments by unit and the San Dimas Missions
by floor. San Dimas Missions B is the newest of
the campus residential areas and consists of four
large, three st0ry buildings. Each floor houses 30
residents in fully carpeted single and double
rooms and provides two lounge areas furnished
with couches, chairs, and tables. A TV, equipped
with cable, is located in one lounge area of each
floor. Each resident has a standard twin bed that
can be bunked, a dresser, desk and chair. There
are two restroom areas on each floor with sinks
and showers. The third floor rooms have window
seats and the buildings surround a grass quadrangle. One complete building is designated as a
quiet area where the residents choose to live within self-determined guidelines to maintain an environment conducive tO good study conditions.
Valley Housing is served by the Mission Crossroads Building. It is here the A and B Mission
residents receive their mail and packages. A laundry room, game and vending machines, pay
phones plus study and lounge areas serve the
residents. The front desk staff issue keys, take
messages and give information. The Housing Offices are located on the first floor of the Mission
Crossroads building.

23
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The Santa Anita Mission Apartments consist of
five apartment buildings containing 36 units of
one, two and three bedrooms for two, four or five
residents respectively. This two story complex has a
centrally located swimming pool. Rooms are entered through outside walkways. A laundry room is
also available.

24

par1ments

The San Antonio de Padua Apartment Build ing, also known as the Bahias, has 41 units
consisting of studios for two residents and one
bedroom apartments for three residents. Each
unit is entered from an interior hallway and
most have balconies with views of Tecolote
Canyon and Mission Bay to the west or the
mountains to the east. A swimming pool is
adjacent. On the ground level there are vending
machines and a study and TV lounge.

Apa ments 25
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The University of San Diego is an independent, Catholic university located on
a 170-acre mesa overlooking Mission Bay, San Diego Harbor, and the Pacific
Ocean. The campus is named Alcala Park after the Spanish university town
where St. Didacus (i.e., Diego) spent much of his time.
Complementing its splendid natural setting is the University's location JU t ten
minutes from downtown San Diego - conviently close to the major business,
cultural, residential, and recreational areas, as well as the rail, bus, and air
terminals.
Founded in 1949, USO is presently experiencing record attendance. Undergraduate enrollment stands at 3300, graduate students bring the overall campus enrollment to '.>200.

·-

The University includes a College of Arts and Sciences, and Schools of
Business Administration, Education, ursing, and Law. Each is characterized
by high academic standards, small classes, and excellent student-faculty
relations.
Though the majority of students come from the West Coast, every region of
the nited States is well-represented on campus. Student also attend
D
from 24 foreign countries .

._

Recreation and Athletic activities are expanding rapidly and include: sailing,
crew, yoga, karate, surfing, modern dance, backpacking, and ballet.
D's
intercollegiate sports for men include baseball, football, ba ketball, crosscountry, golf, soccer, crew, tennis and rifle.
In women's intercollegiate sports, SD fields programs in basketball, crosscountry, crew, softball, swimming, tennis, and volleyball.
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the class rosters.
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tickets. Their roorns needed wa\\papenng anyway.
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,o=
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Your beSt friend is no longer your friend.

'"" ,\\ ,his ,.., mo« ,h_. ,,. "" "'"'' wo«i<S wch " m>'·•«m•, «•"'h
P'P'"· ,od r,~ls ' " " <w• y••• o< ,his yw f••"Y ,•••'soi< rh,
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°"''

rh•« ,,. p<0b1,m• ,h• ~· b< """''· rt<• sim,'• ro'"''°" is ,o -"' $> 00 h>'"'°
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Y""
,,. <,;ling, ,h• <« <o• ,h• "°""'ing ch«>• lo ,ho bo<>><m•, m ,~•''"'

,ro,,ms '"' w"'"°"
""'

during finals.

Top Left: A USD student's car getting towed for: l) no sticker; 2)
parking in "E" parking with the incorrect sticker; 3) parking in the
Valley if you're a valley resident; 4) all of the above.
Left: Someone finally makes it to the front of the registration line
only to find that all their classes were closed.
Bottom: The registration line with a l hour delay.
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WELCOME TO
THE CLUB!
Orientation is one of the larger and most special events on
our campus. lt is the old welcoming in the new. It is a time

r-----'

fm beginning ,g,in, ""bhshing r,;,ndships, \e,,ning, ,nd
having fun. The Orientation Program has become a tradition . - - - - - ..
and is one that inv~)lves the entire llSD community.
Most do not realize all the time. effort, and preparation

,h>< go<> in«> ,his w«k-long ,,,n, which "k"

p\"' ,he

first week in September. The work actually begins in Febru•"I· This is when ,he s,uden< Aff,i,s office ,onou•'" ,h><
they will be accepting applications for the orientation team.
The response of the entire student body is incredible. Over
three times as many applications are submitted than the
number of places available. Tom Cosgrove, the Assistant
Dean of Students and the Director of the Orientation Pro·

•"'"' pn,c«ds

'° pick ,he ,h,i<P"'~,n ro, ,he 12 memb«

Orientation board. This year's chairperson was Carmela Carr.

Cosg«>" ,nd <h< ,h,i'P'''°" pick ,he b<,,<d ,nd ,hen ,he
bo,<d picks ,h,
This P"""' \,s<S un,il ,h, end of
March. This year there were 68 team members.

«•'"·

Now the real work begins. The board begins planning and

mgani,ins ,he '"""" ,h., will <>ke pl,c< du,ing mi••"''""
week. There are workshops held over the summer for the
board and the tea1n so they can organize events, \earn the
go•\s of mi••"''""· ,nd undem•nd wh>< ,his P'°S""'

wants to portray to incoming students.
There arc seven goals of orientation:
l. Get to know people - make friends
ll. Provide academic information concerning registration. advising. classes. etc.

Ill. Provide information about various campus ser·

vices ( i.e. F,l)C, Student Affairs. ASB. Clubs and Or-

IV. ganizations)
Provide information and assistance on academic
skills related

tO

college success

V. Become familiar with the l 'SD campus
VI. Become familiar with San Diego
1

VU.
Haveorientation
fun !
During
there is never a du\\ moment. There arc
activities going on constantly. The week tarted off with a

,qu•« d,n« ,h« cv«yon< mo"d in ,nd had • Mee< Yo"'
Team
Dinner.
On l,cader
Tuesday.
students cook the math placement exams in
,he mo,ning ,nd ,hen wen< up m ,he Sp<><" Ccn«< fo<

SI!'"' l}•j. In ,he cvcning ,h,y h,d , M«io• Dinn« wi,h
,h, p<<«P'°''· ,nd ,hen \,<« ,h«< w» 'A 'igh< " S«
World." The park was open exclusively for t'SD and there
were shows. exhibits and a dance in the pavi\\ion.
Wedncsdil)' the students could choose to go on a tour ol
Jn Diego on ii double decker bus and/or go to the Mission

U•Y Aq"''" Ccn<« ( MBACl m \e,<O how m windsu<f. nd•

"'

·..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

-----------------------1

f•.
rt

hobie cat and sail on J2-f . That evening dinner
was held at tht: port. Center with the theme being
a Hawaiian luau. The entertainment consistt-d of a
limbo contest, an appearance by a national srn.
chrontzed swimming team . then a hypnotist show
by the Amazing Chet.
Thursday was a urvival kilb Day . There were
ses ·ions on studv skills. 10b search skills. how to
manage stress. budgets and housekeeping skills.
That night a movie was shown.
On Friday, the Torrey Pints beach party and
BBQ was held with tht traditional sand castle
contest. That evtning was Casino Night. The Ca.
mino cafeteria was convtrted into a mini Las Vegas
casino and the students were plaring for raffle
tickets.
The weekend was much lt:ss hectic. The block
partv was on aturda\ and then that night the
Greek organization sponsored a dance. On Sunday there was a Padrc:s game and at night a slide
show wa. prc:sentc:d rt:caping all of the week's
events.

L------------------'
OricntJtion

5

THE

ADVENTURE
CONTINUES

'I

[

Bt:fort: 197~. tht: Orit:ntation Proj!ram was
nor as long or elaborate: as 1t is no\v Tht:n it
was onlv about a two dav program without
all the: special t:vc:ms. The desire to make
oric:ntation mow person.ii bv rt aching ever) one through small groups was a driving
force in changing the program The preceprorial progr,1m already provided the small
groups for incoming studt:nts and this program helped to esrnblish thc: now week-long
orit:ntation program.
Tfw list of those who contribute m mak.
ing orientation succcsful is larger than m,111)
rc:alin·. Apart from tht· Mudt•nt voluntt:crs oi
the tt:arn and hoard. man) otht:r factors of
l 'SD are imolvt:d such .1s phnical plant.
st:curity. facult} mt:mht:rs, th<: Sports ( t:ntt:r
st,if"f. ASB. food st:r\'ICt' and the rucknc
Aff.ms office. Each one helps rruncndousl)
throughout the wc:ek and t:ac h ont· should

•

.i 6

be commendeJ for the great job they do. Phvsical plant and
security see that things run smoothly. The facult} welcome
the students at the precepcorial dinner. Tht: ports Center
staff provide all the equipment and facilities for the various
events. A 8 covers the coses for all the entertainment. FooJ
servtCe does an incredible )Ob in feeding everyone throughout the week . The Student Affairs office staff cakes care of
almost everything else. They arc available all week long to
answer any questions the students may have and are there co
help things run smoothly for the ream. They also cake care of
the food and the hou ing coses for all chose involved in
orientation.
The responsibility of planning, organizing and executing
orientation rest on many who volunteer their time and effort
in making it uccessful. Orientation ha become a tradition
yet each rear the board tries to incorporate a new idt:a or
event in order to make that orientation all the more pecial.
Orientation i not simply something chat involvt:s the incoming freshmen and tran fer students, it 1s an t:vent that in eludes the entire l 'SD community.
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SIGMA Pl'S
HALLOWEEN IV
The origin of Ha\\oween can be traced to the an·
cient cultures of the British \s\cs. Druids, a centuries
o\d order of British priests. be\ieved that spirits, fairies.

wi,che>, ,nd ""' """ ou< m tu,rn p«>ple on !bl·
\oween night. The early peop\es of continenta\ Europe
had a festiva\ similar to the Druids at the end of the
summer
\n theseason.
7c:,:)'s the Roman Catho\ic Church named

No«rnb<< l

,s

Ml S,in<'> D•Y· Th< culmin,<ion of

these traditions resu\ted in what we now call Hallow.
een.USD a\so has a Halloween tradition. it's ca\\ed the
Halloween Bash and this year it was sp0nsored by
Sigma
Pi fraternity
Halloween
Bash .\V took p\ace on Nov . l at the El
Cortes Convention Center in downtown an Diego.

Ne,dy t000 MUd«'" shed <hei< usu,! do<he> ,nd
P"""''li<i<> ro, ,1,« ,,,~- Th< "'"" W" • wild«
evening than an~·one had imagined.
()ver tWO do1.en buses provided uansp0rtation for
Pee Wee \ookalikes, adrogynous cheerleaders. Robin
Hood ( without his merry men) , nerds, commandos,
Raggedy Andy. harem girls, the Three Muskateers.
pi"'"·""""'· ,nd ,n,ny o<h« ,s,o«ed ue><ion>- On
the way to the destination, those brave and unwilling
were created to punch spiked with F..verclear.
Need\ess to say , the dance floor came alive . Music

w» p«wided by 1,,c,I b,nd ,he M" !)<I> ,nd ,h<
creatures danced unti\ they were sick.
San Diego's finest showed up and stopped the
festivities around \ \ :00 pm- The days of trick or treat in• will n<'" b< ,h, "'"' fo< ,n,ny. Who c,n p"di"
what is in store for lfalloween Bash V.
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l'pptcr R,>:ht Pract1St whJt you p«J<h.
R1i:ht '-X< rt l,H1kin.c for• 1<111 cood m<n

Muldk l.dt lvt: corn,· .,II th,s " "'· and all 1ou ,,rv, mt "J 11>:ht 1,t;,·r'
R,,:ht Do 1ou rtn1unh<r tht hu, ndt nu-dcar-h ·,

Aho-. l.dt l n,:artk wu non-i:r«k ht:arh,·m'
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1111 ,,
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1111

, r 1h< I AHK ' , 1rHl111011

\\Ul

,rt,11<·d uul

rricd 0111 b1 four d1rn 101,. loh 1111111td ( ,ho,h,.Juli,
llu1I r • r Ir ink , lurpln nd I '1 Ill\\ .JIii
dt 10 pm th, fun h g,,n ,
I 01s, 1h, I lu tri, Son,,

.'t- - - - 1

nd < !uh

lomho.

he pnn , lul\\," r, opuH d , uh .i h,111g' lnt,·rn.1
Inn I r~u,rd,n~ \rt, t,, 1111 Ill I I l{,\11 lh
pl,) d th, I \ltK (ounir D,,k n,1 th, r"' of thl'
huul "<fl a hla,1 ind I I) h
Ill Hr hun th, 'lnH
,m, of tl1 , oth r lrnn,h 10 rod, 1h, I ,\l{I\. " ' «,
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Elevl·nrh Hour. rh<.- Modbears. rhe King Bee,. ,ind lJSI)',
own ( undin<.-.
Herc ar<.- som<.- rypkal quor<.-, rhar "en· heard at rhc I.ARK.
"( an'r you guys g<.-1 any mor<.- Beer!" "Mary "e'n· our of
cups" "Do I hn<.- ro sray and dean up!'' "\l'l· likl· rhc d.irk!"
and "You mean ir', O\Cr aln·ady?"
II four of rh<.- L RK dircnor, ... ould like ro rhank; rhe
• B. Mark. Mike, Da,c, L<.-e, Teri. ( arol. Par, (iaye Brot·k
nd Diana. You guy~ did a grcar joh!

Lark -1

________________

,,

·-

LET'S

A

C

'

.J.

'r----.

________

·,.,

'·-------------.

I he ,\ B o ral ( ommrtrtt hope, l !) rt:munhu, tht
Jail 19 "> tHnt that \\<c ·rrnJ to m.11..t "">rt t·llJ<>\Jhk and

memorable: . In tp cmh r to get t \ t r one Ill the trut' '\unn\
.m Diego I mt." \H' hdd our, nnu.il luau at !\1.rrma Point.
\\ h,k Ir tcnmg to thl' tropical d.rnct mu,rt of Borracho \
I oco, c,enonc gorgtd on tht· lu,crou, II.1,\a11an fea,r ()(.
tober hr u,chr a u.1l1z1n_i: opponunir to rht· ·21 · .ind mu
ro\\d .1r l 'D b\ h:I\ me our hr r :an Di1c.co l.rghr, Crn,,t·.
\\ ondcrful hor do u, rt • drink . and .1 DJ pl,1vmg favorite
Im , cnhanc d th, clorrom mclu on tl,t ,'an Drq:o BJ\ Tht·
o r. lgac runt of the Imp l,1, • nJ tlit upht~! runt:, of
, !illtnium \Hrt part ol tht l!rt,lt ucu. of the 19S5 I Iomt, "1111111! Hall lht H.1II. ,\ . '.l!ht <>f '.\"mr.1lg1a · "·'' hdd
n,t:mhcr 9, at tlw llottl lnttrt<lnt,nt:nral. Tht: A B <>Cial
(, ,111m1tttt
part1c1p.1tl'd

t

tend
tht

III

thur thank
t:\t:nt

to

all who atrt·ndtd and

'l \w, p st ·e. r the l nivt•r it} of an
c1 t ·d -tudl'nt. returned to th•
no talg1a > the Os and <,O's and <.:dchrated 1985 Hom oming at th mwly furnish d Inter- onun ntal Hotc.:I.
ocial
hairman I rrv <rBnen , n
As i:tant
lifford 'or ,anti ·d >nc of the most
sp<:: ta u\ r and mt rnorable events ot the
·car. Home omin • 19 5 had th best of
ever chin,. great rowd, fine foods and
spirits, dass. The hotel decorum wa fabu lous and the profr!i 1011, lisrn of everything
ex mplih
how A B organizer:; pn.:pare
cv nt to the last lctatl Tltc blue and
white ba\lronm emhellishl'<l with rystal
handelicr and decorative tablecloths
u •gc ted a return to a ''tou h of cla s."
Besides the beaut of everything. there
was pknt ot food for ever ·one. If couples
were nil hungr . the · opted for the succulent hor d'oerve and the refreshing
beverages. The spirits were high at the
dance and the tudcnt heard a variety of
mu ic from the la sical l Iarpi t to the
modern beat of the Impalas. The most
. plended 1ghts were the stunning couple .
,uv dre ed in black and white and Gals
wore ilk and atin. Everyone en1oyed
them elve and concluding the gala affair,
Barry O'Brien crowned Renda Aladray
1985 Homecoming Queen .
On behalf of the A sociatcd tudents,
we would like to commend A B ocial for
a vcr · cla y event. · obody doe it better!

I ie ,o As

Top: Dee Dee An I
enioy. a Homecom,·ngge and! Arian ollins
.
mea R ' h
· ig t: Harry
H.ad )Ian and oil een Wet
d
night awa y.
ance the

46 Ho meco ming Da n e
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T o p R1g h1: Rrnda Aladra i:c1 a hu • lrom , r
, t<r Deana af,rr ~ ~ <r ,.n,d Hom om, i::
<<n
D ·,udrn had a i;:rnt hm< at t lmerCo'!
t enta m.1 ·m
a n, h 10 rrmrmbcr

Ho meco ming Da nce .p

Botrom: Renda Aladray, the new Queen.
Top right: Phi Kapp show their pirit
Center: Great tackle by hawn Rezaian

I

Homecoming Halfiimc

Top right: Cheerleaders on ready for the bog game.
Above: igma Ch, float rocks on.
~ft Phil Welp and company chauffered on the Junior Cla
float.
H omecom ing H a lft im e 49

The Mission Bay Aquatic Center is a cooperative collegiate waterfront instruetional facility intended for the use
of the members and communities of all the colleges and
universities of the county. It is a place to go to have fun
and relax. They offer indoor, outdoor and on-the-water
activities such as windsurfing, sailing, surfing, keel boat
cruising relays, rowing, waterskiing, surf kayaking and
canoeing.
The center is a great place to have parties and other
special events. This year USD had a few MBAC Days as
they are most commonly known. A couple such days
were during the fall: one for Orientation and another for
Alcohol Awareness Week.
Many of us here are very fond of going down to the
bay, to the MBACs, letting loose and having a good time;
enjoying the sun and the water of our beautiful city. It has
become a tradition.

-'·--------------------------t
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peaker's Bureau

( ollege Bo,, I hit the lJ. .D. carnpu, for rhe \t·c·ond yea, fo • •o" •nd P'D>od <o ho ,, h"g•
,ucce , once again. Team, o( academic prowe\\
competed in a fierce t,, o da tournamt·nr rh.u
made "Jeop.ird "I ok lik(. a , t·ond grad(. Spt.:1J1ng Bee. The team harried for c,1,h pri:tt•, .ind
n • •o pan;c;p.,, in •h, Mion,J ( oJJ,g,
Bo,, IhaTournament.

•h,

•h,

•h,.,.

Th, g,m, <ook pl, ·, in
La,k
<od,n"
,,er gathered for dinnt.r to ,,atch the b,ittle
b '" <n •«d•mk eomp«no"· h n ,h, ,mok,
leared, "Mary' men" (M.iry Franci,,John B<:n
ner, teve >reene, and Mike IIamiJcon) captur<:d
the 1985 title. They defeated "To\\ard of Po\\er"
"ho~e rnernb •n ,,ere Chrl\ Toward, Kevin
H.ipp, Chr,, Freidr, and te,e Jo ce.

~

ollege Bowl 5

,.

~.-:-Th
B ultural Art Board wa resp<>n 1ble for providing
cn1oyable c< du uon I entertainment They did their best to
bnng a w,de anct)' of cultural cxpenenc to
O. During the
car, the embarked on a rnp around tM world in the French
I,

i-- ---

r

Parlor
The fir t top wa India, where all were entertained by tw<>
world renowned mu 1c1an • hyam Kane and Mala Ganguly
They perform d clas ,cal lnd1tn music on the drum and har·
monium in vanou uad,uonal tounge
Then ff to Ir land, where the were ,nuoduced to the lnah
ba ptpc' wh1 h differs greatly from rtS otush counterpart The
,msa Gael Cc1h Band presented them with their favonte nauve
r Is which set e ryone· toe tappin".

m the , tt d the heart of GypS country ,n southern Spain
Here everyone en10 ed me of the flavor of "tabla<>
th
flamenco rylc dance, ng. and guitar by Alba fl mcnco
After that as an am I ,n estem Europe, whetc the grouf.
rev• ,red the Baroque period- lncy listened to works by tunde
pc<formed by the
hustcr Baroque nsemble, with
guest from
o· mu IC department Dr Henry Kolar ancl Dr

~

a1one Hart
Then ba k to the
II the Appa1:-cbian Mounwns. the halt
of bluegra country Kendra and Barty brought clown the
hou with foot stomptn" and hand clappin fo[k tunes
from there they climbed to the top of the Andes Ill South
ArMnca
h Las Cucharas ( not the cucarachas. but the llOIIJ

one
Merry old n land
V1S1tcd as R1d1ard Ill was seen at the
Old Globe Man then to<> a 1aunt on the Torre<> Bus up to
Holl wood to see C.rs Then they f\e back call and had a
of "' Vork in a dinnet theatre pcnorrnance of TM Lur of thf
Red Hot Lo~rs by e,1 ,mon
little bit of French cukure was brought to the second ftOOJ of
rta Hall with Madame R by da play of French \itetllY
figure
l pan arriving home at
O. they all found that the Arnencan
Tounster Goolia Man w running loose around campus. He
and h friend Ja Miller taught those who were there the art of
rnune III both its p<>p and classical french forms
It
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u lrura l A n

the CA Board" ~ure being your t011r guides and they
Id like to thank all of you for ,oinlflg them.

The Faculty Foruin i presented by the

Secr.t.,y of Acadenucs as a way to keep

education a .Part of the University environment even after classes are out for the
day. In the picture. aboVe Dr. Drinan (top
right) and Dr. Oddo (top left) are hown
riving a Question
and an wer fortun in the
Mission
Croaaroads.
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( hri,tnu,: A Tirne of ,1~11,g
0 er the year,, SO ha'> gi"cn of mdf to
other, at thi, time. Thi, tradition conunuc'>
today. \JSD took time thi, year to pro"1dc for
the needy through participation in har<:, vi ·
iting a mi,,ion and orphanagc in Tijuana .ind
donating monc:y for 1hl viuim'> of Columbia,
Mc. 1tO, and Ethiopia
D remembered the
,pirit of ( hri,tma'> with thi, offering.
lJSl) took time t<> C •lcbratc within its own
,ommunity. Whether it was through the
Chrhtma, Ma'>'>, fctc <l1; Noel, Hall dccora
tion,, or the A B Chn,tma, Party, all
·o
eel heated ,hrhtnlJ.'>,

( hri

lfflA

~7

rJJ

z

=~
=

=

0t
t

~
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<
N
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7,•p Rn" K,-,n Bea, r, II rr1 ll•d11an. Paul J.,n.
denoc:ri,:. Brian /1.1,Culluui,:h. 1,chad R1«1ardrll1
and Jdl ( onJ,no

a<l'd Tim Orr, l:d Al~. Pne Engle, Tom
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rga n iza lion

m ky, Martin Henning, Gene

uiierrez. T,m Dumm ,\ or Pictured Paul 0.- i and Da-,d

inn

Aki~ \X.omni'
ub rop ro" ( left ton ht Lasa
Lebaron. Ian!\ n Lev.as, teplunae Roth an u n
lacDonald. Kam Am n, Anne Fol~ , H ld1 Burgo • La Antone. Om ane Bu elh.Joellen Bechana
nd) Currae s«ond ro,. ( left ton ht ) r ar anaa
{c Iona le,
aOC\ mrth. Tre
, "apolean , ·1nC\ Ta combe, Karen Crawl~ . ~,e-e Kn)Ch.
Carol Quatannen . r Jean , bher. bottom~ ,. left
to n ht ): bry Festa. Le ha Chamet l Robin
Grnidahl, i nrca an~rWerf. Lorraine Lee , ·uu
Bala ,en.Jeanne . ·omundeau, Rollie Mullen. Paula
Doban.
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policy ce m or Reno
Ttam compete m a computer 1mulated bu me game again t ewe my m cer olleg1 ce team . The m mb r of
eac h team m k up the cop executive
of a orporauon which produce a ten
dollar durable good . The 1 5-1 1
team deemed their corporation ynerg1 tic Technol g,e . Twenty quarterly
de I ion are made in the area of
man , markeung, and production.
Five cal nder year are 1mulaced
within n actual four month period .
ompem1on culminate in Reno, evada, wh re team are Judged accord mg co their final market hare, profit ,
and over -all profe ionala m.
Presid nl! can Burke, P of E onom,c For cas1ing: Bill 0110, d,i,or: Dr.
ang,
P of Produclion: an
Wang, P Of Marke1ing: ,ina Traplecti

aync Lab l,

P of Finan e: Londa

5 aw the revival of the Black
tudenc mon at .. D . nder the
leader hip of Darlene Mar hall ( Pre ,.
dent }, Lon Appling ( Vice Pre idem},
hannon chacan ( ecretary )
hri
Carr (Trea urer } and Dee Dee Johnon ( A c. Trea urer } the Black
dent nion put on event
am, ICC i ht.
The Black tudenc · mon eeks co
e tabli h a higher cultural awarene ,
exchange of idea and value among
the .. D . population through ocial
function and community event .
P1c1ur d Darlene Mar hall, Lon Appling. hannon chatan, hro Carr. a ·ne Cro , James \: eener. K1K1 Jackson. Paul
Leonard . Ronke Boardman. Kel a Jone , Paul Howard, Diane Romo. 01 Pictured Lolita Fo ter, Chro Powell. Lionel De !orst .
Terry Adkins, Mark Bo 11c, Jame Knight , Kevin Basuan, Karen Parker, Angela Lancelin, and tephan,e Delane)
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Thi\ cnthu\lJ\ti · <>rJ,:Jni1;1t1on I\
opt:n w all ,tudcnt\ "'i,htnJ,: to ltarn
Jnd ,hJrt: their knowlt:dJ,:t: and cxptr ·
1cncc, of tht p.101,h- ptaktnJ,: coun trit·, . It\ ,1 J,:rtJt opportunttv to prat .
t1cc on , ' pant h Jnd mct:t nc"'
frtt:nth . I rip, Jrt· made to ncarh,
k ,co \ ,,,cinJ,: orphanJJ,:t:S, tJttnJ,:
fn.:,h loh,cc:r. dJn inJ,: and dtntnJ,: ,
shopptnJ,: and attcndtnJ,: culturJI
events ,uch a, hullf,J,:ht\ Jnd thtatrtcal
produu,nm. Period,calh sptJker and
presentatmm accompaO\ mntinJ,!,
Two larJ,:t cclebratton art put on h,
the duh durinJ,! the year for the
, hool The · arc J tradmonal k ,.
can Po ada at
hmtmas time .1nd
inco dt· fayo ft:stt\tt\' .

The \\t:1.1:htl,tcmg club I an orcaniz.mon compn ed of tudcnt "'ho
\H h to further their athleuc or non.
athktic goal through weight crammc.
, lc:mber are acu,e m , nou port ,
not JU t p<>"'erl,tcin or
build.
ing . • Ian member JOin the club to
.. tone-up" their bod,e and hare .,.,,ch
ocher a common in ere t in \\Or ·mg
our w1rh wei ,hr . The club al o"' r
\\tth the nev. we11:h lifttng room in
gi,ing ad .. 1Ce and uidance co tho e
wanting to tone-up without tnJUr\'.

Org~n11~1ion 6

BACCHUS (Boost Ale ho! onsciousness Concerning the Health of niversity
tudent ) i a national collegiate alcohol
education group. USD's chapter is a student
run organization promoting the responsible
use of alcohol. With the help of Gaye oroka the group works hard to sponsor events
such as Alcohol Awareness Week, the annual Bacchus Roa t, and the Spring Don't
Drink and Drive Pledge Campaign.
Front Row: Julie Barrett, Megan Delanc, Kathy Massa, Anne Marie Engfclr Rack Ron . SreH· lkll, Scan
Rurkc. Michael Jackman, Marydee Glynn, Cherri Lamb, and Joe Cranny

•
.A.A. ( Student Alumni Association) is a
group of undergraduate leader who work
closely with the Alumni Relanons office.
They help foster a clo er tie between the
U D Alumni and the niver icy it elf. Each
year, .A.A . spon or annual event such as
eni r Banquet, areer Day, and Homecoming Reunion . They offer ervice to the ll D
community by their involvement with
Phon -A -Thons, designed w raise money for
the niversiry, and by their active participation in the Alumni/ rudent Christmas Ma s
and I lomecom·ing Fe riviries.
Front Row: tephanie Rmh,rem . Moss y Lohne ( Publirny Chairman). Clare lYAgosuno. Joan Mumy ( Advisor). llob
Pascual ( President ). Ro cmary Wolfe. hie I luff Amy ,ualuen / hecuuve. ecretary) Sccc,nc/ Rc,w· ikk1 Basqut , Gail
Gu1lian1, I lolly Coonrad, B.irharn De Belli , Cherrie Lamb. Roh G1hhs .• hawn O I lt.irn. Mercd11h Lohne ( Vice
President ) /Jack Ro" Paul D.ivis, Phil Welp, Geor!(e Valcl1V1u
ot P,cturccl L,s,1 Brousard , Betsy McLau!(hl1n,
Jeanne ormancleau, Shawn Strn1vc·r, Dana Walter
6 -1 Or!(ani,a11on,

The WBG's is a women's club formed in
September 1985. It is designed co promote
school unity between greeks and nongreeks. With their advisor, Karen Reed, they
hope chat they will soon form a colony for a
new sorority on the USO campus.
The founding WBG 's are: Kristin Avey, Mary Becker, Lori De Anglis, o lleen Egan, Melinda Jordan, Birgit, Kathy
Pingree, K,m Prlich, ena Rodrigue, Kim Stallings, Laura Watson, and Melissa Williams.

Phi Alpha Theta is che International Honor Society in History which fosters academic
excellence in the field of history. Members
are selected on a basis of high academic
achievement and are encouraged co participate in society sponsored forum , sympo siums, and conventions as well as produce
professional quality historical publications.
We urge all tudents of history co find out
more about becoming involved in Phi Alpha
Theta.
Left to Right: Dr. Patricia Lowrey, Marit Zinko, Dr. Iris Engstrand , Gabriella Vidal ( President ), Joe Durkin, Robyn
Mizoguchi, and Andrea Zinko. Not pictured: Mitch tone, Dr. Gump, Dr. Otte, Dr. Moriarty, Dr. Gilbert, Dr.
choenherr, Nicole Bennett,
rlos Herrera, Dennis ron k, and Melinda Yaper.
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AED is the pre-health professions honor
society. The national commitment of AED is
to improve pre-professional education, specifically for those students preparing for
Medicine, Dentistry or Pharmacology. The
Delta (USO ) chapter has tried to translate
this into giving its pre-professionals an opportunity to learn about these careers in a
capacity other than their classwork. Some of
the methods we use to accomplish this are
help place people in volunteer positions,
provide free tutoring, operate a genetic
screening program, provide complementary
galactophone examinations, visit medical
schools, and invite speakers from the various
professions. Through all of these activities,
as well as purely fun and informal get-togethers, we try to provide something beyond
the norm for pre-health professionals.
Membership includes: Andy Nemecheck ( President ), Robin Grendahl ( Vice President), Tom Kozak (Secretar)'),
Conrad Spils, Damo n Smith, Larry Getz, Robert Carli e, Jane Borgesen, Angela Rodriquez, Lisa Worsch. David
Scholnick, Michael Eppinger, Rob Rubeshaw, Ann DuMolt, Kevin Jones, Denise Andrews, Leah F.stberg, Mike Moser,
John Morris, Mike I Iowa rd, and arlos Ramos.

The goal of the Biology Club is to take
students out of the classroom situation and
place them in those environments with
which we interact. Past activities have included backpacking trips to deserts and
mountains, films, guest lecturers, and cosponsorship of the USO Blood Drive.
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The USD Cycling club was created
this year by students interested in cycling and wanted ro have a chance ro
represent USD in local intercollegiate
races.
The club is a racing and recreational club which sponsors weekly
rides, video parties, races and tours.
Members receive discounts at a local
bike shop, as well as gaining technical
expertise and group riding skills.
In only it's fir t year of existence,
the club has received local recognition
m both racing and rouring arenas.
Left to Right: Fini Bonell. William Breunig, Jim Clark, Greg Zackowski, Adam Reek, Jerry Keeney, Katy Vezina. M,ssy
Lohne, Joey Lamantia, Jeff Koller, ikki Basque, Joe Devito, Chris Ludlow, Dave Lawrence, Damon Valentino, and Jeffy
Kolodry .

Delta igma Pi i a profe sional fra ternity organized ro foster the tudy of
busines and universities; ro encourage
scholarship, social activity, and the a ociation of student for their mutual
advancement by research and practice;
ro promote a closer affiliation between the commercial world and tu dents of commerce, and to further a
higher standard of commercial ethic
and culture and the civic and commercial welfare of the community.
Delta igma Pi, The Pr fessional
Busine Fraternity. "We Mean Bu ine s"
Top Row· harles ehnng, Wayne Zimmerman, cott Morey, Manuel Andrade.Jim Mellos Second Row andra Kist.
Frank M c e,11, Marietca Perrault, Laura Mc dbe, Patty ll offner, Teresa Lovell , Tina Bonfiho. Jennifer Merriman
Bottom Row: Dan llarney, John Covey, Kent K1lpatr1ck, eorge Botros, huck Lynch. ot Pictured · Ron) l.aCasco.
Denise Fernandez. ataly ao, cott Berghage.
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Phi Alpha Delta is an international professional law fraternity. They are a professional
service organization whose purpose is to
serve the law student, the law school, the
profession and the community. Their aims
include bringing law students together with
practicing attorneys, thus providing students
with practical information and legal skills
generally untouched in the academic curriculum, as well as providing attorney contacts and job placement assistance. The stu dent and attorney members are dedicated to
mutual self-help and to upholding the highe t in professional ethics.
Top Row: Laura Anne Valersky, Lisa DeVore, Elizabeth Bartell, Deanne Kopkas, Martina Rider, anq· ·edlmayer,
Middle Row: Andrea ader, Ana Canillas, Denise o· 1e11l, Joan McCarthy, Valene ordberg. Bottom Row Matt
Mercer, Kurt Martens, President, Kevin Rapp, and Julie Ann tomkowski.

The Psychology Club is an organization
which is open co everyone - Psych major or
not - and operates to bring the USD com munity in closer contact with the field of
p ychology and related areas. The P ych
lub al o helps Psych majors who have an
intere t in assisting faculty research projects.
DR. DAN MORIARTY, KAREN C HOENFELD, GERI DAUER, JE
GOAN, HANNON
HATAN. TERRY MANES.
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I A GUERRERO, MARY

The Rugby Club is one of the most successful sp0rts clubs on campus which competes in intercollegiate Rugby. It is a fast and
rough game that demands a great deal from
its players. The USO team ha had ups and
downs during the last few years but they still
have a close camaraderie that derives from
their involvement on campus and tiff competition.
The Rugby Team

t
The cuba Club was organized this fall to
get students organized in the sp0rt of cuba
diving together. The group take weekly
dives and enjoys the scenic underwater life
that San Diego has to offer.
The Scuba Club
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The Naval Science Department at USO is a
program which provides a course of study for
students interested in becoming officers in the
United States Navy or Marine Corps. The program is not limited to Naval Science classes
(naval weapon systems, ship systems, engineering, seapower and maritime affairs, navigation
and naval operations, naval leadership and man agement, amphibious opdrations/evolution of
conflict), but also includes a variety of professional, intramural and social activities designed
to stimulate both leadership and technical skills.
What comes as a surprise to most people, is
to find out that not only do the Midshipmen of
the Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps
(NROTC) carry full university course loads,
and spend time in university activiries, but they
devore a great deal of rime ro reamwork, field
rrips and "fun".
The rypes of acriviries are as diverse as can be
imagined. There is rhe Tri-service Military Ball,

drill team comperirion at USC, and color guard
performances ar USO Homecoming Evenrs and
Padres Baseball games. Then rhere are rhe extracurricular activities which include: Army/
Navy Field Meer, Broom ball ( fasr paced acrion
at Universiry Towne Center Ice Skating Rink),
camping trips and mountain-climbing excursions; field rrips ro F- 14 squadrons, engineering
facilities and guesr speakers like ex-POW's and
flying aces.
The sraff is composed of the Professor of
Naval Science, Captain Cornelius F. O'Keefe,
the Executive Officer, Commander Elizabeth 8 .
Sutton, and Major William A. Schartmann, the
Marine Corps instructor. There are six Officer
lnsrrucrors: Lieurenanrs Mary E. Bale, William
I I. Meador, Armando Mendez, Kathryn M.
Hobbs, Paul D. Berg and Bryan W. Tollefson.
The staff is complemented by five enlisted personnel and rhree civilian secretaries.

Drill team awaiting inspection on the USD football field. Captain O'Keefe inspecrs Midshipman Emmanuel
Bagnas.
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Commander Elizabeth B. Surran, NROTC Executive Officer, receives inspection commenrs from
Midshipmen Patrick 0. Maloy and Midshipman Rodney Malloy, during inspection. Midshipman
Change of Command Ceremony and Fall A wards eremony.

Midshipman Joe carce/la at Midshipmen Camping/
Mounrain limbing excursion. ail training for Freshmen at ummer Orientation Program.
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/
Shawn O 'Hearn - ASB President

The Executive Officers of the Associated Student Body are elected annually
by the students. They, along with eight senators ( two elected students from
each class), form the Student Senate which serves as the focal point of student
opinion. The responsibilities of the Senate include representing student views co
the administration, administering the A.S. funds, discussing and acting on
academic or administrative policies that may affect students, and planning
activities for students. In addition, they appoint students co University committees to further represent student interest.
During the past administration centralization of activities advertisement was
experimented with SBlO0. This plan brought all advertisers together in search
for lower costs for posters and flyers.

Back {I - r):John Mo rberg, Paul Davis, am Anisha, Mi ke Bonetto , Frank Saldivar. Shawn 'Hearn . econd Ro w: llo ll y Coonrad , To m Cosgrove, Phil
Welp, Harry HadJlan, Paul Briggs, Bob Pascual, Tory M cFarland . Front: Colleen West, Cind y Brand. Kev,n Rapp, Laura Fredrick, Denise Andrews.
Frank Mc e,l.
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Paul Davis - Chatrman

Program Board, one of
D's most effective organizations, has had a very uccessful year
programming academic, cultural and social activities for the student body.
This year's Program Board combined the talents of both new and experienced programmers co
bring a variety of events to the SD campus. Thetr original and diverse plans brought the best of
San Diego night life right here to SD, every Thursday night the doors of
D's own nightclubs
opened their do rs; East met West in the peaker Bureau's "Can We Talk)" series. The Faculty
forum was re-instated and U D entered it's first team in the "College Bowl ". There were so many
great activities planned this year that it is hard to know where to begin or end . Some of the other
more unique and fun events were the Road Rally, the San Diego Lights Harbor rui e and the
traditional formal dances. ASB Vice-President and Program Board Chatrman, Paul Davis, feels ,
'The accomplishments of the 1985-1986 ASB administration lie within the efforts and successful
achievements of th,s year's program Board. This group of people is fantastic' "
The Program Board would like to thank the faculty and administration of
D for their support
of the Associated Student Body programs and events. We owe a lot of our success to thetr
cooperation and paruc,pation.

Left to right (top) John Morberg, Barry O'Brien, Craig Yanag,, llarry llad1ian, Paul Davis, r Mmam Kaeser, Mel, a Mackno, Laura Fede11ck , Colleen
West, eave Foley, r. Jean Maher, Debbie Dyar, Phil Welp, Mary Pat McGarry, Mary tuyve ant. Camera h)•· Paul McDonough.Jeanne Ramciett1.
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1
John Morberg - Sec. of Fin.inn:

The Budget Committee is headed by the "Most Powerful Man in ASB"
also known as Sec. of Finance John Morberg. Daddy "Warbucks" Morberg
with his committee is in charge of overseeing and allocating the $321,503
ASB Budget. ( Mayor Hedgecock was forced out of office for manipulating
far less.)
The Budget Committee carefully monitored all expenditures. They
worked together with ASB Communications to come up with the new ASB
Marketing Office. ASB Marketing or S8100 was initiated in order co save the
ASB huge sums in advertising costs.

l'ronr {l-r) · hannon Smith, Paula Dobin.John Morberg, L,sa Smith. Connie V,ado. JJ.,d, Row- od Tm,. Julic Misfrldr. Kurt Martens, Marry Talman. Barry O'Brien.
cott Buck, Enck Lofgren. teve Verde, Larry Gray , Bonnie Plant , Paul Davis. Jeanne Ramaciotu. Paul Brigg,
m P,crur<·d can Burke, Paul Durr, Rollie Mullen. Peter
llillman
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Paul Briggs - ec. of Student

rganizations

I

The Inter-Club Council or ICC is the responsibility of the Secretary of
Student Organizations, to chair and repre enc the clubs interests to the A B.
But what doe this entail? The answer is simple: M-E-E-T-1- -G-S. 'The
ICC Chairman's week starts off at ICC on Monday, Program Board on
Tue day, Budget Comminee & Executive Board on Tuesday night, and
Senate on Thursday. A fun filled week to be ure.
Things ran very smoothly this year with virtually all club proposals passing
smoothly through what appears to outsides as the ASB bureaucracy. Club
expanded again chis year to grow from some 30 to 40 student organizations
by the years end. Organizations range from fraternities and sororities co
Water and no ski clubs, to the French, German and Spanish Clubs.
Annual events included the Internacional Buffet, the Posada, Mardi Gras,
Greek parties, bake sales and a myriad of other type of events. Also, with the
advent of the Johnny Mac Fan Club, a club for the SD' clubless, there was
truly a club for all tudems.
The much rumored "Citizen's Against Johnny Mac" was never formed.
Alas, some things are not meant to be.
verall, it was a year of consi tency and growth for tudent organizations
at USO. Special thanks are in order of Renda Aladra y, ICC Vice-Chair, and
C lien West, probably the best ecretary ICC has ever had.
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I

Kevon Rapp . Secretary of Justice

The primary responsibility of the Secretary of Justice is to
preside over the Student Traffic Court. Along with eight
justices, the Student Court judicated over 500 traffic appeals.
They provide a beneficial and, at times, money saving service
to the undergraduate and graduate student of the niver icy
of an Diego. In addition to the traffic appeals, they gave 15
newly formed clubs recognition. The court also reviews the
con titutionality of all legi lation passed by the Senate.

Top Left to Right: Kevin Rapp, Gene Tebbs, hannon mith, Bob Pascual ,
Jeff Coller. Bob Caya, Angie Brannon, Kristin Leonardini, Kristi Diamond.
ot Pictured: Brian I lolt, Brian Clemens.
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The Executive Board of the A Bi the core to the manage- communications system of the A B. teps are now being
ment of the student government. It is made up of the elected taken to improve communication between programmer and
official including the: president, vice-president, Secretary of organizations to provide better advertising for special event .
Finance, ecretary of tu dent ervice , Secretary of Comm uni.
Members pictured above are (1 to r ): Colleen Clifford
(Asst. Social), Shawn O 'Hearn (President), Laura Fredericks
cation , and Social Chairman.
It' main respon ibility is to provide guidance to all pro- ( ec. of Communication ), Cindy Brand ( ec. of tudent
grammers and to provide a general direction to where the
ervices), Harry Hadjian (Sec. of Academics), Paul Briggs
student body should go. The group meets once a week to ( ec. of tudent rganizations), Kevin Rapp ( c. of Ju tice),
Dr. Tom Cosgrove, Paul Davis (Vice-President. ot Pictured:
discus problems and plan special events for student .
nder the direction of Dr. Tom osgrove, the Executive John Morberg ( ec. of Finance)
Board has taken action on 8100 which re-organized the
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THE 2:43 A.M. REPORT
Same time (2:43 a.m., Tuesday morning), ;ame
place (VtSta office, southeast corner of Serra llall ),
same siruation ( editor staring bleary-ered into
mountains of paper that will be a ncwspJptr on
Thursday), same chair, different rear end sitting m
It

I Just happened to be sming down when the
music stopped. If I didn"t know the song so well, I
might not have sat down in this big, ugly chair But
l did. So. Here I am.
I'm only the third Editor-in-Chief that has occupied this spot in the past nine momhs - the firsr
that was picked for the position chose not to come
back for the Fall semester, the second one had the
choice of coming back for the Sprin,g semester
made for him.
Please don't think that rm a last resort. the last
bit of leftover turkey after Thanksg1v1ng that no ,ine
wants to eat but doe, it anyway for the sah of
ending Thanksgiving. If you ask me, rrn aetually
the first resort. But no one asked me befort·.
I'm Jumping into a posiuon that has nor held tht
g reatest amount of stability since Emily Schell left
last Ma)·. In the running for Editor at that point
were three seniors and a sophomore. The sophomore got the position. When he quit dunng the
summer, the position was open agam . I said " no
thanks"' and a bright San Diego Scene Editor with
Miami Vice clothes got the position. After producing the most stylistically advanced newspaper thi;
campus had een, he was removed from his posttton
by the ASB Senate for adm,nistrattve reasons.
Michael Hall was and still is a per ·onal friend of
mine. The ASB officers did their Jobs in bringing
out evidence against his administrative polic,cs, or
lack thereof. The brought out all kinds of reasons to
remove him from office, so they did. But I still
don 't have to like it.
I don·t have to like the fact that, even though
VISTA and. for that matter, ASB are labomrories
for students to learn how to run a newspap<:r, a
government. a bureaucracy, M1chad was actuall)'
fired. I don't have to like the fact that all of this was
done during finals week. a week before Chnstmas. I
don "t have to like that fact that Michael. a friend of
mine, was hurt by this turn of event;. But l do have
to accept u.
And accept it I will. rve been involved, heart.
soul, and limited mental cap.city, with th1> publication since I was a freshman, as an editor for rwo
years. I still wonder why I keep staying up until
ungodly hours in the morning on Monday nights.
Well , nt 1ust keep wondering and you·11 hear
from rne again next Tuesday morning.
John chlegel
VI TA Editor

on fused' So were they!
80 Vista

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ANTED:

VISTA STAFF

W med : Staff writers, photographers, assistant editors, Editor-in-Chief. Must
apply in person.
W he n: All the time.
W here: A rathole in the back of the student union.
Sp, ·ia l Features: A Laboratory where you can enhance your 1ournalistic skills and
get credit for staying up until 3 am on Monday nights/Tuesday mornings. Has
a window with a view. A great place to make friends and enemies.
Q ualifications: Must have some English skills ( o Hablo Espanol. No experience
required.

STAFF:

NOTE:
Quesnon: Where is the copy for the Vista page of the
}earbook 1
An wer: I) October 1985 . Michael Hall 1s the Editorin -Chief. "Kathy, I know you have a deadline in Febru.
ary, can't we JUSt turn it in then since we have weekly
deadlines and you have monthly ones."
2) ovember 1985 . Michael Hall 1s still the Ed1torin-Chief. "Yeah Kathy, I've got a couple of really
interesnng ideas for the Vista section. I'll give them to
you as soon as I wme it up for )·ou "
3) December 1985 . There is no editor of the Vista no one assumes responsibility for the copy for the Vista
section of the yearbook.
4) January 1986 . John Schlegel is appointed Editorm-Chief. "Kathy. I know you have a deadlme commg
up. I promise to get It to you real soon."
5) February 1986 . John Schlegel is till the Editor.
in-chief "Kathy. I swear we're going to write it on the
way up to the convention this weekend ."
6) February 1986" rry John, but the deadlme came
and went so we Just had to make up something ourselves."

(in order of appearance)

THI FAa SIDI
Editor-in-Chief:

Michael Hall
John Schlegel

Managing Editor:
Advertising Editor:

Michael Cisneros
Mike Pappas
Kelly Gillelen
Kathy Roskell
Mike Gottlob
Jennifer Vallely
John Schlegel
Gabriel Martinez
John Blair
Sharon Stegmuller
Brenna O'Boyle
Kevin Aylward
Mary Stuyvesant
Mary Lou Ireton
Paul Garson
Pablo Mendoza
Brenna O'Boyle
Sharon Stegmuller
"Pablo" et al

Photo Editor:
ports Editor:
Entertainment Editor:
S.D. Editor
Off-Beat·
ASB Editor:
Greek Editor:
Copy Editor:

Writers:

By GARY LARSON

"Sorry _ - ·re dead "
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PHI KAPP A THETA

Phi Kappa Theta Brothen: Be-mt Burns, Eric Huff, Marie McGuinna, Gene Guittrrn, Rocky Sales, Thom Pinlli,J<*ph Tange, Brian Holt, wry Gray, Lance
W.U.C-.)ohn &pe, Peter Diahazie, Alan Blach.John Campillo, Glen O'Claam, Dave Testen, Bruce Hattley, Dave Willhelmy, Timodiy Bell,Joteph D'Agatino,
Mike Diionwo,John Pmtelei-Molner, Tripp Howiler,Jim Darcy, Ouiaopher Kanzius, Paul Campillo, OJ. Mullen-Advilor, Bmt Campbell, Bob Pucual,John
Pene,John Kelly, Bill Mifsud, Steven Verde, Rich Ratzier, Bob Ward, Rob Gibhl,John Lnter,Jim Wingrove, Gttg Cates, Dougie Bear Godker, Marty Holbus,
Stephm Pentelei-Molner, Ouiltopher Caaey, and Jamn Smet.

The spring of 1986 marks a very special year for the
brothers of Phi Kappa Theta; their Silver Anniversary year.
Founded in 1961 by a group of young and dedicated USO
students, the colony of Phi Delta qti soon became affiliated
with a national fraternity and became known as Phi Kappa
Theta. While the brothers can trace their heritage back some
twenty· five years, Phi Kappa Theta National dates back
approximately 96 years to its founding at Brown and Lehigh
Universities. Phi Kappa Theta today is actually the merger of
two national organizations, Phi Kappa and Theta Kappa Phi,
which merged in 1m. Originally founded as a Catholic
fraternity, it is now open to students of all denominations.
Entering its 25th year at USO, the Phi Kaps arc dedicated
to the moral and spiritual development of its members via a
strong sense of brotherhood. It is an organization dedicated
to enriching both its brothers college experiences and supporting the University around it. Throughout its history, Phi
Kappa Theta has aided and supported USO through a variety of activities. Phi Kappa Theta provides many services to
USO; for the past twenty years they have published the
DIAL Student Directory in addition to other annual events
such as the Casino Night, participation in Orientation, Club
Med, the War Party, and many other smaller efforts. Phi
Kaps arc involved - as they have been in the past - in many
areas outside the fraternity; including student government,
resident assistants, summer conference coordinators and
~~

.

This year, the Phi Kaps celebrated their Silver Year with a
series of events, national visits, parties and fund raiser which
culminated in their 25th Anniversary Ball held in May. It was
a momentous year indeed.
The Phi Kaps have had a strong involvement in the past
and will continue to do so in the future. Through a strong
sense of brotherhood, a committmcnt to their Judea-Christian ideals and heritage, and a sense of dedication to the
University, they eagerly look forward to the challenges that
will present themselves over the next twenty-five ycan.
8" Greeb

Yant Row (I tor): Marie McGuiness,Joteph Tango, Eric Huff, Thom Pirolle, and Lance Walker.
Second Row: Peter Ditzhazie, Rocky Scalet, David Mitchell, and Brian Holt. Third Row: Brent
Bums, Gene Guitterez.John Espe,Jim Darcy, Larry Gray, David Textera, Scott Morey and John
Later.

PHI KAPP A THETA
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DELTA

ROARING TO GO

Top row: Virginia Awender, Lisa Bon anno, Susan Gannon, Julie Misfeldt,
Marcella Wucher, Dena Murray, Lisa
Rinaldi, Michelle Chaudet, Jill
ren,
Kerry O'Heany, tephanie Rothstein.
Third row: Knsti Mackey, Megan
ydegger, Diane llolley,
tephanie
R11,. Marci Hoerr, Kristen Groweniger,
Lisa Doughty, Mary Jane Kaplan, Laura
amuels, Fritzi Schaefer, Tiffany Troncatty, Mary Andrews, Christine Wood,
l le1d1 I lauserman, Sue Ventimiglia,
Kun Turner. econd row: Ann Carter,
Tressa Napolean,
atalie Keyworth,
Mary Francis, Dena Aladray. Renda
Aladray, Anne Foley. Liz Lopez Dias,
I.aura Fakler. Michelle Quinn . Bottom:
I le1di Thomas, Jana Andriano, Pattey
I lofner, Kathleen Mears, Karen Pond,
Kier ten chwoob. Mana Pettengill ,
Jennifer Jacobs. Elizabeth Blomberg.
Nor hown: Alicia Manley, Kim Aids,
Joellen Bechma, hnstine Bell, Karla
Blach. Anne Carey. Marci Dinunzio,
usan Edwards, Patricia Gill , Deanne
Kopkas,
enev1eve Knych,
haron
Klosinski . Pat Kuffel. Su21e Leonard .
Julie Patterson , Laura cherrer. Tnc1a
Todora. Rosemary Wolf. and us1e Pe terson .
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Alpha Delta Pi is the oldest national sorority which was founded in 1851. The Zeta
Pi chapter was organized at the University of
San Diego in 1977, and presently has 60
members actively involved in many areas of
campus life. Alpha Delea Pi is a social organization whose goals stress service and in volvement in the community. Members par ticipate in various service projects, one of
which is the Bread for the World program
dedicated to helping stop world hunger. So cial activities include meetings, dances and
ocher events co-sponsored with the ocher
Greek organizations.

A LPHA

DELTA

p I

Kimberlee Aids
Deana Aladray

Renda Aladray
Mary Andrews
Ju"tf' Andriano

Virginia Awender
Joellen Bcchma
Chnstme Bell
Karla Blach
Anne Carey

Liz Lopc-s Dias
Marcella Dinunzio
Susan Edwards
Pam Ernstrom
Laura Fakler

NO
PHOTO
AVA ILAB LE

Anne F~ey
Mary Francis
usan Gannon

Pa1ric1a Gill
Kristen Grocniger

Sharon Klosinsk1
Genev~,..e Knych
Deanne Kopku
Andtt Kru~nski

Sunnoc ~nard

Dean Mum)
Trc-ua Napoleon
Julie Parterson
Mana Petumg1II
Karm Pond

Diane Saw)'er
Laura Scherrc-r
ancy Trtcombt
Tnc1a Todora
Tiffany Troncauy

Jill ·,en
Rt>Kmary Wolf
Chnsune Wood
Marcella Wuchcr
Ltso Dough1y
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SIGMA CHI

NOT J UST A SOCIAL CLU B ANYMORE!
Sigma Chi is a fraternity with a rich tradition based on
high ideals, standard , and most importantly brotherhood. Founded on June 2 , 1955, Sigma Chi grew quickly
and remains one of the largest and easily the be t known
men's college social fraternity.
We currently have 194 undergraduate chapters acros
the nation and in Canada ( making us an international
fraternity). We also have 130 extremely active alumni
chapters. With over 170,000 initiates, " igs" can be found
everywhere.
igma Chi is synonymous with achievement. Our
alumni are many of the top corporate executive and
busines men and represent some of the biggest names in
the entertainment industry, government, and college and
professional sports.

88 Greeks

Here at the University of San Diego, igma Chi 1s now
three year old and in that relatively short period of time
has ro e and remained steadily as a top fraternity on
campus. With over 90 active members, we are proud of
the many successful program we have generated. In these
past three year we have placed great empha is on cholar hip, leadership, friend hip, brotherhood, social event ,
and athletics and have excelled in every area.
igma hi enriches the college experience by providing
opportunities for personal development and life-long
bonds of true brotherhood. Aiming for friend hip, JUStice, and learning, the brothers of Sigma hi enhance
college life, as well as aid others in the community.

SIGMA CHI
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SIGMA PI
This year' ltttle i ter were in trumental in a
maiomy of their ct1v1t1es. veral gamed recognition in the I lomecoming Prince Election
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THE PI'S
HAVE IT
(fifth row) Brent Redel ~r er, Tom Fj! ert, Kevin oval.Jeff
hli k, Frank Callahan, Pat Wakeman, Robert Brunin , Marc
!)uro, !'.d Aloe hr, Jen~n.James P,erik,Joe Warnick, Ca y
T1bh1us (fourth row) Andy oy, Mike Pappa , Dan McKean,
Bob Dicke , Bob
lgado, Jim Pott , Frank Mc e,1,
e,1
Martin .hr, Ro ,,John Blacker, Treak Ta ker, R, k Ptak, Ted
Bubnack. J hn
a engast, Peter Wood, Joe llolme ,
aurt
Oar , Brian I mon, J hn Busch . ( third row) John Oement ,
Tim<>1hy Locker, M,ke e len. Rob Rube haw, Ben toebner,
One Ryder, R,c Hol uu\, 0 de Fanas, John
ha baker, Joe
a,mrin. Paul Lindenberg (=ond row) : Murray Deline.Jeff
Lake. Peter kourte , Ray DiMuro, An elo Pera, Paul Seb ,
Adam Reek Robert Blodgett, Mike
nnell, R1ch1e You ko.
And Curran, Brian Thornton. (fir t row) : Dante
nanello.
~ Valdivia, Joe B rte!, Joey LaManua Ill, Tom Koza
b
Fiorentino. Robert Mc Loughlin, Jeff ilver
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ZETA TAU ALPHA
TOWARD TOMORROW TOGETHER
The Theta Ep tlon hapter of Zeta Tau Alpha was in tailed ~t
U D on
ovember 10, 1979. We are the third large t at1onal
ororic y and enri h the college experience by providing Ii e -long
friend hip . Built on a firm foundation of high ideals, Zeta offer the
opp<>rtunit y for o 1al development, high chola CIC achievement and
per onal growth .
The s1 cer of Zeta Tau Alpha participated in many act1v1t1e such
a Alcohol Awarene Week, a ino
ice, and our annual Pledgt
Presents which i spon ored by u every fall and is alwa y a hugt
ucce ! We had locs of fun in intramural softball and were con 1 tantly ranked in the top 1ve.
e al o delivered cudent ur ival
Kie during inal week to wish everyone good luck. Thi enabled us
to rai e money for xfam and our national philanchrop , the A oc1 ation for Retarded 1tizen . A part of our hri tmas Parr, , wt
p<>n ored a toy drive with hannel 10 for the little one of an
Diego.
e had an exciung pring eme ter that began with our h1te
Violet Ball and went o n co include a great time at D rb)' Da y and
our own ZETA DAY which wa celebrated with the mher four
chapters of Zetas throughout outhern alifornia. e are proud to
have re e1ved the award for having the highest cummulat1ve grade
point average of all the chapter in ouchern alifornia.
The Zeta big brother program came ba k active and trong and
we couldn "t be an y happier with our "' Knight of the rown " who
kept u bu whether it wa bowling, having fire ide at the beach.
dollar night, 1rndn1ghc breakfa t or JU t being together. We look
forward to further chola tic achievement , greater bond of fnend hrp, and more good time pent with each ocher. The I ter of ZttJ
Tau Alpha look coward tomorrow together!
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Coach Kathy Marpe and the 1985-86 women's
basketball team at the niver ity of an Diego
began their eason on October 15 with the first
practice of what Marpe thought would be a very
successful campaign.
"I definitely think we will win our conference
championship," state the Toreros' coach, who began her sixth season at USD. The Toreros com·
pieced this season in a conference for the first time,
as they joined six ocher schools in che new West
Coast Athletic Conference for women.
Twelve players began practicing for U D's season opener against defending CAA Division II
national champion Cal Poly Pomona on Friday,
ovembec 22. Before then, Marpe and her staff
were getting an idea of how the team wa progressing at the Toreros· intrasquad scrimmage on Occober 31, and then a scrimmage with Point Loma
College on ovember 19.
Having 12 players in practice was at least two
less than Marpe had expected to have, bur returning players Amy Hillenbrand (6-3 sophomore)
and Maribeth Rcu (6-2 ophomorc) decided to
leave for personal reasons.

BASKETBALL

The empha i ac practices in the early going was
on basic . "We're really working hard on fundamentals," explained Marpe. "I chink we have more
talent than ever, but the key ( co our season) will be
how crong we are on fundamentals."
Marpe counted heavily on a pair of returnees
from last eason · 14-13 quad. enior Debbie
Therous ( 12.2 ppg, 8. rpg) and iunior achy
O'Brien ( 10.6 ppg, 7.2 rpg) were the team's top two
returning . corer and rebounder .
ewcomer
Kelli Behrens (6-3 Junior), who red hirtecl last
eason after transferring from the l niver ity of
Minne ota filled the role at center, while Julie
Evans ( 5. 10 freshman) saw plenty of playing time
at guard.
The Torero had a chance early in the sea on to
perfect their game at home, as six of the team' first
eight playing dates were at the
D ports Center.
D began WCAC play on January 17 on the road
against Loyola Mayrmoum. Later in the eason, the
Torero took a break from conference play to
compete in the prestigious Alaskan
orthern
Lights Tournament February 2 through March 2.
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Interest in the sport of crew has grown over the
past several years. Crew, or rowing, has an interest ing history . Boat racing originated in the 1700' in
England . It was in part due to Thomas Doggett
who offered a trophy, the Doggett Coat and
Badge, to the winner of a race held on the River
Thames. Later, the regatta, or racing meet, became
an important sporting event at many universitites.
The first race which took place in 1829 was between Oxford and Cambridge Universities. In the
United States, the oldest intercollegiate regatta,
which started in 1852, is held by Harvard and Yale
Universities.

CREW
In sweep-oar rowing, each man (or woman )
use one long oar. The boats can hold two, four,
six, or eight people, and thus are called pairs, four ,
sixe , and eights. ome are designed to hold an
additional crewman, the cox wain. The Coxswain
teers the boat and give command to direct the
timing of the oar strokes.
Racing rowboats are lighter and more fra,;ile
than ordinary rowboats and are called shells. There
are various sizes and shapes of a shell. A single hell
may weigh 30 pounds or le . An eight shell may be
60 feet long, 2 feet wide, and weigh about 285
pounds.

It is the people which make a team special. They
dedicate their time and effort to train for an event
which is approximately 2000 meters and 7 minute
long. The training consists of both in boat and on
land workouts. The land training includes running,
weight-training, and the ever-favorite climbing the
bleacher stairs. This training builds the power and
endurance which are needed on the water. Crew
members also spend time on an egometer, a stationary rowing machine, which helps them with
technique and timing.
There were two pre-season meet

in the fall

CREW
semester in which our l SD teams competed . the
Head and Harbor at an Pedro and the Chri tmas
Regatta at Long Beach. The regular eason wa in
the prmg seme ter between March and May. Over
the pa t few years the crew team here at
D have
shown much improvement.
The an Diego Crew Clas ic i the bigge t crew
regatta in the nation . This year it wa held on April
5 and drew uch opponents as Princeton, Harvard,
Orange Coa t College, Cal Berkeley and tanford.
The trophies received by the winners were the hirt
off their opponent · back a the tradition was
carried on.

The USO Football Program entered its third
year under Head Coach Brian Fogarty. Prior to
coming to USO, Fogarty coached at St. Francis
High School in La Canada, CA for thirteen years,
four of those years as Head Coach. The past two
years were spent recruiting student athletes who fit
the USO program. "We are looking for young men
who are interested in getting an outstanding education, and have the ability and desire to continue
their football career." The USO staff concentrated
most of its recruiting efforts on the high schools.
"In our opinion, we can build a more consistent
program with four year players. They can have
more time to learn our system and be more effective when their time comes to be a starting player."
Brian was confident this decision would begin to
pay off this season. The 1985 Toreros saw the
return of 35 letterman and 16 starters. The future
looked very bright for the USO Football Program.
The program is an CAA Division lil Independent. Division Ill football provides an opportunity
for many outstanding athletes who may not have

FOOTBALL
what the "major" colleges are looking for. Many
are told they are too short or a step slow to play in
the big time. They still can't measure the heart.
The past two recruiting years have included the
two largest and mo t talented Fre hmen cla ses in
the twelve years of Division III football at USO.
The students returned in eptember to find a new
3500 square foot weight facility. The coaching staff
ha also seen some changes. Coach Kevin
McGarry was given full time status which would
allow him more time to coach football and recruit
in the off eason . The four new coaches on the
staff brought a wealth of experience with them.
Chet Francisco, Dan Ritter, and Rick Tre trail
are all former high chool head coaches with 41
years of combined coaching experience. Jeff 01 en
comes from an outstanding college program .
The Torero Defen e returned eight starters. The
major lo was defen ive back Greg tein. Greg
wa the defensive captain and Co-Defensive Player
of the Year in 1984.
Heading the list of returning players was CoDefensive Player of the year Mike Hamilton ( r.
6'0" 205 ). From his inside linebacker position Mike
led the team in total tackles with 113 and was
second in interception with 5. Mike wa at linebacker by two year starter and third leading tackler,
Pete McMahon ( r. 6'0" 210) . At outside linebacker, Don Pannier ( r. 5'10" 195) returned who

tarted lase eason, and cop back up Mike Aitken
( 5·9·· 185) was also amongst the ranks.
The defensive line al o returned both starting
cackles, Brian Laliberte ( Sr. 5'9" 220 ) and Kevin
Rice (Sr. 5'10" 220) . Top returner working for the
starting role were Joe Muklevicz Or. 5'10" 220)
and Ecik Peter on (So. 5'11" 210 ).
The secondary also returned everal key players.
Heading the list wa Ben Sroebner ( r. 5' ll" 185)
who led the team in interception with 6 from his
corner position. At the other corner were Mike
Macie (Sr. 5'8" 170) and John Gutsmiedl ( r.
5'10" 190). At free safety, Tim White Or. 5'10"
185) and Tony Knight (Sr. 6'0" 185 ) competed
for the starting role.
The offense also had eight starters back. There
were three new quarterback candidates this season,
one being a JC tran fer Pat Dixon ( Mesa Col lege ). Top candidates for the running back position were Mark ovarcubias ( r. 5'5" 165) and
Tom Woodward ( r. 5'9" 190) . Covarrubias was
hampered by injuries in 19 4 and lose his scarring

FOOTBALL
role midway through the ea on. Woodward wa
back for hi third year as the starting fullback and
was pushed by Rick Butler ( r. 5'11 " 215 ).
The receiving core included a number of players
who rotated throughout the 19
ea on . Ac wide
receiver Jeff Mansukhani Or. 5'10" 165 ) , cote
Reilly Or. 6'1" 175 ) and Mike ear ( r. 6'2" 1 4 )
all played equally la t ea on . Ed Mc oy Or. 5'10"
190) returned for his third ea on a the number
one locback . Mirch Greene ( r. 6' 1" 215 ) was the
tarting tight end for the fourth year in a row.
Lionel DeMor t ( r. 6'2" 200) who rotated la t
year aw time at both eight end and slot.
The offensive line returned three starters. Dance
oriancllo ( r. 6'0" 220) returned for his third
season as a starting guard . John avagc ( r. 6 '0"
215) al o returned at guard along with Dave mola
( r. 6'3' ' 230 ) at center. Returning at cackle wa
Pece Brown ( r. 6'2" 230 ). Grey Mclychok ( r.
5'11'' 200) was al o on the offensive lane.
The Torcros also returned their kicker, Jack
Kratochvil ( r. 5'11" 160 ) and their punter Pat
McNamara Or. 5' JJ " 155 ). Both were key factor
during the ca on . There wa an out randing group
of new player who were pushing the veterans for
playing time at each po ition.
With the combination of expencnce and youth
on th1 team, lJ D can ce many year of ucces ful
football.
Sport, 107

The 1985-86 University of San Diego basketball
team, under the leadership of second year coach
Ha nk Egan, had seventeen tudent athletes on the
roster, including nine experienced returners. Besides experience, Coach Egan had both size and
quickness when the Toreros opened their 1985-86
season against Athletes-in-Action on November 6
at the USD Sports Center.
The team ended its 1984-85 season with a fine
16-11 overall record and a fourth place standing in
the tough West Coast Athletic Conference with a
5- 7 mark. The Toreros had some big wins in their
11-4 pre-season start as they beat Nevada-Reno
(80-75), San Jose State (65-63), Pacific (53-47),
and Northern Arizona (54-53). Ten of those preseason wins came at home against no losses.
However, the Toreros found the going a lot
tougher in the WCAC. USD opened league play
with a 60- 50 loss to Pepperdine University ( 1985
Champs) and proceeded to lose four of their first
five WCAC contests. USD caught on fire and won
four of their next five with victories over Loyola
Marymount, Santa Clara, Portland, and Gonzaga.
With a WCAC mark of 5-5 going into their last
two games, the Toreros dropped both, losing
heartbreakers to Pepperdine (57-54) and Loyola

BASKETBALL
Marymount (66-64) which ended conference play.
The outlook for this year in regards to the
conference race was based on last year's re ults.
"The odds-on favorite is Pepperdine because they
won it all last year and have everyone returning.
Most people in the conference had a good recruiting year and should give Pepperdine a run for their
money. " SD' nonconference schedule included
three trips to tournaments. The Toreros travelled to
the New Mexico Tournament (Nov. 22,24); to the
Montana Tournament (Dec. 6,7); and to the University of Texa Tournament (Dec. 20,21). Other
key non-conference games included contests with
Nevada - Reno (Nov. 29), Cal State Fullerton
(Dec. 3) and the Dec. 14th game with the an
Diego State Aztecs at the SportS Arena.
USD's returning players who were key ingredients to the team's more than satisfactory record
over the pa t two years (34-21) were present this
year. Junior center Scott Thomp on came back,
bigger and better than ever. He wa officially measured at 7'0" along with a team leading 260 lbs .. He
came co U D two years ago as a freshman weigh ing in at 240 lbs. and 6'11". Thompson, an AllWCAC choice as a sophomore a year ago, scored at
an 11.1 ppg clip, grabbed 6.7 boards and shot
55.5 % from the field. Also back were guard Kiki
J ackson (9.1 ppg. 2.5 assists pg) and 6'7" power
forward Nil Madd en ( 4.3 ppg. 3.5 rebounds pg.
51.8% from field). USD had to replace two out-

standing athletes, Anthony Reuss, che team's
M.V.P., who was scacistically one of che best play ers ever ac USD and Chris Carr whose leadership
qualities at the point guard position were sorely
missed.
However, redshirc Mark Bostic (6'4" guard
who suffered a broken ankle last pre-season ) and
Jim Pelton were co be on hand to fill the void .
Bostic was a scarcer in 1983 -84 when he averaged
10.2 ppg, 3.1 assists pg, and 1.4 steals while shoot ing 45.1 % from the floor. He was named Honorable Mention AII-WCAC and was the team's recipient of che Best Defensive Player Award . His
defensive skills and quickness definitely helped the
Toreros' transition game. Pelton was a transfer
from Kansas and described as an aggressive re bounder with good speed.
Other Torero players back that aw a loc of
action last season included forward/center Steve
Krallman (3.0 ppg. 2.1 rpg ), guard Pete Murphy
(6.6 ppg), and James Knight (4.9 ppg, 3.0 rpg) .
Other returners included four-year player Mario
Coronado (6'9" F/C) and three-year guard Eric
Mus elman (5'7").
Coach Egan was pleased to announce che sign ing of five athletes to NCAA "National Letters of
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Intent." The e key newcomer included a pair of JC
transfer , guard Paul Leonard (8.0 ppg, 6.0 a ists
pg) ouc of Mt. San Antonio Junior College and
guard/forward Mark Manor ( 13.3 ppg, 51.5 %
hooting) from Mesa Community College in Ari zona. Leonard was a uperb ball handler and hi
quickness and aggressive style of play helped both
offen ively and defen ively. Manor wa Player of
the Year in the Arizona Community College Conference and his team's M.V.P ..
Other new players included, Danny Means, a
quick fre hman guard out of t. John Bo co High
chool in Bellflower, California; Charlie Wicktrand, a fre hman forward out of Seattle, Washington who averaged 21.0 ppg and 12.0 rebounds
pg at Blanchet High School; fre hman forward
Brian Ander on, a 6'7" player out of Los Angeles
who averaged 16.0 ppg and 8.0 rebounds at Notre
Dame High School;JC transfer George Tarkaniao,
a 6'2" guad from Mt. an Antonio Junior College
in Pomona, California; and walk-on Mark MacDonald, a 6'2" sophomore guard who was playing
his first year of college ball.
Head Coach Hank Egan, assistant coaches Rick
Shoenlein, Mike Legarza and Gus Magee, and
trainer Carolyn Greer knew the returning players
and in turn, the players knew what to expect from
them . With the returning players and new recruits,
USD was to join the ranks of good ball clubs.
pori, 111

The men's cross country team started out the fall
season on a down note by losing the school's all
time fastest runner in Shawn Delaney to gradu ation. With big shoes to fill and no "name" runners
on the team, the men worked exceptionally hard in
training to make this team better than any other
team SD had seen before. With Peter Wood,
Jamie Silber, Kevin Eppich, and Francis Be n ·
nett returning as veterans from last year; Rob Les·
tcr back from injury; Dan McNamee and John
Nicholson as newcomers, the team had some solid
performers. Among highlights this year for the

CROSS
COUNTRY

,

men's team had some solid performers. Among
highlights this year for the men' team was the first
dual meet victory in USD's history over a strong
LMU team . In cattle. Peter Wood, as lJ D's #1
runner. had a tremendous performance at the West
Coa t Regional Meet. In an Franci co, at the We ·t
Coa t Athletic Conference Finab, Kevin Eppich,
Rob Lester, and Jamie ilber placed in the top 30
allowing the team to fare exceptionallr well . With
all of the runners returnmg, and the addition of
some strong recruits, next year's team JUSt might be
the powerhouse everybody has been waiting for.

The women's team finished the season off on a
good note with a 4th place finish at the West Coast
Athletic Conference despite competing against full
scholarship teams. They began the season with only
three runners from the previous season including
Mollie Doyle, Chantal Tousignant and
Yvonne Ponce. The newcomers to the team were
Lori Morgan, Melinda Smith, Cathy Byrnes,
and Sharon Kavanaugh. They had a successful
season competing throughout outhern California.
Even though the team was small, they collected

many individual honor . The e honors included an
undefeated sea on by Lori Morgan who also re pre cme<l
·n at the Wet Coast Regionals in
Seattle; at the 7th and 8th place finish overall for
Chantal Tou ignant and Mollie Doyle at the
C PF invitational; and outstanding performances
by Melinda Smith, Yvonne Ponce, and Sharon
Kavanaugh at the WCAC Final in an Franci co.
All in all, things have been looking up for the c
ladies and they arc finally getting the re pcct they
so well deserve.

The 1985 soccer team, under the skillful wing of
Head Coach Seamus McFadden and assistant
coach Tony Daluz, earned a measure of re peer by
attaining their most impressive season ever.
The Toreros plared in both the highlr competitive outhwest Conference and the We t Coast
Athletic Conference with a style that made the
collegiate occer world stand up and rake notice.
Led by cop scorers Bo Kacmerle and J im Kyle,
the U D offense made a name for themselves as
they continually cerromed opposing defenses with
their heads-up. hu tling style of play and their
formidable scoring power. While the offen e was
doing its JOb, the defense repeatedly caused problems for opposing teams. Goalkeeper Scou Huckleberry and standourssuch as Damon Werner and
Mike Histon held more opponents scoreless than
in any season in U D history.
Throughout the season, the boys in blue showed
talent and poise whether in close, suspense~ul onegoal games or 6-0 shutouts, such as the Toreros·
macfh against Point Loma College. USO also
played superior soccer in an important 4-1 win
again t Loyola Marymount l ' nivets1cy, which en-

SOCCER
abled the Torero to participate m the post eason
West Coa t Athletic Conference tournament in an
Franci co. For a large part of the eason, C D wa
undeafeaced and in ole posession of first place in
both the WC and WCAC conferences. The Toreros, for the fir t time in their hi tory, attained a spot
in the top 10 rankings on the West Coast. At one
point,
D was even ranked above their arch rivals
from aero s town, an Diego tare l ' niversiq·.
Coach McFadden attributed l l D" renewed
occer program to dedication and hard work.
'"[hes guys came out in early August. and never
let up through the whole ca on. They are very
talented , and their determination to win made the
difference again t top notch chools who we never
had a chance against m the pa t ."
WhethN it was causing problems for top notch
schools such as anta Clara and l 'CLA or rolling
over hapless opponent uch a Point Loma College or Lo}·ola Marymount, the 1985 Toreros soccer team brought to the school a olid contender.
and put U D on the map as a force to be reckoned
with .

The l:SD Women's Swim Team began its 1985·
86 season hosting the Long Beach 49ers on No.
vember 2. Highlights of the meet included Laurie
Birney's first place and Margie Ligrenberg's second in the 50 freestyle with respective times of
:26.10 and :26.25. Two new additions to the team,
freshmen Linda Jackson and Trish Puchbauer,
also contributed to the match with seconds in the
1650 freestyle and the 200 individual medley.
Pomona Pitzer tra veiled to challenge the Tore.
ros at home on November 23. The stormy weather
didn't dampen spirits or stop the USD women
from swimming to some victories. Jan Hollahan,
a enior and the only person ever to swim for four
years, placed first in the 200 freestyle with a time of
2:03.22. Another senior, Margie Ligtenberg,
placed first in the 50 freestyle with :25.95. Tailing
her was Laurie Birney, a Junior right behind her in
second place with :26.13. Ligtenberg also placed
first in the 100 freestyle with :57.48.

SWIMMING

Martina Rider has been wimming well in her
backstroke events. he won the 200 backstroke in
2:.ill.92 and also put the 200 medley team off to a
head tart with her 50 freestyle performance.
December 7 saw the Toreros hosting the l 1( ·o
Tritions on a bright sunny morning. Rosann Ca·
vallaro swam her best time ever in the 200 breaststroke with 2:46.l This time qualified her for PACWest final in Mascow. Idaho in February.
The nine member wimmmg team is coached by
Mr. Gary Becker. Coach Becker ha sev1:n years
experience coaching C D swimming. About this
year' team he commented, "The team look trong
this year. Our thre1: eniors have provided strong
leadership for the r1:st of the team . Jan Hollahan,
Janet Gaunt. and Margie Ligtenberg will be mis 1:d
next year: :

What a difference one year can make. Last p:ar the

t · D volleyball team featured six senior and onl} two
freshmen-the 19R5 squac.l had JUSt one senior and eleven
newcomers co the U D program In 1984, the Toreros
were an independent-this year the)· JOmed the newlyformed West Coast Athletic Conference for women.
The Toreros counted heavilv on the play anc.l leadership of 1unior Gina Traplctti, a S'8" outside hitter. Also
back from a year ago was senior sctttr Ellen ilber who
wa playing in her fourth season for head coach John
Marlin. The ceam·s onl} two other returners were sophomores Kris Mitchell and Loretta O'Connor, both of
whom saw a lot of playing 1ime.
l' D looked for coniributions from a number of first·
year players. Lisa Edler was a s·1r· sophomore who
played last season at an Diego Community College and
helped as a middle blocker. Teresa Myers and Heidi
Bruning were a pair of freshmen Martin kn,w could
contribute. Myers was a setter from Santa Barbara, while
El C'.a1on-native Bruning was another mic.ldle blocker.
Under Head coach John Manin's direction, the ,ol-

lcvball program ha grown from Division II status to its
current "CAA Division I level. This year the team 1oined
ix other schools to form a Women West Coa t Athletic
Conference.
John Manin entered his I Ith season as head coach.
Smee the program inception in i<r5, John has gu1dec.l
the Toreros to an O\'crall record of l l ~.110. mcluc.ling
post-~ason appearances three times. In 197 6, the women
finished m fourth place at the AIA \X' mall Collegt:
·acionals, then claimed filth in both 1977 and 1978 at
W AIA W Regionals.
Martin ltkcc.l the idea of plavmg m a confc.:rt:nce.
"We've been waiting for this for along time." \ate.I Mar.
tin They kcn·J m on conierence matches. l'eppc:rdinc
and anta Clara are probabh the two strongest teams in
the conference, however the re t of the teams arc on the
same level The other schools in the WCAC arc l.o}ola
Marvmount, evada-Rcno. an Francisco and llnitec.l
cares International l'niversity. Final 1985 l' D voll1:1ball tandm~s were two wms and twent\·-fivc lo es mall
matches and one wm and elven lost- in conference
macchc . It was a young quad this }ear anc.l their future
looks brighter.

One of the fastest growing and most exciting
aspects of college life at the University of San
Diego is the intramural spans program. Intramural
spcrts used to mean men's ba ketball, men's softball, and men's flag football. This year, students
will have had the opportunity to participate in over
twenty different leagues, tournaments, and special
events. In addition, competition is now held for
men's, women·s, and co-rec teams.
However, intramural spcrts is more than JUSt
athletic competition. Over the years, the intramural
program has helped foster many friendships for the
students, faculty. and staff of the University. Ic has
served as a rallying paint for fraternities, sororities,
residence halls, clubs, and commuters. There is
always a standing room only crowd when two
fraternity teams take to the field. students will
remember the comraderie, competition, and good
times associated with their intramural participation.
The thoughts of after-game parties celebrating another victory will linger long after graduation day.
Winning is not everything however, as anyone
who attended an off-campus intramural C'Vent will
attest. Midnight bowling, Friday night golf, and
the beach volleyball tournament may have provided the most enjoyable times of all.

Winning does however have it rewards, and
many students made a full-time JOb out of trying
to procure that elusive champion hip t- hirt. Of
such hope wa many a dynasty born. In men'
softball it was The Kerns who were JUSt last y.::ar
replaced by Uncle Wiggley·s Travelling All-Star .
The King is dead. Long live the King. In cor-rec
oftball, the eymbol of excellence has been passed
from Chutzpah to Better Buy the Case to queeze
Play. While who's Poltz (who caresn dominates
the volleyball scene. the BAMF own the flag
football world, and Thursday Night at the pigot is
the ba ketball team everyone want to beat ( but
can't), there is till one sport without a dyna ty.
Floor hockey. the fastest growing sport of them all,
has yet to have a repeat champion.
There would be no champions in any sport were
it not for the intramural official. Without exception, the intramural official is the key man ( or
woman) in ins.iring that games are fair and that all
players have a good time. In return the official
receives many reward including: an hourly wage
that would cau e a bus boy to go on strike, more
verbal abuse than a bar room bouncer. and about
as much re pect as a junior high substitute teacher.
In addition, the official mu t be a trained boxing
and/or wrestling referee even though neither are
intramural perts. It is truly amazing that there i
such a thing as a returning official. Yet there are
many. Thi is just another ign that intramural pirit
is alive and well at the University of an Diego.
'port
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USD is proud of its men's tenni program .
Twice the team won NCAA Division II tides. In
1979 the team finished second and in 1980 the
program moved up to Division I.
This winning tradition was started by Andrew
Rae, a native of Melbourne, Australia. who won
NCAA Division II singles and double tides m 1974
and 1975. In 1978 U D's Rick Goldberg and Par
Svensson won the NCAA II Doubles Championship.
From 1980 through 1982 the netter were regularly ranked in the nation's top 20. In 1980 and 1981
the Toreros won Ojai team titles. During that time
the team was led by Scott Lipton, Terry Ward, and
Peter Herrmann.
The Toreros compete at the nation's highe
level of intercollegiate play. In addition. many of
the country' better teams travel to San Diego tO
play during the Spring break.
The 1985 USD men 's team looked good - on
paper the Toreros appeared to be fielding their
strongest team in recent years.
"We had a nice balance of experienc<: and
youth," said Coach Ed Collin . " It looked like
we'd be stronger at every position. "

t

TENNIS
Four of last year' top players returned .
Leading that group wa Jim McNamee, a sophomore from Seattle. Wa hmgton, who held down
the #I position in 1984.Junior Alejandro Ramo ,
senior Ma ris Luter and con Patridge also
played.
Also returning from the '84 quad, and compet ing for pots in the cop 6 were sophomore Amado
Yane7, Robert Hous el , and cnior Doug
Bradley, who conmbuted greatly in double la t
year.
The Torero's '85 ro ter included 7 freshmen.
Among tho c Ii ted were Chris mith, Rick
Mathe on, Curtis Dadian and Patrik und h.
The '85 Toreros had better depth which was
needed to undertake aver} rigorous schedule . They
played 10 of last year's top- 20 team · m dual match.
e and tournaments.
In addition to 'CAA Champ UCLA and Runnerup tan ford , the Toreros matched up with Pep perdine, l ' C, Cal Berkeley. Cal Irvine, Long Beach
t. , Yale, Oklahoma,
ew Mexico, among others.
The netters plaved in ~ of the best intercollegiate
tournament in the country: The Corpus Christi
Collegiate Team Championships, the Irvine/Mar riott Tournament and the an Diego Intcrcolle. giate .
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John Cunningham, enrering his 2,rd season as head
coach of rhe l · niver 1q· of an Diego baseball program,
fidded his youngest team ever as he tried ro improve on
laM year\ 17-\9-1 record. Coach Cunningham, wirh a
career mark of -192-489- lO. returned dev<:n lettermen and
six srarrers. The '86 squad had a lot of new faces. includ ing r<:n fre hmen. The rest of rhe squad was made up of
four sophomores. five 1uniors and five senior Although
l 'SD lost seven lettermen w graduation. rhe key player
ro replace was ·a~ rt:am M.V.P. Paul Van tone. Yan
Stone. who was drafted by the an Francisco Giants. lt:d
l' D in hitting ( \05 ). ar bars (lo,), hits ( 62 ). R BJ"s
( ¥>) and rmal ba e ( HH ).
Our of the six starters back, senior cenrerfield David
Jacas was one of the: key plal'ers to warch. David barred
.l'-"1-) last p.,ar and led rhe ream in runs scored ( 47 J and
stolen bases ( 2-1). ophomore Mark Trafton ( .298
B.A.. 8 HR 's) and Sean Baron (22<)1 B.A.. 7 HR' ). two
of rhe better 1·oung power hitters in the: WCAC. would
improve on their ·a~ totals. Junior shortstop Robbie
Rogen ( .288 B.A .. 8 triples) was stronger and quicker.
and provided rhe leadership necessar1 in the infield,
while sophomore David Rolls (.25·1 B.A.) returned at
third base. John taught, scarring his fourth season as a
Torero. saw action in nghcfield
enior Tom Si1er was l 'SD's onh returning pitcher
that started more rhan 10 games in "85. Coach Cunning·
ham was looking for improved pcrformanet·s from Siler
and senior Mike David. Top newcomers to the pitching

BASEBALL
corp include JC transfor D.in Newman and freshman
John Bonilla . A couple of leepcr on the mound were
freshmen Jim Westlund and Tony Bartilcga.
Ju111or catcher Dan Echcvcste { .210 B.A.) was pur co
the test early by freshman recruit Chuch Graham. Two
newcomer rhat soltd,ficd rhc infield included JC transfer
John Holr and fre hman ,ccond ba eman Andy Robert\. t ·, D. which played a school n:cord ,5 home game
rh1s pJst sea on. prepared for WCAC arnon with tough
nonconforcnce opponents like Fresno race (, games).
·an Diego State (2 games). l.'C Irvine (2 games) and
D1v1'10n II power\ C
·orthridge and l 'C Riverside.
Co.ich Cunningham felt that unnl omebody knocked
them off. Peppcrdine wa again the league favonte. The
two clubs that looked vastly improved were Loyola
Maymounr and anta Clara t. Mary ' was to have the
league's best player in reliever Ken R1ensche.
Ar the beginning of the season, Coach Cunningham
tatts. ·we finished last a year ago. I would consider 11 a
uccc:ssful season 1f we rnd up in the middle of rhc:
WCAC pack this season. Thi 1s the younge r team I've
ever had. and it's hard co predict rhe players transmon
from high school to college ball. There i a definite
po,s1h1ltty rhat six of our nine starter could be freshmen
and sophomore . Thar I awful young for a four year
school. An advantage over lase year 1s a b<:m:r balance
between right and left handed h11ting We could haw
four kit handed hmcr m our lineup We haven't had
that capab,hcy m a while. Youth could work m our
advanragc this season. We're going to give these fresh.
men a chance to play and hopefully b · league we'll have
~,me ub1ltty in our lineup.
·porr
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F

Nabeelahm Abo-Hunta h
Sara Ackerman
Christine Adamo
Jill Allen
Brian Anderson

Filip Andersons
Mark Apo
Elizabeth Armour
Mary Armstrong
Charles Arviso

Shahin Ashraf
Sam Attisha
Daniel Aweida
Jennifer Aye
Julie Baker
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uzanne Baker
Theodore Baker
Timothy Baker
James Balthazar
Alice Barrett

~
~

>

~

.
y

Andy Bartlett
Mary Ann Bassetti
ynrhia Basso
Edward Battilega
Anth ny Beaudoin

'
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~

.
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Linn Bekins
Christy Beltran
Kathleen Bemis
Michael Bet
Karen Bickel
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Mary Bidwill
Lorie Birk
Colleen Blackmore
Anders Blom
Elizabeth Blomberg

Angela Bloom
James Blumenthal
Nancy Boerner
Anne Bohlman
Josephine Bonella

Lisa Bonnano
Michael Bonte-Friedheim
Stephanie Booher
Karen Boos
Stephen Bour

Elizabeth Bradley
Ro alind Brady
Tamasine Brady
Julee Marie Brandt
Florence Bray

William Brennan
Robert Briggs
usan Briggs
tephen Bron n
Anne Brown

tephanie Brown
I lenry Buckingham
Kelly Bull
Manuela Buono
Victoria Buretz

F

Brent Burns
Veronica Bustamante
Jacqueline Butt
Christopher Bwy
Cathleen Byrnes

Tiffany Camarillo
David Carfagno
Kathleen Carney
Ann Caro
David Carpenter

Lisa Carr
Ann Carter
Donna Cartwright
Nancy Casillas
Mike Cassady

Elizabeth Castillo
Christiana Cava
Edward Chapin
Frank Charfauro
Michelle Chaudet

Mike Chavez
Pyong . Choru Cho
Jeanne Clanahan
John Claridy
Colette Clark

James Clark
Christine Clemens
Michael Clune
Catherine Cogliandro
Sarah Cohen
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Autumn Cole
hristy oleman
Michael oilier
Desmond Collins
John Conlin

Barbara Cook
Sean Coughlin
James Coury
Catherine Crail
Cristin Cronin

Sean Cummins
Karen Cuneo
Thomas urtin
Laura Czekanski
Oliver Dano

James Danzer
John Dasher
Susan Daudelin
Margaret Daws n
Patrick De Blase

tephen DeFree
Michelle DeHaven
Geoffrey Dean
Carla Defranco
David Del Padre

Cl tilde Del Samo
Raymond Delaney
Dawn Delongpre
Courtnay Denault
Michael de icola

Fre1 hme n I

F

Daniel DiCarlo
Katherine DiTomaso
Deborah Dimich
Catherine Dispo
Mark Diver

Kristine Dodge
Alicia Dorado
Janine D vido
Loree Draude
Sean Driscoll

uzanne Drolet
Robert Duke

Benita Duran
Mega_n Durkan

Maureen Earley
Patricia Earnshaw

Paul Echeveste
Thomas Edelblute
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Mark Edwards
Barry Ep rein
Annemarie Erculei
Delia Esquivel
Fred Estaische

Mark Estberg
Monica Faber
Joanne Fanucchi
Gerald Farnell
Timothy Farrar

Anne Farrell
Jamie Ferl
Janine Ferrigno
Lara Find rff
Kelly Finnernan

William Fitzgerald
Jennifer Flores
Monica Foltz
Lewis Ford
William Ford

Monica Forrest
Steven Forsyth
Barbara Foster
Paul Fournier
Laura Fowler

Gregory Francuz
Janet Frappia
David French
Teresa Friedheim
Amy Froide
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Patricia Furness
John Abbate
Brenda Gabby
Marianna Gamboa
Donald Garcia

John Garcia
Julie Gardner
Stephen Gauvin
Francie Gerlach
Marie Giblin

David Gilmore
Patrick Ginn
Mary Goan
Charles Goldberg
Donna Golden

icholas Gonzales
John Goodrich
Kevin Gordon
Thomas Gorman
Charles Graham

Michael Grasse!
Jill Greenwood
Jodi Grendahl
Richard Grossman
Joseph Grupalo

Mary Guina
Barbara Gutsmiedl
Sean Hackbarth
Mary Hall
Deann Hallor
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William Hamby
Julia I lamilcon
Randa llarb
Jane Harkins
Darryl l larlan

Michele Hayes
Martin Helmstein
Deborah I lei per
Tracy Henderson
Tamara Henry - Neeley

Barbara Hernandez
heri Higdon
Mignon Higgins
Thomas I-lines
Eric llitzelberger

Melanie Hodge
Marc,a I loerr
John Hoffman
Diane Holley
Michelle I lolli

Brian Holt
Gesa Holtzen
Wendy Hoover
laudia 1-iorn,g
Lisa Horton

Laurie Houts
Anne Howard
Matthew Huatte
John Hughes
Jonathan Hughes
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Daniele Huguenin
Patricia Humiston
Andrew Hummel
Erin Hurley
Roger Ibarra

Tamara Ide
Karen Infantino
Alan Izzo
Linda Jackson
Frank Jacobs

Jennifer Jacobs
Kurt Jafay
Rebecca Jenney
John Joanning
Cameron Johnson

Jaqueline Junkin
Colleen Kanaley
Brian Kane
Lucille Kanjer
Linda Kankowski

Mary Kaplan
Mark Kardas
Lauren Kardoff
Sylvia Kathawa
Candace Kaye

Michael Kearny
Janna Keever
Kathleen Kelley
Krista Kennedy
Alyson Kernohan
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Lynn Kichline
David King
Eileen Kinsella
Kevin Kjer
Cori Klampe

Mark KluZllk
Fred Koeleman
Alison Koller
Andrew Kownacki
Kenneth Kozoro

Geoffrey L'Abbe
Christopher La Bonte
icole La Chuisa
icki Lacey
David Lach

Robert Lacsamana
Marie Lalas
Megan Lamers
Cary Landress
Jenine Lawlor

David Lawrence
Deanna Lawrence
Ann Lawver
Anh Le
Carrie Lechner

Jacqueline Lehn
Edward Lemus
Lisa Letoto
Marc Lipschitz
Nancy Lombardi
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Sharon Lombardi
Angelo Lombardo
Peter Lombardo
Charles Lueck
Ellen Lynch

Lauren Mac Arthur
Deanna MacGregor
Amy Magruder
David Maigret
Kathleen Malone

Kristin Maloney
Patricia Mamer
Lisa Mangiarelli
Kimberly Manning
Consuelo Manriquez

William Manson
Susan Marlow
Michelle Marcin
Kathleen Martineau
Anna Martinez

Richard Marcy
Cindy Marvin
John Mason
Lance Massey
Deborah McCaig

David McCann
John McCarthy
Scott McClincy
Brian McCooey
Mary McCormick
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tephanie McCullough
Teresa McGrath
Mary McGroarty
Gregory McGuff
Mark McGuiness

Dannielle McLaughlin
Daniel Mc amee
Patrick Mc eany
Tida McNeil
James Mc ichol

Edward Mc ulty
Danyell Means
David Melendez
J ames Mellos
Jacqueline Mellott

J ennifer Melton
Melanie Mickelson
Maureen Miller
Michael Mills
Juli Misfeldt

Amy Mitchell
David Mitchell
nja Mitovski
Orville Mohler
Patricia Mom

Oscar Monge
Lisa Monteleone
Deborah Montgomery
Stephanie Morand
Michelle Moriarity
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F

Margaret Morris
Mary Morris
Shelly Morris
Mary Mosman
David Mule

Patricia Mullen
Aimee Muncy
Bridget Murphy
Kearin Murray
Teresa Myers

Michelle au jokas
J aime elmes
Lynette elson
Michael Nelson
Alison Neville

tephanie evins
Christopher Nicolet
Michelle Nokes
Kristin olan
Erik Norris

Christina Nyikes
Kimberly yssen
Brenna O'Boyle
Daniel O'Connell
Michelle O'Connor

Michael O'Flahercy
Betsy O'Haver
Kerry O'Heany
Laura O'Hern
Kristen O'Keefe
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Susan O'Keefe
Denise
eill
Regina Pallencaoe
Philip Palumbo
Debra Panattoni

o·
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Valerie Pappas
Cheryl Paul
Karol Peabody
Lisa Peirce
Kareo Pene

Stephanie Penratt
John Penrith
Amy Perkins
Kendra Peters
Teresa Petrilla

Tamara Pickering
ancy Pikula

Harry Pischedel
Dean Pisciotta

David Plotnik
David POJtinger
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Margaret Porter
Bernadine Porterfield
Susan Poser
Kathryn Potts
Christine Presta

Lisa Primo
Danielle Prunier
Patricia Puchbauer
David Pugh
Stuart Purnell

Colleen Quinn
Michelle Quinn
Pamela Rager
Iliana Ramirez
Theresa Rasic

Gertrude Raymundo
Danielle Reading
Mary Reeves
Brian Regan
David Reiling

William Reilly
Kevin Riley
Kristen Riser
tephanie Ritz
John Roberts

icole Roche
Jill Roemer
Oscar Ro1as
Holly Roloff
Lolly Roman
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Renee Romero
Mary Roney
Toni Rooney
Brian Roos
Pia Roselli

Rebecca Rosko
Alondra R ss
Mark Ross
John Ruda
Denise Russell

Timothy Ryan
Theresa amuelson
Ann Sanchez
Giuseppe Sanfilippo
Jeffrey Sardina

Manuela chaefer
Daniel
handel
Laura Schermerhorn
Edward chlesier
Heidi Schmid

Richard chrader
Stephen Schu ter
herri

coct

Sandr eaburg
Clare ebenius

Nancy dlmayer
Maria gura
Stacy Seitz
Jaime Selway
Danielle handel
James Sheldon
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Chris Shepard
Christopher Signorelli
Skete Simmons
Norman Slaught
Lori Sluss

Catherine
Christopher
Kevin
Matthew
Melinda

mith
Smith
Smith
Smith
mith

arah mith
Richard Spinelli
Charity St . Claire
Melanie canton
Jennifer tauch

Jane Stehly
Carey Stehouwer
Kathleen terns
Mark Stevens
Mary Stollenwerk

Chris St0ut
Brian Sullivan
Patricia Sullivan
William Sultemrier
Michael wize

Melanie Tabanao
Jo eph Tangonan
Joseph Tarsha
Mohammed TassoudJi
ara Taylor
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Kathi Tees
Bradley Tetreault
Susanne Theibach
Heidi Thomas
J ohn Thomas

Matthew Thomas
Justin Tipp
Paul Tobin
Tanya Tomaskevitch
Susan Tomsky

John Trujillo
Kimberly Tucker
Susan Twomey
Kelly Tynen
Laura Upton

Brenda Urse!
Damon Valentino
Laura Valersky
Todd Van Boxtel
Patricia Vasquez

Kimberly Vernor
onnie Viado
hristina Vierra
Darcie Volk
John Vos

Julie Wall
Lance Wallace
hades Walters
Kenneth Walz
Raymond Wang
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Susan Warner
Dean Wartelle
Julie Watwood
Elizabeth Weaver
Jack Weekes

Marianne Wendel
Susan Wendell
Katherine White
Tom White
Kristen Whitney

Claudette Whittenburg
Charlie Wickstrand
usan Wiesner
Chris Wiley
Grant Williams

J udy Williams
Mark Williams
Michelle Williams
Mary Winner
Carolyn Wolf

Janie Wong
Michelle Woodring
Jodi Woods
Reed Wrisley
Deborah Wylie

hop Yamaguchi
Susan Youmans
David Zappone
Michelle Zinser
Charles Zuckerman
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John Abbare
Lourde Adame
Dominique Alessio
Jennifer Andrews
Anita Arambula

Susan Armstrong
Margaret Atwood
Terrence Aylesworth
Steven Barbaro
Patrick Barber

Cheryl Bastoni
Jason Bates
Elizabeth Bartreall
John Bennett
Alberto Benrey

Kevin Biernat

harles Binette
Jonathan Blacker
Michelle Blackmun
Mary Boland

G. Michael Boyle
Angie Brannon
Carol Ann Breen
Matthew Brown
Kristen Bulkley

Seymour Buns
Hilda Burgo
Maureen Burket!
Jame Butler
Kenneth Calegari

opho more
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Conni Campbell
Paul Campillo
Colleen Carey
Brent Carlson
Christopher Casey

Christopher Catello
Robert Caya
I lolly Chandler
Laura Checkman
J oan Chrostek

Elizabeth Ciarrocchi
Richard Cieslik
Andrea Clark
Brian Clements
Colleen lifford

Frances Coad
Michael Connery
I lolly Coonrad
Kathleen ooper
Christopher Costa

Timothy Costa
Losa Cox
John oy
Colleen Crowley
iki Cunningham

...
Paul unningham
Lori Ann Czop
Simple Dan
Lori De Angelis
James De La Fuenta
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Megan Delane
Dominick DeRanieri
Margaret DeVore
Ray DiMuro
Catherine Dox

Jon Doyle
Sandi Drinkward
Frank Duchene
Kimberly Duffy
Diana Durka

Sharon Durkin
Susan Edwards
Christopher Emge
Ann Marie Engfelt
Kevin Eppich

Arnold Estrada
Roberta Everts
Noel Fabian
Ricardo Fernandez
Robert Fiorentino

Mary Fleuret
Thomas Foley
Micheles Fournier
Laura Frederich
Douglas Gadker

Katherine Gaffney
Joseph Gerhart
Kathryn Gilmore
Steven Glynn
Griffen Gmelich
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Sarah Goncalves
Michael Gonzales
Laura Gonzalez
Robert Gordon
Thomas Grace

Nora Griffen
Craig Grivel
Harry Hadjian
Robert Hajdukovich
Diane Haller

Tracy Hara burda
Amy Harsh
Michael Hedrick
Elizabeth Heider
Beth Hemesath

Katia Hernandez
Laura Herz
Marlene Hibbert
Andy Hines
Kathy Ho

Edith Hofmann
Martin Holbus
Marcia Holmberg
Ann Hooker
Elizabeth Hornbrook

Ann Hubbard
James Huberty
Marianne Hugo
Anh Huynh
J an Ingwersen
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Bill Jackson
Denise Johnson
Bill Jones
teven Joyce
Kimberly Judd

eorge Kaelin
Adrian Kalvinskas
Ann Marie Kankowski
Sharon Kavanagh
Erin Kelly

Darlene Keltgen
Kristina Kiefer

David Kirven
Jeffrey Koller

Jeffrey Lake
Cherrie Lamb

Robert La Porta
Tracy Larkin

ophomores 15 3
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Jennifer Laxa
Mary Frances Lefere
Daniel Lekander
Raymond Leon
David Liautavo

Michele Lie egang
Dan Limberg
Paul Lindenberg
Marissa Lobato
Jennifer Long

Mary Lonnecker
Michael Loretta
Charles Lynch
Frederick Lynch
Timothy Lyons

Kristen Mackey
Antonieta Manriquez
harle Manson
Katherine Mardesich
Theresa Mario

Ann Marie Marton
eil Mamn
Rick Matheson
Louisa Matte,
Joan McCarthy

Amy McDev1tt
Timothy McDonnell
Mary McGarry
Debbie McIntire
Catherine McQuillen
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Michael Meehan
Mimi Mehrabi
Kathleen Melican
Christina Mendivil
Francisco Meza

Susan Milne
Carla Miranda
Lisa Mitchell
Vera Morrin
Eileen Mullen

Michael Murphy
Eric asland
Jacques Naviaux
Robert Necochea
Steven Neuhoff

Jolene guyen
John Nothdurft
Joseph ottoli
Jacqueline Oberly
Glenn Oclassen

J.

8. Orecchia
Mark Panelli
Michelle Pavlick
terling Peloso
John Pene

Tre Perkin
anette Perry
Erik Peterson
Maria Pettengill
Kathleen Pingree

ophomores 155

s
Jennifer Piper
Virginia Piper
Nicola Pisculli
Gerard Pizarro
Jennifer Postovoit

Angela Potter
Cecilia Preciado
Nalani Raab
ichelle Raras
Richard Ratzer

Kimberly Ray
Erin Reagan
Orin Redelsperger
Charlotte Reed
Anne Reid

Birgit Reisch
Martina Rider
Madelon Ries
Linsey Robinson
Nena Rodrique

Dil Rogers
Doe Rogers
Karen Rosefield
Anne Roskell
John Rothstein

Carol Russell
ara Russell
Monica Sanchez
Reynaldo Sanchez
Sandra Sanchez
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Lynn Scarpelli
Linda Schedler
Christa Schmuccermair
Anita Schurkens
Eric Schwab

Kiersten Schwoob
Paul Seby
David Serrano
Les! ie Settle
Michael Seymour

Holly Shebesta
Marne Shore
amantha Simmons

Douglas krobut
Julie Slomkowski

Elizabeth Smith
Keli mith
Ott mith
Dana pitznass
Robert Sperl

Rebecca ranley
Michael toberski
Timothy corm
Sean Sullivan
Theresa Sullivan

Sarah Swinney
John witzer
Shirley Tang
Deborah Taylor
John Thompson

ophomores 157

s
David Thornsberry
Brian Thornton
Mary Tietz
Brennan Todd
Laura Tomlinson

Kelly Towe
Lori Townsend
Christine Trausch
Josaphat Trisnadi
Kimberlee Turner

Alma Veloso
icole Volk
Joe Waimrin
Ann Walker
Cindy Wallace

Quint Ward
ara Werner

Colleen West
Sheila White
David Wilhelmy

Mark Wolff
Lane Woolery
Christopher Woolson
Julie Wright
Otto Wright

Adam Yatsko
Deborah Yoakum
Deborah Zitzmann
Raymond Zogob
Toni Zuazo
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Brett Aleshire
Laurie Allari
Kimberly Amory
Denise Andrews
Dee Dee Angel

Gillis Anspacher
Kevin Aylward
Philip Barbaro
Susan Barker
Joellen Bechina

Stephen Bell
Francis Bennett
Susan Bennett
cott Berghage
Attila Betyar

Blanca Bidart
Karla Blach
Greg Brady
Mike Brady
Marcia Brady

Robert Blodgett
Marjorie Boardman
Peter Brady
Alice
Jan Brady

Kristin Boettger
Molly Bowman
Bobby Brady
Carol Brady
Cindy Brady

Juniors 159

J
Becky Bradley
Barbara Brennan
V. Paul Briggs
Lisa Broussard
Kathleen Brysacz

Christine Bugelli
Tomasz Bysiek

Daniel Cabo
John Campillo

Daniel Carlson
Gayla Carper

Rossana Carrasco
Janice Casillas
Lesha Charnetsky
Michele Chia
Antonio Ciccarelli

Mary Coenenberg
Kim Comeau
Jeffrey Condino
Craig Conners
Christopher Connolly
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Patrick Connolly
Mike Conroy
Patricia Cortes
Mary Cotti
ancy Cronin

Glory Cummings
Julie Czerwinski
Deborah D'Alessio
Bret Daniels
Carol Daniels

Joan Dannemiller
Jeannette De anris
Lisa DeVore
Dorothy Ditto
Deborah Ditto

Durwin Ditto
Darlene Ditto
Darryl Ditto
Dennard Ditto
Dorris Ditto

Susie Douzd1ian
Anne Doyle
Lida Dreyer
Gerette Dronen
Raymond Dunham

Tammi Durham
Marc Duro
Daniel Echeveste
Robert Elliot
Linda Eltherington
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J
Daniel Eppinger
John Espe
Bernard Estrada
Sara Etzel
Kari Evenson

Clyde Farias
Marla Feiner
Mark Fenick
Madeleine Ferbal
Anne Foley

Neave Foley
Osvaldo Furno
Roxana Gallego
Charles Gehring
Greg Ghio

Robert Gibbs
Meredith Giesing
Patricia Gill
Gail Giuliani
Edward Goan

Rebecca Goncalves
Deborah Gonzalez
Judy Goodman
Jane Gransee
Tonya Grant

Eugene Gutierrez
Michael Hall
Daniel Harney
Lori Harris
Bruce Hartley
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Pamela Haupert
Kevin Hayes
Eric Henrion
Angeline Hernandez
Karla Hernandez

Gregory Hill
Michael Histon
Robert Hoff
Renetta Hohman
Marc Homan

Eric Huff
Chris Hugh

Deborah Infantino
Mary Lou Ireton

Michele Johnson
Sharie Johnson

Rob Judge
Maire Kelley
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u
John Kelly
Kent Kilpatrick
Sandra Kist
Chriscopher Kitzman
Jill Krapf

John Krawchuk
Eric Laipenieks
Sam Lavorato
Kristen Leonardini
John Lester

Sandra Ley
Maria Litz
Trang Ly
usan MacDonald
onstance Mackey

Melissa Mackno
Nils Madden
Renee Marra
Gabriel Martinez
Brian McCullough

Michael McKeen
Marion Mehling
Maria Merheg
Gaelen Meskell
Bill Mifsud

Vickie Minardi
Michael Minney
Perry Molinari
Carl Moose
Frank Mostert
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Shideh Movafash
Kym Mueller
hannon Mulligan
Frank Murphy
Kim Muryasz

Jacqueline Myrick

Andrea Nader

William

Dan

eugebauer

ewman

John icholson
James oreiga
Leigh orman
Maureen

uesca

Barry O'Brien
M,ke O 'Connell
Mary Kay O 'Connor
Ellen O 'Hara
Julie o· eil

Juniors 16

J

Timothy Orr
David Paquin
Victoria Parker
Scott Patridge
Paul Pattison

John Pentelei -Molnar
Angelo Pera
Marietta Perault
Ellen Perrett
Simona Petakovich

Susan Piasecki
Thomas Pirolli
David Potarf
Alejandro Ramirez
Carlos Ramos

uzanne Reed
Shirley Reid
Samuel Reyes
Paul Richards
Donna Ritter

Karen Rivera
Ron Rodgers
Patricia Ross
tephanie Rothstein
Michael Rover

Rob Rubeshaw
T. J. Rubino
Monica Sanchez
Diane Sawyer
Shannon Schatan
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Elizabeth Schiele
Jeffrey Schlik
Karen Schoenfeld
Jerry Schumacher
Monica Sears

Lisa Shine
Joan hmagranoff
Bridget mith
Mark Smith
Cynthia Spiess

Anne prague
haron tegmuller
eal tehly
Kimberlee tein
Tina Stewart

Paul !utzke
Beth Taker
David Teixeria
Marc Theibach
Mary Theisen

Juniors 167

u

Would you trust your
stomach to these people ?

Maha Tominna
Allison Tubbs
Greggory Tucker
Tommy Tung
Vince Vaccher

Johnny Vegas
Laura Vielbig
Chau Vu
Cathy Wagner
Paula Ward

Pamela Warnock
Mary Waters
Deborah Waynick
Phil Welp
Kae Wintringham

Gregory Witz
Peter Wood
Rich Yousko
Wayne Zimmerman
Jennifer Zurschmeide
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ADMINISTRATION
.I

Author E. Hughes
President

The University of San Diego traces its b eginnings to the dedication of the late San
Diego Bishop Charles F. Buddy and Reverend Mother Rosalie Hill, RSC]. Due largely
to their efforts, USD's pred ecessor institutions were established at the un iversity's present Alcala Park location - the Co llege fo r
Women in 1952, and the College for Men and
the School of Law in 1954 .
In 1971, Dr. Author E. Hug hes was a ppointed president of the tw o colleges. Under
his guidance, the College for Women and the
College for Men merged in 197 2 to become
USO.
Throughout its history, the University of
San Diego has remained committed to the
ideals of liberal education and to recognizing
the dignity of men and women as human
beings and a creatures of God.
As a Catholic institution, USO is committed to examination of the Catholic tradition
a the basis of a continuing search for meaning in contemporary life.

Bishop Leo T .
Maher
C h airman of the Board

170

ADMINISTRATION

17 1

ADMINISTRATION

l. Sister Dale Brown

Office of Financial
Aid

___[

5. Thomas J.
Cosgrove
Office of Student
Affairs

2. Barbara Jane

Burke
Career Counseling
and Placement
3. Roberta Callahan
Health Center
4. Betty Chapman
Office of Student
Affairs

172 Administration

6. Rodney D . Dunn
Office of Financial
Aid
7. Peggy Elling
Health Center
8. Saralynn Ferrara
Office of Financial
Aid

ADMINISTRATION

1. Deborah Gough
Office o f the Provost

2. Shigeyo Jane
Hayashi
Health Center
3. Sister Miriam
Kaeser
Office of Student
Affairs
4. Mary Ann
Kennedy
Health Center

5. Judith Turnbull
Munoz
Human Resources
6. David M. avarro
Office of Student
Affair
7. Jack Pope
Academic
Computing
. Mary A. Powers
Office of tudent
Affairs

Ad mini iration 17 3

ADMINISTRATION

1.

Mary Anne Pryde
Food Service

2. Joseph C. Pusateri
School of Arts and
Sciences
3. Karen Reed
ffice of Student
Affairs
4. Linda cale
areer Coun eling
and Placement

174 Adminiscracion

-

-

- f:

5. Sera Schmitt
Office of Public
Relations
6. Gaye Soroka
Office of Student
Affairs
7. James Sotiros
Office of
Development
8. Karin Tynes
ffice of Financial
Aid

ADMINISTRATION

Stanley Walsh
Office of Student
Affairs
1.

2. Patricia Watson
Office of
Management Services

5. Chris Wilcox
Office of Student
Affairs
6. Tim Willard
Office of
Development

3. Stewart Westdal
Office of Financial
Aid

7. Betsy Winters
School of Arts and
Sciences

4. Herb Whyte
Office of Financial
Aid

8. Catherine Youtkus
Career Counseling
and Placement
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WHERE WERE YOU
DURING SENIOR
PICTURES?

Mike Whitmarsh/ Political Science
" Happy Hour"

Shei la Flaherty
"Europe"

Sean M. Cunneen/English
"The wrong studio"

Pablo Mendoza (Hiscory/English) and Mary Palmer (Hiscory)
" cuing anocher degree!!"

208

H.
..

pencer Webscer/ Bu iness Adminiscracion
o comment"

"CRUISI ' on San Diego Harbour"
Left: Kathy, Barry O'Brien, Janine Mason, & Peter Andrade.
Below: Paul Garson, Shawn Bacile, Paula Dobin & date

"Havin' fun at the Lark"
Above: Michael Hall with eniors, Julie Hamberger, Paul Davis
Left: Mary Stuyvesant with junior Harry Hadjian.
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FACULTY

l. Robert R.

Bacalski
Foreign Languages
and Literature
2. Mary Bale
Naval cience
3. Carmen M.
Barcena
School of Business
4. Paul D. Berg
aval cience

2 14 fa<uhy

5. Mary B.
Beschorner
School of Education
6. Perri J. Bomar
School of Nursing
7. Eren Brach
English
8. Dori C. Brown
Chemistry

FACULTY

1. Richard E. Casey

Marine Studies
2. James M.
Coltrider
School of Business
3. Pamela S.
Connolly
Fine Arts
4. J oanne T .
Dempsey
English

5. Kathleen M.
Dugan
Religious Studies
6. Doris Durrell
Psychology
7. Karen Emerson
Food Service
8. Iris Engstrand
History
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FACULTY

1. William Foster
School of Education

5. John E. Graves
Biology

2. Clare E. Friedman
Mathematics

6. J ames Gump
History

3. Lee Gerlach
English
4. Carl L. Gilbert
History
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7 Stanley Gurak
Mathematics
8. Janet K . Harrison
School of Nursing

FACULTY

l. Maqorie L. Hart

Fine Arts
2. Mary A. Hartman
School of Nursing
3. Brigitte L.
Heimers
Foreign Languages
and Literature
4. Elizabeth
Hennigar
School of Business

5. Ronald H . Hill
English
6. Kathryn M.
Hobbs
aval Science
7. Phillip Hunsaker
School of Bu ine s
8. Philip Hwang
chool of Education
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FACULTY

1. Robert L.

Infantino
chool of Education
2. Tim Kelley
chool of Business
3. Henry Kolar
Fine Arts
4. Janice B. Koop
Mathematic
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5. Edward Kujawa
chool of Education
6. Eugene Labov1tz
Anthropology and
ociology
7. Rev. Jack E.
Lindquist
Religious tudie
8. Judith Liu
Anthropology and
ociology

FACULTY

l. Sister Lorch

History
2. June S.
Lowen berg
chool of Nursing
3. Patricia A. Lowry
School of Education
4. Kathleen A.
Marpe
Athletics

5. Duncan E.
McCosker
Fine Arcs
6. James W . McGray
Philosophy
7. William H.
Meader
Naval Science
8. James R.
Moriarity
History
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FACULTY

1. Owen

J.

Mullen
Campus Ministry

2. Virginia L. Muller
Political Science
3. Patricia C. eils
History
4. Leo F. O 'Connor
School of Business

220 Fa ulty

5. Cornelius F.
O'Keefe
Naval cience
6. Robert F. O' eil
School of Bu iness
7. Angelo R. Orom
Anthropology and
Sociology
8. James K. Otte
I listory

FACULTY

l. Ronald A.

Pachence
Chri~tian Ministries
2. Irving W . Parker
English
3. Linda Perry
Fine Arts
4. Richard Phillips
Environmental
tudies

5. Darlene Pienta
School of Business
6. Lulasz M. Pruski
Mathematics
7. Mary A. Quinn
English
8. Rev. Nicolas M.
Reveles
Fine Art
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FACULTY

Jeanne B. Rigsby
Foreign Languages
and Literature

1.

2. Sandra Robertson
Foreign Languages
and Literature
3. Dennis Rohatyn
Philosophy
4. Joseph C. Rost
School of Education
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5. Miriam Rothman
School of Business
6. Lawrence L. Ruiz
Fine Arts
7. Walter A.
Schartmann
Naval Science
8. Steven E.
Schoenherr
History

FACULTY

1. Dessie K.

Severson
Biology
2. Lynne B. Small
Mathematics
3. William R.
Soukup
School of Business
4. Gerald Sperrazzo
Psychology

5. Carol A. Stepien
Biology
6. Elizabeth B.
Sutton
Naval Science
7. Charles J. Teplitz
School of Business
8. Barton D.
Thurber
English
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FACULTY

1.

Michael Wagner
Philosophy
2. Betsy Walsh

English

3. Robin S. Waples
Biology
4. Jacques M.
Wendel
Foreign Languages
and Literature
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5. James A.
Weyant
Psychology
6. Therese T.
Whitcomb
Fine Arts
7. Irene Williams
English

8. Dirk S. Yandell
School of
Business

News 22~

WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD
WORLD

NEWS IN
BRIEF

Mexico iry suffered
great loss as a series
of earthquakes
brought down
apartment buildings
and high-rises
financially as well
as in lives.

MOTHER ALWAYS SAID THERE
WOULD BE DAYS LIKE THIS
o matter how civilized humanity becomes, no matter how much technology
man develops to fight away the elements,
nature is a force that is much stronger in
its ferocity . This year saw the struggle of
man against the might of nature.
Mexico's capital and surrounding environment was hit by one of the greatest
earthquake in recent memory. Over
20,000 lost their live in and around the
capital. The earthquake caused shock for
many witnes es. It showed how helpless
man can be. . . Envoy John Gavin gave
one of the best descriptions; "It looked a
if a giant foot had stepped on the buildings."
In Columbia, the violence of nature
came in another form . The volcano e.
vado def R uiz erupted so strongly that it
shot "reddish illumination" to about
26,000 feet. It triggered a series of mud·
slides that took the lives of almost 25,000.
A the death toll in the New World
was increased by tectonic phenomena,
the Id World ttll suffered from the
spread of the ahara and the change in
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climate. The famine in Ethiopia and the
Sudan still continues. Aid, in the form of
money and donations, seemed not to
stem the problem. Only the hope that the
sky will yield some rain can help thi
problem come to an end.
ature took a great toll upon man, but
nature sometimes received the help of
man . Thi came in the form of air disasters. This was the worst year in aviation
and space history . Planes fell from the
skie over Dallas and Japan. Private pilots
crashed in northern and southern California. A whole troop of American oldier
lost their lives flying over Canada . The
25th Shuttle Mission, with the first teacher, Christa McAuliffe, disintegrated
shortly after take-off. There are some explanation for these disasters, like wind.
shear and poor maintenance, and ome
are clouded in mystery. The kies eemed
very unfriendly.
This year's catastrophies made clear
the fact that life is fleeting and 1t i not
man that i in control.

Man y happening from around the world
made headlines in the paper chi yea r ...
China continued to go through radical economic change. Under the leadership of Deng
Xiao-Ping, the economy continued 1t d rive
coward the modernization of China through
capital investment and entrepreneurial spirit
Hanoi sought rapprochment with the
SA co hopefully slow down it troubled
economy. The ke>· to rapprochment is the
return of MJA 's
ouch Africa wa again
the site of much racial turmoil To man)
Americans, the trouble down there reminded
them of the problems the USA went through
at the beginning of the Civil Rights Move ment. elson Mandela, the leader of the Afri can National Congres , was released . .
ould the
lose another strategic position
in the Pacific basin, This and other quesciom
were raised as the Philippine went through a
presidential election that pitted Ferdinand
Marcos , leader of the last twenty years, again
Cora~on Aquino, widow of the assassinated
opposition leader Benigno Aquino. AmidS!
widespread fraud and civil trife, more than 26
million voters curned out . .
pain and Portugal sought to end almo c three hund red
years of decline b>· joining the European
Common Market. The e addition to chr
Common Markee brought up the question of
whether a United races of Europe will be
come a reality soon . . Liberia and 1gena
continued to go through governmental rrou·
bles this year These scares are indicative of chr
p<>St-colonial trouble chat have plagued Afri ca for the lase twenty-five year . . . England
and france have agreed tCl begin a proiecc chat
has been on the minds of many French and
English since ap<>lean. The project 1s known
affecrionally a the Channel. Thi i the con·
scruct1on of a rail -l ink between both countrie;
under the English Channel. This i perceived
by boch as a way to boost their respective
economies and cement their ties . . Th,
U A felt the strength of cht Pacific R1rn
economies this year. For the first t1me ever.
trade with the Far East surpa sed trade wicf
Europe. America is beginning co realize that
the world will increasingly move it emphas1
from the Atlantic co the Pacific
. . Thr
Bnrnh and Chinese continue co consider chr
face of Hong Kong . The cock exchange ol
tht Pacific i being prepared for a change in
leader hip
These are JUSt a few of chr
maior news items of the lase year.

WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD
MIRACLES AT WORK
The image of 12-year-old Keiko
Kawakami being plucked by a helicopter
lifeline from the carnage of JAL Flight
123 lase August 12th has come co represent not only the vase loss of life from che
worse single airplane crash in aviation history but also the near miracle that anyone
survived at all. le was, in fact, a year of
record air crash deaths: 520 died in this
one; four survived. Keiko's family had
boarded the flight for Tokyo after a fam.
ily vacation on the island of Hokkaido.
When the plane crashed, Keiko was
thrown into a tree. She said that her father
and sister survived the crash but that
when she awoke the next morning there
was what appeared to be a towel in front
of her eyes. Fourteen hours later she was
discovered .
After three months in the hospital,
where she underwent an operation for a
paralyzed arm, Keiko was released . Her
ordeal over, he wanted none of the attendant celebncy. Paramount in her mind
was going back co school and her studies.
"From now on I'll be with my grandmother and brother," she aid . "People of
the pre s, plea e leave me alone."
When Colombia 's Nevado del Ruiz,
long dormant crater, finally awoke, it did

so with a fury chat made it one of the
deadliest eruptions in recorded hi tory. A
rosy flare spurted about 8,000 feet in the
air, and a mile-wide wall of mud and ash
poured over the countryside, obliterating
towns like Armero, where a maiority of
its 22,500 residents perished .
Sandra was one of the lucky ones.
Saved from the mud along with two other youngsters, she was taken co an emergency field hospital where she sipped yogurt and eagerly asked for more. Lacer
she inquired, "Where is my mama?" Her
mother was presumed to have died, and
Sandra, along with ocher young survivors,
in all likelihood will be adopted by another family from her village.
Ever so gingerly, French rescue workers lifted the frail but living body of Je us
Rodrigues from the rubble of what had
once been Mexico City's General Ho pica!. Jesus, just eight days old, was one of
24 newborns who survived burial alive by
the August earthquake that devastated
the world's most populated city.
The child's rescue came by chance.
Five days after the earthquake a sound
detector picked up faint cries coming
from beneath che sixth floor of the ninefloor hospital. Working with their hands-

even pickaxes could have caused a collapse- the crew coiled through the night.
By sunrise they had their reward. Severely
bruised and suffering from dehydration
and a dislocated hipbone, Jesus was
breast-fed by ocher mothers in the hospital. Waiting at home for his arrival were
his father, a 36-year-old gas station attendant, sister and two brothers.

TERRORISM
Rome. Vienna. Beirut. Cairo. Athen . Achille Lauro.
Abu ,dal. Gadd,fi. All connote one thing: TERROR[ M .
Th, year, the rerron t appeared on center rage more
often than any )•ear in recent history. The terrorist continued
to vent anger toward the We t, 1ncrea ing the rage pointed
at the
Travellers on planes or cruises were not exempt from the
anger pointed at the West The pa engers aboard the
Achille Lauro suffered at the hands of PLO affiloated cap tor . I rael 's El Al was targeted for pecoal attention also. All
in all , terrorism became a more pre ing problem.
This year al o aw the n e in way of combatting this
problem . More nations are using counter -intelligence m
find out the whereabout of the variou groups perpetrating
these acts . The
u ed it power to capture the Achille
Lauro h11ackers. The G G9 of Germany ha repped up the
training of other counter terron t operation . The .. has
strengthened ,r pec,al force and is con ,denng the forward deployment of the e .
The rose of rerron m and the rise of effort co counter this
threat have been attention getter rh,s year.
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WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD
READY TO
ERUPT

Riots erupted
throughout South
Africa during the
year.

Again, South Africa has become a center of
world attention. The Botha government continued its use of apartheid to control the black
ma JOrity. Despite efforts by the Africa a cional Congress, the white domination concin.
ued.
It is the continuation of control that
sparked violence
throughout the year. In
spite of the petition of
obel Peace prize win ner Bishop Desmond
Tutu, Botha continued
actions that tried the
spirit of the black com.
munities. The curtailment of freedom of
movement continued .
The strangle hold of the
white government upon
the economies of the so called "'free nations·· of
Lesotho, Transky and
Swaziland brought increa ed unrest and un .
employment to these regions. All of these
actions brought ancrea ed protest from other
nations.
In the
, cudencs groups throughout the
UC system and other college campuses pro tested the apartheid prarnced in ouch Africa.
These groups protested the ··constructive engagement·· policy of the Reagan Administra tion practices in the region. The e demonscra cion were similar and dissimilar co those of
the early Seventies. They were humane in what
their cause wa , but they were orderly and in
cooperation with the university officials.
The problems of uch Africa did bring to
light one aspect of American society chat 1s
now taken for granted.
This is the Civil Rights movement of the
sixties and the actions of the Reagan toward
civil rights since he took office. Many watching the actions of Tutu and Winnie Mandela
are reminded of the actions Dr. Martin Luther
King. There is much respect and interest an
the events of this movement.
The troubles of South Africa continue to
fascinate America and the world . Bue more
importantly, the pre ence of apartheid and
discrimination make America more conscious
of the path we have taken in the past.

PASSING FACES
1985 saw the passing of many great
entertainers and notables. The most publicized death was that of 59 year old Rock
Hudson. The former Hollywood heart
throb brought AIDS to the front pages
with his death. He became the most fam ous victim of the disease.
Orson Wells, 70, died in Hollywood.
He was remembered for his movie masterpiece Citizen Kane and to a younger
generation as the spokesperson for Paul
Masson wines. One day after Welles'
death, Yul Brynner lost his long battle
with lung cancer. Brynner was known for
his 4,625 stage performances as the King
in The King & I. He won an Oscar for
the same role in the 1957 film .
Other celebrities who passed away
were actresses Ruth Gordon, Simone
Signoret and Margaret Hamilton who
gained fame as the wicked witch in the
Wizard of Oz.
Samantha Smith, 13, was killed in a
plane crash. She became known as
America's youngest diplomat when visiting the Soviet Union at the invitation of
Yuri Andropov. She had written the oviet Premier asking for peace in the
world, when invited .
Karen Quinlan, 31, died after being

Orson Welles and Yul Brynner
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comatose for ten years. She became the
center of the right-to-die issue in 1975
when her parents asked the courts to allow her to be taken off the respirator. She
lived for several years after she was taken
off the machine.
Other notables that passed away included author Taylor Caldwell and
American Cuisine expert James Beard.
Laura Ashley was at the height of her
career as a fabric and textile designer
when she was accidently killed when falling down a flight of stairs.
Pelle Lindbergh, 26, of the Philadelphia Flyers was killed in a car crash . He
was driving home from a bar. Olympic
Medalist & Volleyball champion Flo Hyman died suddenly when she collap ed
after a volleyball match in Japan. The
cause of death was heart failure .
The saddest deaths were that of the 7
crew-members of the Space Shuttle
Challenger. They were all killed when the
shuttle exploded seconds after lift-off.
There was world -wide sadness for the
death of the crewmembers and a civilian,
Christa McAuliffe, who was a
ew
Hampshire schoolteacher. The lift-off
was carried live by cable television. Mil lions were witne s to the deaths including
her students.

r~ORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD WO~
WANTED:
DEAD OR ALIVE
The hunt for the most wanted war criminal
intensified. Was the 1979 drowning victim
really Josef Mengele, the Nazi doctor resp0nsible for sending 400,000 to their deaths at
Auschwitz ? Among the scientists asked to
identify the remains -exhumed from a cemetery near ao Paulo, Brazil, were six Americans. Arriving in Sao Paulo in June with what
one scientist calls "a very healthy skepticism,"
the American team began analysis of the skull,
bones and hair and compared the findings
with everything chat was known of Mengele 's
dental and medical history. After a week of
study, the scientists reached a unanimous decision The skeleton was indeed chat of the
infamous '" Angel of Death." The most conclusive proof came from a German method of
uperimposing photographs of the young and
old Mengele over a same-scale image of the
exhumed skull. The fit of the skull co features
was perfect. Finally, after 40 year , case closed .

NO SURVIVORS, HOWEVER
On Sunday, April 14, 1912, at 11 :40 pm, the
world's largest and mo t luxuriou ocean liner
was steaming through the
orth Atlantic
when an iceberg slashed a 300 - foot gash in
her starboard side. Two hours and 40 minutes
later, the ship dubbed unsinkable, disappeared
in the sea. On Sunday, September 1, 1985, at
one am, seven engineers were studying TV
monitors on the US
avy research vessel
Knorr, 400 miles off the coast of Newfoundland, when a clutter of metal debri and the

silhouette of a hip's boiler flashed across a
screen. The viewers cheered; 12,000 feet below, they realized, lay the TITA IC. Over the
next five days thousands of images of the
"floating palace" were recorded. Shortly after
the find, the team assembled on the fantail to
conduct a memorial service for the 1,503 lost
in the di aster. It was the same hour-and the
ame place-the TITANIC had gone down 73
years before.
o survivors, however.

orazone Aquino
challenged rhe
Marco Regime and
won unlike so many
more before her
including her /are
husband Benigno
Aquino.

PHILIPPINES:
ANEW
BEGINNING
After twenty years of dictatorial rule, President
Ferdinand Marco was removed from office. The
world and the S watched with ,merest one of the
greate t examples of democracy m action as over 26
million Filippinos voted and peacefully demonstrated during the month of Fabruary
Tired of the practices of the Marcos Regime, the
Filippino people turned out in record numbers to
vote for Cora,on Aquino. In spite of w,de spread
vote fraud, military intimidation, ballot buying, and
disrupted ballot counts the voters cast their ballots
for the opposition.
A the election day came to a close, the ballot
counts of who won the election were varied and
conflicting. One would ay Aquino was ahead and
another would say Marcos. All in all, the ballot
counts were prolonged and afforded Marco w1ch
much opportunity to claim victory. This caused
much consternac,on amongst all ob rvers and the
opposition , In the end , Marcos t0ok a clear tep to
consolidate his po itic>n by having the ational
Assembly determine the vicmr - an assembly full
of his cronies ,
When he was announced the winner, the begin ning of his fall from power began. Aquino called
the populace around her to bring down hi presi dency w1ch peaceful demon crations. The S Con -

gress,onal Task Force that oversaw the election
called for Marcos to step down peaceably tO avoid a
civil war. President Reagan even cue off his personal
assoc,ac,on with Marcos to preserve the special rela tionship the US has with its former colony. F.ach of
these actions made Marcos· hold on the country
more tenuous.

The one act that would completely destroy h,s
hold upon the nation was the defecuon of both
Defense Mm, ter Juan Enrile and Chief of taff Lt
Gen. Fidel Ramos to che opposit1on. Th,s act
proved t0 the world that Marco did not have the
leadership of the nat1on. This event coupled with
the growing civil disturbances made Marcos leave
the pre 1dent1al Malacang Palace. Th,s move of
Marcos ended a history of civil troubles that came
from the regime.
For the la t twenty years, the Philippines have
been under the leadership of Marcos. After the end
,n 1972 on his second term, he insmuted matrial law
to continue to "lead the nation during a time of
crisis. " In 1980. he removed the mamal restrictions
from the country but kept mo t of the power in the
office of the president with a con t1tut1on that was
radically altered . H,s hold on the nat1on seemed to
be too trong to ever be loosened. But in 1983, with
the as a sination of Benigno Aquino, the ri e of a

martyr and his widow became a problem. The trial
of the government of the susr.cted conspirators,
and the sub quent acquittal o all, sowed seeds of
dissaci faction ,n th populace. All of this made the
atmosphere ripe for the a cendacy of Aquino.
Through all of thi , the nited States watched
with great intere t. Concerned with the welfare of a
former colony, the spread of communism m the
region and, in pamcular, the presence of the cwo
largest American military bases outside the US, the
Reagan Admim tration med to be cautious m its
approach. All leaders in the S did not want the
Philippines to become another Iran or icaragua.
All were mindful of what effect the fall of the
Ph,hppmes would mean to S stature in the Pacific
and the world. It would be a disgrace greater than
the fall of Vietnam.
With th fall of Marcos from power, the Philippines i now entering a cage chat will determine
how it will face the future. Aquino faces the future
with many problem left by Marcos. She, m essense,
must lead the Philippines out of the valley of darkness. All the world watche her now. Washington
hopes the right approach was taken chis time
around.
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USA NEWS
The Reagan-Gorbachev ummit presents
interesting examples of International maturity.
Hard to decide between Reagan"s offer to
hold his breath on arms control until he turns
blue or Gorbachev·s offer to dismantle five
percent of half of some of the missiles he
hasn "t deployed anyway and you "re it and no
tags back.
Madonna appeared nude in the September
issues of Playboy and P enthouse, causing a
flood of mail, much of it packages, many
containing Lady chick razors and Jane Fonda
workout books.
The John Walker
avy spy case has
knocked a lot of the James Bond glamour off
the espionage trade. Turns out Walker betrayed hi country to pay back caxe after his
car- tereo shop went under.
""Miami Vice"' has, once and for all, answered the question, "' What could be worse
than music videos("
The census bureau report the poverty rate
fell. As usual, it fell on some poor people.
Front page news not worthy of reporting:
Duran Duran lead mger imon Le Bon almost, but not quite, drowned in a boating
accident.
The ma sive popularity of Bruce Springteen has alerted America to a dangerous col lap e in our economy"s manufacturing ector.
The administration"s moves to remedy the situation has been modest to date, but we are the
only country in the world with an industrial
policy that has a driving beat and saxophone
backup.
Hulk Hogan replaced Michael Jackson as
the premier American male ex symbol m
1985. The change m caste wa part of a continuing national shift from confu ed to tupid .
ineteen Eighty-Five will also be remembered as the year in which the amount of news
media finally exceeded the amount of news.
The result was eventeen day of 24-hour cov erage of ab olutely nothing happening with
the American ho cages m Beirut, more stones
about Pete Ro e than a sane man could bear, a
long hard look up the President"s no e, 11 ,000
feature piece on the lump in the computer
industry, and o on and o forth . ··sad new
travels fa t and far ,"" Plutarch noted but no
new I broad cast at the speed of light.
(Excerpts taken from "'The Year of Living
-~tupidly" from Rolling
cone by PJ.
O'R ourke.)
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The 5earch for a cause

at

Dallas International Airport.

SPIES LIKE US
At times, the Cold War seemed very warm .
This heightened temperature did not come
from overt military force or the testing of
weapons in client states. The Cold War
warmed at the murkiest level of the world
pol111cal lake· the level of the spy. Both the
East and West learned of their own vulnerability. They both learned chat no one can be
trusted . Thi year saw the expo ition of three
ma1or cases: the Walkers, Chin, and Yurchenko. All have made governments reexamine their covert operation .
The mo t frustrating problem for the nit·
ed tates was the Walker family. A father , on,
and uncle were involved with passing on e cret avy positions to the oviet for many
years. This hock sent waves through the Naval hierarchy. They questioned the bureaucracy that determine who gets Top ecret ratmg . I chi too easily attained! What hould
be done' Both question were asked many
times by the avy , Dept. of Defen e, and
Congress. As a result, chis family i now beini-:
trted for e~p1onage.
Another wave that hocked the
nited
tate wa the presence of a ··mole·· in the

IA. Mr. Chin, a Chinese Affairs analy t for
the CIA, had been pa ing secrets for over 30
years. Thi brought to light that not even the
IA is free from being infiltrated
Both of these cases were a result of an
American characteristic avarice. The Walker
and Chin were motivated by money . This is a
ad ac~nowledgement of American ethics.
The nited tatcs did not uffer alone. The
ov1et met with a urpn e also. A KGB operative in West Germany defected. Mr. Yurchenko, one of the leaders of KGB operations
in the West, left the Ea t for some time in the
spring and summer. This windfall was en Joyed
by the nited tates for ome time. An en1oyment that ended when Yurchenko defeeted
back to the
R o one know this agent"s
rea ons or what ha really resulted from this
e capade It has become an example of how
Jelicate movement must be at thi~ level.
Espionage of the human ort came to the
forefront thi year. It made headline like
cechnolog,cal espionage did in the previous
years. It is a problem chat will not fade over
time.

~L NATIONAL NATIONAL NATIONAL NATIO
THE REAL
THING?

AIDS IN AMERICA
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. A disease carried by some Haitians, hemophiliacs, and homosexuals. It
has caused a hysteria in this nation and
throughout the world. At the present
time, 1t is incurable and nearly always
fatal. It has made America stop and think
about lifestyles. It has made the medical
community scramble to find a cure.
Throughout thi year, medicine has
had to cope with the spectre of AIDS.
Transmitted through blood transfusions
and sexual contact, the doctor of this
nation have had to take steps to insure
t hat the disease would not spread. The
increa ed emphasis on correct equipment
usage and the quarantining of the infected in hospitals has resulted. Also taking
place is the literal race with death to find
a cure. Something of which still eludes
the researchers.

America has met this disease with
paranoia. Parents fear their children will
be infected in school. Paramedics have
refused to help homesexuals in need of
first aid without specific equipment, Prison guards now don riot gear that looks
like anti-chemical warfare suits. Women
now have lost the gleam in their eyes for
Rock Hudson. And finally, Falwell ha
called it the rage of God brought to life.
With the death of Rock Hud on in the
summer of 1985, the most apparent sufferer of this plague, the homesexuals, are
now taking steps to prevent its spread.
Contraception devices once laughed at
are now being used. There has been also a
decrease in the promiscuity of both homosexual and heterosexual communities
as the realization that even a "kiss" (Rock
Ilud on and Linda Evans) may be fatal.

Coca- ola . The Real Thing. Or, should it
be .. . Coca Cola . The Fickle Thingl Or, is

it. Coca Cola · the
marketing disaster of
the yearl Confusedl
Well, don't be. Coca
Cola is more confused than any conumer.
Thi year, Coca
Cola decided to
change its taste. For
the fir t time in almost 80 some-off
years, the formula,
with the famous X
ingredient, was al.
tered. The last alteranon was the removal of the cocaine derivative to conform
to federal law at the
turn of the century.
The change of the
for mu la to
ew
Coke in '85 resulted
in mass complaint
and a tarnishing of a
ational image.
Coca Cola sought
to improve their
hare of the cola
market.
nfortu natcly, this resulted
1n a drop in sales and
the gain of a substantial part of the
market to Pep IC<>.
Thi
hock made
Coke come out with Coke Clas 1c ( the old
formula), but still the company suffered a
loss. It seem that Coke learned the hard way
what some companie already knew Don't
ever change a good thing .

BETTER
LATE THAN
NEVER
In L985 the veterans of the Vietnam War
were finally officially welcomed home. A memorial wa built in Washingmn D.C. to com memorate tho e who died in service of our
country.
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PMRC Shoots Down Airwaves
The seemingly age-old controversy over the efbanning songs and groups. 1t will only make them
more enticing co the kids. It will have the opposite
fect of rock and roll on the young has sprung up
effect than what is intended. The issue here, accordanew. Many people remember cries of foul play as
ing co the PMRC, ,s of morality. Well, is a few wellfar back as the 5o·s. when a group called the Midconnected people imposing their views of good
nights had their risque single " Annie" banned from
the airwaves. ince then, the battle has raged on and
taste on the masses moral!"
"We aren't for all-out censorship;· maintains
off, spanning the realm of music from the blues co
PMRC President Pamela Howard, "our goals are for
rock co heavy metal. However, the worried mothers
self-restraint and common sense. We would also
and concerned cit1zens in the round of the fight
pack considerable more clout than any group before
like to establish a panel which would rate ablums,
much as movies are rated now. Categories would
them.
include "X" for explicit sex, "V" for violence, and
It all began in early '85 when a friend bought as a
"D/A" for drugs and alcohol."
gift to I I -year old Kristina ev,us an album of the
popular recording star Prince. "She hadn't been too
interested in rock and roll before that t1me. She JUSt
danced around to the music," said Kristina's mother, ally "That was how I heard the words to the
song 'Darling 1kk1
Upon hearing the sexually explicit lyrics in this
song, Sally ev,us got together with several other
mothers, who agreed w,ch her shock at such expresThis has been a year of great discovery and great
sive material. The point which makes these women
tragedy. Space exploration for all the world indifferent from past alarmed mothers ,s that their
creased dramatically. ome JOurnal,sts claim this is
husbands are all highly placed in the Washington, as
as great a period as the Appollo-Soyez era ( 1967well as the U.S. scene. John evius, husband of
1973). Man reached out to the eventh planet. The
Sally, is an attorney and a former chairman of the
whole earth watched the skies for Halley's arrival.
Washington D.C. City ouncil. Raymond Howard,
Industry bei:an serious steps toward manufacture of
husband of Pamela I Iowa rd, owns a large Washing pharmaceuticals in orbit. olyut continued co set
ton construCtJon firm; James Baker, husband to
new records & the US shuttle met with tragedy
Susan Baker, is the United rates Treasury Secretary;
The hard efforts of astronomers and astrophys, and Alben Gore, husband of Tipper Gore, is •
ci cs met with success with more information about
United States Senator. With the backing of their
1-!alley·s Comet, Venus &
ranus. Halley's Comet
husbands. these women formed the "Parents Music took mo t of the limelight Coming round once
Resource Center" (PRMC), to pressure recording every 75 years. pro1eccs co meet this ob1ect came to
and broadcasting industries to clean up their act
fru1t1on. The Soviets, Japanese and Europeans all
"Today these children are learning about mastursent probes to meet this visitor to gain information
bation, bondage, incest, savagery. and rape," Nevius about the formation of our solar system. The US,
aid. "These are being presented to the kids as one of the pioneers of pace explorat1on, didn't
acceptable, even desirable. for them."
participate wnh a separate proiecc. It looked elseThe PMRC began their campaign by speaking to where to make discoveries
the Just1ce Department's commission on pornograThe US expanded the knowledge about Uranus.
phy After that, they carried their plea to the Senate the seventh planet. Voyager 2, launched in the m1dCommerce, c,ence and Transportation Committee. sev<:nt1es, flew by this neighbor in January. It sent
The results were immediate. Edward Fntts, presihack tclemecnc photos and other information co the
dent of the ational Associat1on of Broadcasting. earth while travelling at more than 40,000 mph. It
began to use his authomy to get certain songs off was a mindboggling achievement. The data sent
the air. This ,s believed to be the fir t t1me that a took more than 21;, hours to reach earth while
broadcast industry leader has expressed concern for traveling at the speed of light. A few new rings were
the content of songs. As a re ult, some stations have discovered and, more importantly, cl1mact1c cond1banned such songs as Motley Crue's "Bastard" t1ons on the moons of this gas giant
( which ,s about a slaying) and "10 Seconds to
Closer to home, industry began to expand their
Love .. ( dealing with sex in an elevator). the Rolling presence in space. Europe's Arnane and the US
tone's "Tie You Up," and Great White's "On shuttle put into orbit more satellites than any preYour Knees"
vious year Research into Srar Wars ( DI) and
upporters of PMRC found some unexpected pharmaceut1cal producr,on in orbit brought out the
and sadl)' gruesome - backing for their cause when glimmer of possible salvat1on for the earth. Can
California Police officials arrested the alleged ight
afecy from nuclear war come through a space based
talker. Richard Ramirez, an AC/OC fan who had defense! Answers to th<: e quemons would be varapparently been obsessed with atan,sm While the ied, but 1t ,s afe co say that industry's increa ed us(·
momentum seems to be on the ,de of the PMR at of pace for research may hold the answer ,
the moment, detractor ay that 1t can only backfire
Another close co home concern has been the
in the end
increased activity of man ,n space and ,cs pos ,ble
'The be t that can be done ,s to limit the playing future alyut, the Soviet pace rauon pro1ect cont1me of certain ~ong to lace night,'" said one broad
tinued to research man's poss,hle colon11at1on. The
rnmng official -- if they ( the PMR() succeed in Soviet~ have been ~ending cosmonauts up and ,uh-

TRAGEDY IN
THE SKIES

jeccin,: them to the rigors of ;pace to discover
man's physical ability to adapt. Is space an endurable environment! The al)·ut program ,s answering
this question and others While the Soviets have
been doing this, the
space ;huttle program has
been experiemenuni: with re-usuable shuttles co
carry people and cargo into space.
The shuttle program had many delays and problems. The fleet ,s sull having the kinks worked out
But 1t did make a few accomplishments. More
satellites and experiment were performed than any
other year. Industry used this platform to discover
the viability of space based manufacturing. The
m1l1tary used the hurtle to te t tratei:ic Defense
Initiative equipment Though there have been numerous delays, the shuttle succeeded in performing
most mission assignments, It was heralded a success
unul tragedy struck.
The shuttle Challenger stood on launch pad WB
on Januar) 28, 1986. Already delayed by weather for
s,x days. the whole NASA caff felt the mornini: was
i:ood enoui:h for a launch . At 11 ~- Challenger
lifted off on the 25th shuttle mission, the teacher's
m1ss10n On board was the first true civilian astronaut . Chri ta McAuliffe, a teacher from ew
I lampshire. About 70 seconds after launch, the
whole craft disinteri:rated into a fireball. This was
the first tragedy since February 1967 when Apollo
1·s capsule flamed up on the launch pad. US
Manned pace ambition are on hold for the forsecable future .
pace explorations has made our world smaller. It
ha; done ch,s through it role in communications
between nation It ha showed us how fragile this
planet is and united u in tragedy.
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AMERICA'S FINEST CITY??
The big news in San Diego in 1985 was
the trials and errors of Mayor Roger
Hedgecock. For the past two years he
had been plagued by charges from the
San Diego Union and the District Attorney· office that he had not properly obtained and declared campaign funds for
his re-election as Mayor. The funds had
come from USO alumni J. David Dom minell1 and ancy Hoover of the J. David
Company.
He has been charged with 13 counts of
breaking election rules, not declaring
funds properly and committing perjury
during trials on the charges. At first he
had been convicted. During the appeal
Hedgecock had been cleared of 12 of
those charge . Unfortunately for Hedgecock, 13 proved to be an unlucky number.
He appealed again . Hedgecock
claimed that the jury was tampered with.
The courts didn 't agree with him. He
finally resigned after a two year battle in
ovember 1985.
Domminelli was convicted of inve tment fraud when his J. David company

went bankrupt and suffered from a stroke
during his trial. ancy Hoover, his associate and Hedgecock's friend, will be on
trial during 1986.
Another big news story in San Diego
were the fires that swept through North
Park in the summer of 1985.
Brush fires have always been a great
problem in California as well as San
Diego County. It was usually confined to
uninhabited areas with the exception of a
few maior fires that swept through the
Western United States.
In the summer of 1985, a section of
orth Park was burnt to the ground as a
brush fire from areas between highway 8
and 805 moved up the canyon. The damages cost several million dollars.
Horton Plaza was given the Cinderella
treatment this year. Once a home for the
transient papulation of an Diego it suddenly became a center of high fa hion as
the ew Horton Plaza Mall was opened .
The San Diego City Council ha been
working for years to upgrade the downtown area. First the Gaslamp district wa
upgraded then came Horton Plaza. It's

goal i to make the downtown area a
livable area for office workers, new condominium developments and improve
downtown busine se .
The result of the Horton Plaze project
was a multi-level mall that used no less
than 30 different types of architecture. It
hou es many department store , bou tique , novelty hops, restaurants, and a
movie theatre. nfortunately, the 30 different type of architecture make it look
like Disneyland on a bad day.
Other improvement around town include the planning of a new convention
center. the cleaning up of San Diego
Harbor of old houseboats, the renovation
of the
. . Grant Hotel, and the San
Diego ymphony moving to a permanent
home at the old preckle Theatre.

Former
Mayor Roger
Hedgeco k.

In the summer of 1985 California was struck
hy a series of hrush fires. T"'o of the biggest
fire ., .. ere here in an Diego as parr, of orth
Park and east county went up in flames.
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$9 MILLION UNIVERSITY
CENTER
Construction of the $9 million niversity Center on the campus of the niversity of San Diego began in early Septem ber. Originally, the start of construction
of the 76,000 foot, three-level building
was set for July 15, but grading and soil
compaction required more time than anticipated, according to John Zeterberg,
USO physical plant director.
The site where the center is being built
had been a dumping ground for uncom pacted soil in the 1950 , when some of
the fir t campus buildings were con tructed . The ite was later transformed
into a parking lot, a use chat did not
require compacted soil. But, Zeterberg
said, if the soil remained uncompacced,
the niversicy Center could be damaged
when the soil settled under the heavy
weight of the tructure.

facility , which has been described as the
future "living room of the campus".
The center will house a lounge, Stu·
dent and faculty dining areas, student affairs offices, a game room, a student
union office, student publicanons and
conference rooms. Currently, student offices and food ervices are spread
throughout campus. The Untversity Center is being built JUSt ea t of DeSales Hall,
and will be designed in 16th century
panish Renaissance, conformmg to the
rest of the campus.
In late October the steel went up and
we were able to see the building taking
shape. Trepte Construction Company is
the general contractor in charge of concruccion . Presently, things are gomg
ahead of schedule. We are all looking
forward to its completion and its opening
chis
coming fall.
The delay, however, is not expected to
push back che Fall 1986 opening of the

Comtru tion began
on the new student
cen ter in Fa ll of
1985. Hopefully, it 's
doors will be open
on time in the Fall
of 1986.

U.S. (D.) HISTORY
The Commission on the Bicenten - che First Testifier to present his case to
nial of the niced tates Con ticucion, the commission. Other speakers were
the teachers of the Lesson in civics,
ounty uperv1sor usan Golding and
held their first public hearing on Jean Bowe , chairwoman of the local
Monday, February 3, 1986, at SD's chapter of the Commi sion.
Camino Theater.
The patriotic speeches continued
In a scheduled four hour meeting, through the morning until the meeting
che commission, which is chaired by was adjourned after two testifiers for
upreme Court Justice Warren Burger, whom the ommission wa waiting to
heard testimony from several educa- hear were confirmed to be unable to
tional and political representatives, arrive.
mostly from southern California.
The audience got co get a feeling
The Bicentennial Commission was for where each of the commissioner
created by the 9 th ongre s last year have come from as Burger went
to " ... promote and coordinate ac- around the cable introducing the ix tivities to commemmorate the Bicen- teen member that were pre ent. Each
tennial of the Consicution," which will of them expre ed their thanks to the
cake place on eptember 17, l 7.
University and Professor iegan for
SD Pre idem Author Hughes wa
their ho pitalicy.
Chief ju,rice Warren Burger

}S CAMPUS CAMPUS CAMPUS CAMPUS CAME
USD HISTORY DEPT. "PAVED OVER"
The an Diego Reader's front page
amcle on February 7, tided "History
Paved Over," reflected the concerned
views of a contigenc of historical preservations in San Diego. The amcle reported que t1ons of plans by rhe Diocese of an Diego ro build on an excavated pomon of the Mi sion San
Diego de Alcala grounds.
The views are based, ,n large pare,
on allegations of sloppy archaeology
by U D professors, a lack of historical
concern by the church, and by an alleged lack of integrity b> the University in dealing with the site. However,
several unprinted, pertinent points reveal contradictions in the I sues
brought up in the RcJder.
U D has excavated the portton of
che m1ss,on grounds in question since
1966 primarily through an archaeology
research methods cour e. In response
co ome of the allegation brought up
in rhe Reader. Dr. Jr, Fngscrand, head
of ti D's h, cory department, said. "le
i unfortunate that the article misrepreented the many hours of lab and mission research ll D and its cudent
have put in there."
he added chat ice was designed a
a cla sand there was never an "emphasis ro produce an E.l.R. (environmental impact report), the goal was co
teach student co survey an archaeological s,ce "
The per ervac1oniscs are asking for
an independent F I R . which usually
cakes ninety days co complete llowever. in order co summarize the 20 years
of work on the site, ll D will prepare
,cs own cone, e report.
In fact, Dr Ray Brandes and Dr.
James Moriarty, the cwo ll D professc>rs who started and have seen the dig
through are doing a two-fold report.
In the report, Brandes will be concentrac,ng on the h1scorical aspects and
Mcmart}' will be concentrating on archaeology.
Dr Brandes re ponded co the reque c for a ninety day FI R. by saying.
"its been twenty years and we wane m
do the joh right, we: refuse to be
rushed into a report." Accuall>·· the
Rt·adt·r article d,d not exactly emphas1zt an ,mporcanc face about the conscruccion and the historical pre erva-

cion. As Monsignor Brent Eagen, the
head of the Mission Parish, cold rhe
VISTA, "We're nor going co do anything until the niversicy finishes the
study."
The mo c vocal peaker behind the
movement, and behind many of catements made in the Reader article, is
Ray tarr, a h,srory professor at SDSU.
At the out et of the article, Scaff makes
1mplicat1on about the integrity of the
Un1vers1cy of an Diego's ucilizat1on of
the site. In doing chat, he has apparently placed his reputation on the line in
pointing a finger at the scholars at

about the U .. conscirucion.). Accord.
mg to the Direcrory, he has never written an article concerning archaeology,
or more importantly, San Diego history.
In addition Starr asks questions
which directly imply USD's archaeolog1cal procedures in its two-decade
long of the site. In the February 7
article he ask , "What , in their field
notes that they don 'c want us ro know
aboutf It may be chat their procedures
and methods are so sloppy they don't
want anybody to see it."
In response co chat comment, Dr.
D
Brande cold the VISTA rhat "they
The first 1mplicacions by rarr in the ( the pre ervac,on,sc ) make ,c eem like
article in a "refereed Journal" (a Jourwe're hiding something." llowever,
nal which previews articles with prowhen asked if Dr. rarr has ever even
minanc members ,n the field prior co inquired to see the field notes and artipublicac1on). In the Reader article, he
facts he accuses as being hidden, he
states, "le says something about their said "No, but the arional Park erstandards for tenure and promotion
vice did and they could nor." everchat they don 'c expect and demand chi
cheless, Dr. Brandes pointed out chat
kind of publication." He went on to
although he did not have time co show
accuse the
niver iry of not being
the
.P. representative him elf "he
"good rewards" of an important ardid get to see rhe artifact . Fagen
chaeological ice
showed rhc:m to him and his attorney
I lowever, according co several
was there.' Mon 1gnor Fagen, the head
source , carr seem to have limited
of the parish, confirmed chis in an inprofessional backing of his assemons.
terview with the Vl TA and added. "If
According to hi own an Diego race
carr came co ee me today, he could
history department, carr ha never
~ee the artifacts"
caught a class m California or an
.. Besides all of chat ( showing the
Diego h,scory. I le also cold rhe Vl TA
artifacts)," sa,d Brandes, ''I'll be we've
in a phone interview char he is "nor an
had f,fcy newspaper stories over the la r
archaeolog,sc" and has never "dug on
twenty year . . the rudencs have sec
the ice."
up museum exh,bir in fa h1on valley
tarr makes a sertion about the: and let people ee them ( the artifact )
scholar!} content of che articles wriccen
in a big hi cory cc>nference in 1969
by the l' D profc: sor I le cold rhe
hert· I ~howed a slide co 250 scholars
on rhe work of rhe m1ss1on."
Vl TA last week chat although Dr
James Moriarty of l 1 D has published
In addition to rhe group "mi ing
our" on much of rhe information
over 30 amcles based on the mission
about tht m1ss,on, Brandes a>·s, "For
history, the "publications are not sign,f,canr," According co Engscrand and
cwent> years, between Moriarty and I,
we worked out there. I never saw Ray
Brandes, Moriarty is rhe rype of cholar who rhe publ, hers rely on to a ess
carr or any of tho e people ( ocher
the accuracy of orher scholars work.
preservationists quoted in the amcle)
Moriart)· 1s depended upon because of showed their face around there with
the hundreds of article he has written
rhe exception of (Jo}) H,ggmborham,
on sires all over the world.
who is a docent ( a rour guide). They
tarr. on the ocher hand, according
never donated one dime. the)' never
co the D,recwry of Amer,can cholars· put m one hours work."
J/i1ror,f ( 1982), ha produced onl>· a
I lowever. whether or not the pre: erfew article and has contributed co vacioniscs put their t1me and sweat into
only one book ( which, inc1dently, wa
the actual work, they are teadfa t in

their protests against building the site.
They feel chat the historical importance of seeing the outlines of the
walls, which is all char remain ar the
ice, is infinitely more important than
building a structure for what the Reader quotes as the "parishinors needs".
Monsignor Eagen told rhe VISTA
in response of this description, "the
building is not only for rhe Parish's
needs, bur for the need of the general
public." The Reader article which described the building a a "recreat1on
hall" did nor touch on what rhe build.
ing would provide.
"What this multi-purpo e building
w,ll do," Eagen said, "1s give us expanded museum facility." Thar means
that the huge storage of material recovered on the site, will have a place to
be seen permanently at the Mission.
Dr. carr, in speaking for the preservationist movement, said rhe outline of
the rooms which were once there
would be "infinitely more valuable"
than being able co pre enc all the material ,n a mu cum accompanied by literature explaining their importance.
A new facility would certainly be
needed to house the ma of material
excavated ar rh,s very significant site.
According to Brandes, who ha een
the material, though, 1c seems char "the
mass of information" as a Reader interview describe ,c. ha ,n face nor
"become overwhelming."
"One of the things I want to assure
the U D community," Brande sa,d,
"is rhar the sc,enrific and archaeological record are pre erved This was a
pro1ecr, a three unir cour c:, where we
had from 20 co 50 student each emc:srer. There were probably upwards
of 1500 cudenc who cook the course
"We had that many sec of field
notes. They are completely organized,
all 1500 of chem. The profe sors· field
notes are organized a are our maps
that we drew in the field. We have
hi ccmcal photo , we've phomgraphed
everything as we went along. We had
students in both that cour e and in my
graduate eminar wrmng paper on
different aspect on the Mis ion
y11u name the hi rorical record and
we've got it."
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SWEET
CHARITY
Charity was in, and the celebrity wichouc a cause .
whether oppo icion co apartheid or a cure for AID .
was a singer without a song. This year che music
industry flexed electronic mu de and became a medium with a message.
The chorus wasn·c the rebellion of che ·60s or the
sensuality of the ·10s. Instead musicians eemed suffused with a ense of moral mission , donating their
talents for records like .. We are the World .. , produced

Some 50 country and rock performers wirh actor emcees put
on a 15-hour sho.,._ in Champaign, IL, to harvest SIO mil/ion
and legislati>e support for American farmers.

MUSIC

For the starving, 45 of the hottest produced the USA of
Africa ab/um, poster, video and S37 million plus.

in January, and for such event a the Live Aid concert
in July, 14 hours of nonscop rock chat produced 70.5
million dollars to save lives in Africa. The fans funded
the effort, buying tickets, T-shirts and records, calling
in pledges during spin-off videos.
Fashion designers and opera star held benefits.
Even snydicaced cartoonists goc into the act when
Doonesbury's Gary Trudeau convinced them co deal
with hunger in their Thanksgiving Day scrip . Together
these groups raised $135 million . and the con ciousne s of a world .
Hear 'N Aid, 40 metal heavyweights, cut a single
for famine relief in May. Writer RonnieJames Dia
said, "Life i more than partying your brains out."

.H6 Int rtarnm tnt

" Did you know chat we·re dropping napalm on
El Salvador'!!"' asks Ted Stewart, guitari cf vocalist/ songwmer for the ocio-political new wave
iazz rock ensemble Resistance. That 1s a very
controversial topic you don't hear much about,
but chose types of idea could very well be che
coming trend in music. For year some bands
have made known their views on the e taboo
subiects, and most have not enioyed the financial
success their more mainstream counterparts have
found in che music industry. The Ii c includes
many unknowns, ome lesser knowns, and a small
number of well knowns (the Clash come to
mind) . Most artist , such as the ever popular
Bruce pringsteen, have ongs chat invite people
to think about certain 1s ues ( such as the song
.. Born in the USA .. , which reflect upon the life
of a Vietnam veteran), though that 1s not the
bands focal point.
tep back in time around Christmas last year
when Bob Geldorf, leader of che Boomtown Rats
( who e own song .. I Don't Like Mondays" was
banned in San Diego because of its retelling of

che niper incident in this Ctty) was busy organizing fellow British musicians into BandA1d. The
group recorded the ong .. Do They Know It's
Christmas Time .. , and che ong itself wa a huge
success. Mose would think chat was quite an
accomplt hment, but it was only the beginning.
The Bntains were on the leading edge of a
trend, as they have been known co be before. Ot
co be outdone, U .. A For Africa was formed here
in che tates and their song has al o old incredibly well , but those crafty American added a new
twist. Popular artists, such as Bruce pringsteen
and I luey Lewis and che ews, recorded hie ongs
on the album .. We Are The World ...
Locally, radio Statton 91X raised over one hundred thousand dollars in pledges in a weekend
fund drive and an Diego personalities ( including
our illustriou Mayor Roger Hedgecock) got to·
gecher for che SandAid album, all the proceeds of
which went co the BandAid fund .
Then came che granddaddy of all concerts,
LiveA1d, which actually cook place on two continents, che entire world was abuzz. Probably the

Hermanos, a brotherhood of 6o Larin artist held
recording session in April to raise money for the
hungry in Latin Ameri a and Africa.

In August, at the Arena of Verona in Italy, 22
>Dices presented Opera for Africa, coring nearly
I million .
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Artist United AgaiMt Apartheid released Sun
ity, An .1/bum and video in October to upporr
black South African activists.

De igners, wearing their commemorative Tshirts, donated threads for two Fashion Aid hows
to sew up T3 million.
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Ar New York's Metropolitan Opera House in No vember, 25 stars sparkled in a $1./ million AID
benefit, "The Best of the Best."

TAKES A POLITICAL TURN
only peo ple who didn't know about 1t were the
people it was to benefit. The music industry i still
reeling from the inten e waves of success when it
addrcs cd the famine in Africa.
The country took an introspective view, the
result of which was FarmA1d, designed to benefit
the need y farmers o f the United States. Out on
the horizon, rumors are still reverbating about a
""heavy metal aid "" pr<>JeCt which would follow in
the footsteps of it predeces ors. The wave has
spread to our neighbor to the south, where Latin
American artists did a similar work to benefit the
hungry in Africa.
All thi i well and good, the band RESI TA Cl" and other like it eem to say, but 1t has
not solved all the problems that we have so don 't
stop. RI'. ISTANCE has released a 45 on Trigger
Record this fall for potential airplay, it 1s enmled
·· outh Africa
o Turning Back"" and it is aimed
at the Apartheid situation
RF I TANCF formed about a year ago
through a shared intere t in acttv1sm. ince then
they have played at many benefits for such orga -

nizat1on a Tran africa, Ca a 1caragua, and Job
With Peace. The band wants to spread the word
about world tnJU ttce, and they are not alone in
their fight against the apathy and ignorance found
in the world today.
The trends in music are a strong indication of
the future attitudes of the young people of America ( ie. Beatie , Boy George and related androgyni t , Elvis Presley, Madonna , etc.) , who will be
voting oon, if they are not already. Thi awakenmg of a global responsibility to peace, freedom
and Justice will influence the way thi country,
and other , are run m the years to come. This
coincides with the strtct control the ov1ct n1on
has over the music to which it Citizens listen.
Realzing this important correlation between
the opinions of young people and the muste to
which they listen, the Parent's Music Resource
Center (PMRC) has succe sfully lobbied for vo luntary compliance to their request fot labeling of
albums they feel are suggestive and/or offensive
All thi show 1s the power of a medmm that
ha never really been thought of as a force in the

The aloha pirit of Hawaii for Africa, I 14 enter·
taineu, collected SI 5,000 with sales of "The Way
of Lo,e," made in April.

Canadia n artists formed the Northern Lights for
Africa ociety. A h it record in J.farch led to a July
teletho n , an October mo , ie and Jj8 million.

world in general, except for the occasional com ment by an irate parent whose child enjoys their
music at Jet engine noise levels. The world created music a an art form, JUSt as drama, painting,
and others, and now the music indusrry, JUSt a
the film industry has already, i becoming a froce
m the ocial and political aspects of our lives.
With one very important di tinction, the music
industry 1s made up of individual artists who do
not have t0 conform to a certain et of guidelines
to be popular. Many artists have proven that a
popular beat will make up for poor lyrics, which
also holds true for pol1t1cal lyric .
It was once said that the way to a man· heart is
through hi tomach , well the way to the minds of
the voter of the next decade I through the mustC
they will listen to m the years that shape their
outlook on the world in general.
This 1s an enormou ta k that must be accomplished, not only m the music industry, but m all
mediums. Maybe omeday there will be peace on
earth, but for today, it would be nice if JUSt one
less child tarved to death .
In April 65 go5pel singers-Christian Artist Unit·
ed to a•e the Earth-recorded "D o o m ething
No"," which made $500,000 for Africa.
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Bruce pringsteen
rem ained "The
Boss" of popular
music as he got
bigger with the # l
album of the year.

BEYOND TEXTBOOKS

ROCK 'N' ROLL
This has bttn a great year for rock & roll The music was
everywhere . Live Aid 's worldwide telecast and

Bruce
Spnngstttn's mas 1ve tour brought the be t of rock
roll
to a wider audience than ever before . This ytar, u became
clear that rock not only 1s an essential part of our culture

bu1 speaks for social good .
While the would.be- censor took tht'1r crusade to Cap, .
tol Hill, rock & rollers turned the music's innuence and

en rgy mward

pos1t1\IC

change. And they did

1t

their WI)"·

Bob Gddof showed that a benefit for a worthy cause can
also

be

a ~reat concert The- passionate performances at

Lave A,d - from u 2· " Bad .. to M,ck Jagger's duet w11h
Tina Turner . carried

1t

off, m the rock and roll tradmon,

wnh high energy and style
In a field dominated by young whue malt- . Tina's sue.
ces and urvival t csptt1all)' nottwonhy . For three decades
she had conmbuted ro rock ·s body and oul. At rhc agt of
forty-seven. he came back. b1Agtr than ever. The breakthrough of talented new groups loke Los Lobo , Tear for
Fears and Lone Jusuce hkew1 demonstrated that rock &
roll I a musical form capable of uetchmg n boundarits
and continually regeneraung 1t cl{

This year in the publishing world the
most popular books were autobiographies, comedy books and family epics.
Autobiographies to make the bestellers list included books like IA.
COCCA, An Autobiography. Lee Iacocca
presents his life and how he saved the
Chrysler Corporation. Chuck Yeager had
"the right stuff' for his autobiography
titled YEAGER: An Autobiography. In
this book he recounts his adventure as
the Fastest Man Alive. Another book
with an original title was Ansel Adams:
An Autobiography. which covers his
magnificent photography career. For the
more spiritual there was Shirley MacLame's Dancing in the Light. For the
more sen ational there was Priscilla
Beaulieu Presley's Elvis and Me which
gave trashy romance novelists a run for
their money.
Non. fiction that was popular in San
Diego was Captain Money and the Golden Girl which recounts the story of the J.
David Affair. The book covered recent
politics in San Diego and the investment
company behind Hedgecock's re-election campaign .
Comedy books appeared everywhere.
It started with Jim Davis' Garfield. (He'
now up to book
umber #11.) Then
there was Gary Lar on's Far Side Gallery
and Valley of the Far Side: A les on in
how comics can be warped and funny at
the ame time.
ow we have Bloom

County which takes up where Doonsbury
left off.
For those of us who went to catholic
grammer school, catholic high school
and a catholic college (such as U.S. D.)
there was Growing Up Catholic. Late
Night with David Letterman fans were
treated when the show became a book.
Steven King flooded the market with
so many books that his publisher asked
him to write under a pseudonym. He gave
us keleton Crew, The Talisman, and
Thinner. As Richard Bachman, King
published The Bachman Book.
Fiction novels that were most popular
this year included Sidney Sheldon's If
Tomorrow Come ,James Michener's epic
Texa , and North and outh 's continu ·
ation called Love and War. The Color
Purple a pulitzer prize winning novel by
Alice Walker was released in paperback
as the movie of the book came to the
screen. Cold War books such as The
Hunt for Red October by Tom Clancy
made be tsellers in paper back as did
Moscow Rule by Robert Mos as Reagan approached the summit with Gorbachev.
Popular authors to make appearances
on the bestseller list were: Kurt Vonnegut with Galapagos, E.L. Doctrow with
World's Fair, Carl Sagan with a fiction
book called Contact and Mario Puzo
with The icilian.

Other mus,c,ans, inspir<d b) Bob Geldofs zeal. set h11-1h
standard of S<>Cial and moral commitment. The uength
and success of tevt' Van Zandt's un Cit)' album put ret:th
1nt0 the linued auon · four -)ear -old cultural boycott of
South Africa and made It 1mpo sible for any p<>p -mu ic
anise of conscience co ~rform cher
The power of rock & roll will ne\atr again be undere u mated. Telev1s1on fell under its spell and . m part. wa reca t
,n us image . Mov1emakers learned the- des1rab1l1ty o{ a rock
roll soundtrack for box ,officc succe s. And Madi.son
Avenue, for be-tter or worse, finall y woke up to the music's
universal appeal
But we are- proudest of artists like Bruce pringsteen,
who social commitment 1s inseparable from h,s music In
tht uad1t1on of Woody Guthrie-. he has g1 . . cn us both a
warn1nEt and a rea on for opum1.sm . ''Take a good look
around;' ht mg "This 1s your hometown ··
Those who attacked rht muslC rh1s year hould have
bttn listening m.stc-ad of talkmJ,! lndcc:d, n I\ wect irony
thac Bob Gcldof. former mu 1c critic, Journalist and rock
roll rcn<'gadt, 1 the odd -on favome to wm rhe 19(,W', 'obel
Pc-act' Prtze.
I know, 1( only rock
roll bu, I like 1t 1

The # 2 & # 3 album, of the year were Phil C'ollin;, & MJdonna.
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HOW A VICE
BECAME A
VIRTUE
"Miam, V1ec" wa , and ,s, the show most
responsible for moving television into the
event1es, at kast, if not into the Eighties. It
wa s probably the first TV show ever to ad.
vance the look . Even though that look was
impl y a matter of moving the high contrast
voluptuousness of Thief. a film written and
directed by Vice executive producer Michael
Mann, to the small screen . The brash combination of temperaments in Viet wa n 't an
immediate succe s. although the show did
catch on with most of the viewing public by
the end of the first sea. on .
Th,s led to the Vicecapades of 19!15, and m
the d, torted spmt of ,m,ration-is-the-smcerest-form -of-avarice that has made network
television what 1t ,s today, the show led to
pallid reproductions. Fven commerc,als . one
of which duplicated preci ely a un et-overthe-Atlantic cenc from a Miami Vicecp,sode
• 1umpcd aboard . Wh,lc shows such a Th,
Ins,dt·r and the 1ncred1bly out -of-touch lfol l;wood Bcar missed the point in their exec .
s,ve zeal to get a Vicc -like grip on the viewing
audience, the original it elf wa becoming the
v1ct1m of too many nights on coo little lecp.
f\,fiam, Vice. which was getting by on
twcnt >· minutes of stor}' near the end of last
season, evidently thought it would be some thing of an innovation this sea on to do away
with plot altogether The two-hour fall premiere. set ,n ew York, wa an excuse for the
boys to hit the 13,g Apple and check out the
Hugo 13oss fall collection . A recent episode
depicted Crockett's heartbreak after h, Ferrari
had been repossessed . This trend probably·
means we can look forward to future episodes
m which Crockett has an anxious night of the
soul after bemg ordered to wear socks and
Tubbs nearly resigns after he loses h,s Afro
pick

Article, u~ed in 1he Ne"< ,ecrion
indude original copy by Pablo Mendoza,
John Blair, Mar)- Marko•ino,ic & Karhy
Ro,ke/1. ·ome material, "ere raken
from ours,de ;ource., . We \\Ould like ro
rhank Roi/mg Srone, Life, People, Time,
and alw photograph, from A sociared
PreH.

AMAZING STORIES,
SOAPS & SITCOMS
Telev1s1on m 1985. as in past years, had its
hare of the exceptional and the ab urd.
hows ranging from sitcoms to soaps splattered aero s the screen as viewers went m
search of entertainment.
Th, year was the year of the sitcom. Bill
Cosby brought family entertainment back to
the small screen with hi number l rated show
The Cosb; Show. Other popular sitcoms included : Famil; Ties, Who 's The Bos?, The
Goldeh G,r/ , Kate & Albe, ewhart, and

made for T.V. mov ie called An Early Frost.
The bad being the network overhype of the
disease.
Other overdone topics included: Marilyn
Monroe and the Kennedys, Hiiacking in the
Middle East, and Ronald Reagan's warts. Interesting topics to make the news were the
Reagan/Gorbachev summit and coverage of
the 40th anniversary of World War II.
othing wa new in late night television.
late ight with David letterman wa better

Cheers.
Mo t of the better hows on telev, ,on were
not new hows but older hows re-vamped
and revitalized. Moonlighting gamed popular .
it)' over the summer through rerun and Fam ily Ties got better scripts and higher ratings as
M,chael J. Fox made 1t big at the box office.
Another show that became more popular
was Miami Vice. It became known for its
flashy cloches and camera angles rather than
script content. It was a trendsetter rather than
a enous drama such as H,1/ treet Blues
Cagner & Lacey till hung on to their title a
best pol,ce drama
Remakes were b,g this year a T .V once
agam entered The Twilight Zone while Alfred
llirchcock Pre enrs med to scare audiences.
teven pcilberg brought hi talents to T.V
with Amazing wne . The re ult being an
amazing budget and critics telling pe1lberg to
stick to the big creen.
Mm, enes once again appcarcd hut th,
nme with less ucce . Epic A.D and Mussolini were so bad the networks decided to
repcat Tht Thorn Birds for tht fourth time
Duds such a Lady Blue ' l lellcmm wi:rt
out hone by pen er for I I,re and l\,furder ht•
U:'mte, For real drama there was Dust1,1 Hoffman's De.1th of A alt· man.
,ghtime soap still came into our living
room week!}. This >·ear Bobb> died off Dallas, Val found her twm bab,e on Knots
L.inding and Falcon's Crest gm a new chaplain . Drnast} suffered from several cases of
pl1t p<:rsonalit1es a Krptle became R,ta, fal lon became Randall , and Drnaso became

Tin Colbp.
Lmda Fvans was m the center of controvcrS\ when it was revealed that her Dyn,lSry
k,ssmg partner. the late Rock Hud on, had
AID As a re ult. Hollywood .ictrc sc refu,ed to do love scene . AID had its good
and bad cffect on T.V. The good being a

than ever. The new aturday ,ght lfre was
still in critical cond1t1on
The p<>pularit> of Cable telcvision contin.
ued but with less strength than m previous
years. MoM cable networks suffered from
"merger fever", MTV till remained one of
the most watchcd programs Its h,ghl,ght was
the dar long pre entat,on of l11eAid Other
h,ghl,ghts were Faerie Tale Thearre. comedy
pecials b}' Martin hort ( aka Pee Wee Herman). and Martin Mull's / hstor} of \~hm•

Acror Don Joh nson
fo und fame co·
,ea rring with Phillip
Michael T h o m as in
M ia mi Vice.

People in America.
Telcv1s1on and cable' biggest problem was
the mcrea ed number of V R' that were purchased last year The movie tudios finally
real11cd that they could make m<>nC\ off of
movie rentals. Better and newer movies were
ava,Iable g,vmg viewers the ability to watch
what they wanted when they wanted.
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ylvester ta/lone
starred in the box·
office hit Rambo.
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Af1er Hours. A yuppie ventures disastrously, hilariously into trendy SoHo. Martin Scorsese's fizzy
direction makes this the year's most outrageous
shaggy-people story.
Back To The Future. Robert Zemeckis made the
year's biggest h11 out of the Oedipus myth: a sly,
charming time-travel comedy about a boy any
mother could love.
Blood imple. A seedy bar, a wayward affair, a
double-cross murder- timetested ingredients of the 8
movie, which Prodigy Brothers
Joel and Ethan Coen have alchemi,ed into a textbook thriller with a deliciously acrid tang.
Brazil. Terry Gilliam 's dystopian fantasy sounds a lot like
Orwell"s but - in its wit, extravagance and 1oie de mour,r
- looks like nothing from 1984
or 1985. After a noisy campaign
to secure its U. . relea e, Brazil
won a slew of year -end criucs·
prizes. Thank you, anta.
Into The Nigh1. Michelle
Pfeiffer (about whom, wow!) and Jeff Goldblum
are two lost souls trapped in Oirect0r John Landis"
L.A. mghtscape, where every black soul gleams like
Bakeli1e. Funny, sexy, highly toxic.
Our of Africa. Aided by the luminou Meryl
Streep, Direccor ydney Pollack turns Isak Oinsen·s
gnomic memoir of her life in Kenya into an elegiac
romance about lost love and a lost landscape A
haunting. hypnotic expenence
Prini's Honor. Jack icolson plays dumb, Kath leen Turner play chic, as two Mafia hit folk
doomed to hit on each other. Artful black comedy
in Director John Huston·s cla sic mode· sardonic,
but not quite as tough as 11 talks.
The Pruple Rose Of Cairo. A ew Jer ey waitress ( M,µ Farrow) seeks romantic 1ransfigura1ion at
the local movie house and, alas. finds 11 in Woody
Allen 's graceful fantasy
Ran. Akira Kuro awa'a adaptation of Km~ Lear 1s
an awesome act of re1maginat1on 1hat realizes the
screen·s pmential for epic grandeur. o quibbling a
masterpiece.
Wetherby. Frayed fr1endsh1ps, mordant humor and
a death that blasts away at an English town ·s smugness. Writer-Direetor David Hare revives an ancient
pleasure a movie that forces the viewer to think. It
is very much worth the bother.
Kiss Of The pidcr Woman. William Hurt and
Raul Julia demonstrate how much emotional power
superb acung can generate even m the most alien of
settings - a story about a homosexual and a pol1t1 cal prisoner in a South Amencan Jail.
ilverado. Who says the Western 1s dead 1 That
thar genre was obviously JU t playing possum
Wi1nc~s. A dark beau1y from Peter Weir abou1 a
b1g-rny cop (Hamson Ford) who sexually awakens
an Amish Widow (Kelly McG1lli ).

Kansa, City Royals celebrate their vicrory afrer the World Series.

A RECORD SEASON
The license plate on his new red Corvette
reads "'PR -1192," and there isn 't a baseball fan
worth his Wheaties who doesn't know what it
meam. On eptember 11, at preci ely 8:01
p.m., 44-year-old Pete Rose strode to the
plate at Cincinatti 's Riverfront radium and
with one swing of the bat put his name above
Ty Cobb"s for "Most Hit , Career." Rose·
t1m1ng couldn"t have been finer. In a year
when fans suffered revelations of extensive
drug use by players, interminable labor talks, a
ministrike and two more Billy Martin brawls,
the accomplishments of Rose and a few other
milestone achievers were a spectacular antidote to the pain.
The big hit. when 1t finally came, brought
on a seven-minute standing ovation from
7,237; the Corvette ( presented by Red owner Marge chott ); countless promot1ons ( in eluding Rose on 10 million boxes of the
Break fa. t of Champions); and, from the man
himself, some rare tear , Then he gor the
obligatory call from Ronald Reagan. 'Thank
you, Mr. President," said Charlie I lustle, who
added as only he could, "you mi sed a good

ball game."
Modern eras youngest 20-game winner
twenty-year -old Dwight Gooden achieved
the pitcher's triple crown, lc:ading the league
in victones ( 24) , strikeouts ( 268) and earned
run average ( 1.53). Then he promptly became
the youngest to win the Cy Young award too.
Three hundred wins after four attempts,
Phil iekro, 46, finally entered the exclu 1ve
300 club with an 8-0 win on the la t day of the
season. That earned him another record - he
succeeded atchel Paige as the oldest man to
throw a huwut.
Three thousand hits over hadowed by
Rose's phenomenal numbers, Rod Carew quietly became only the 14th player to reach
3,000. Afterward, he and Angel manager
Gene Mauch stole a fir t base memento.
Three hundred win pitcher Tom caver
turned 54,000 Yankee tad1um rooters into
temporary White ox fan la t August when
he returned to the city where he en J<>yed his
best years to po t the big victory. Then he
doubled over in relief and waited for the
cheer
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Mary cieMnbcrg 160, 90
Catherine Coghandro IJ2
Sarah Cohen IJ2
Aurumn Cole IJJ
Chn1ty oleman U}
Jeff oller 76
M1chttl Collier 1H
Anan Collm.s 181, 46
Dumond olhns IH
Whnley Collm.1 1U. 9J
Eliubc1h Colonna IU
James Colmder 21 S
Kim Corneau 160
Jeffrey Condino 60. 16o
John Conlin 1H
n1g Conners 160
M IC'h.acl Connery 150
Chrutophcr Connolly 160
Pamela Connolly 21S
P.rrtc-k Conoollr 161, ICM
Mike onroy 161
8.arb.n Cook IH
Jeffrey C-ooke 181
Hollr Coonrad 64, 150. 7 2
Jeanncue oopcr 18}

Kachlttn Cooper 150
Carol Corporalc-s 184
Pa1ric1a Cones 161
Thomas Cosgro"e 172, 71. 72
Chris1opher Costa 150
Timochr os1a I '50
Mary Coni 161
Sein Coughlin I H
Cougler ougler 184
Mark Conrrubiu 106, 104
John Couy 67
James Coury I H
Lisa Co• ISO
John Coy 150
Caiberinc Crail UJ
Joseph Cranny 18. 64, 184
William rcagan 184
Cr111in Cronin I H
Nanc-y Cronin 161
Warne ro» UM, 62
Colleen rowlcy 150
Karen Crowley 184, 61
Gina Uimma 184
Recd Cullen 184
Glory Cummings 161
Lynne Cumm1ng1 HM
Sean Cummins IH, 104
Karen Cuneo IH
Ed Cunha ,t8, 106, 104
Scan Cunnffn 208
Eliubeth Cunningham UM
Niki Cunnmgh•m 150
Paul Cunningham I SO
Cyn1hia urrie 61. 184
Thomas unin 1H
Christina Cu1ri 184
Laun Culeanslei UJ
Julie :rcrwinski 161
Lori Ann top I '50
Clare O' Ago11ino 64
Oeborah 0 ' Aleu10 161
Eli1a D' Angelo 18'1
MKhael Dalton UM
Margarit;a Dan 184
Simple- O.n I 50
Bret Daniel, 161
arol 0anleb 161
Joan Dannemiller 161
0liYer Dano IH
James O.n:r.er UJ
Jim Darcy 8'
John Du her I H
Suun Daudelin IJ1
Ed.,ard Dalk!r 184
P.ul Duis 64, 7 4, 18S, 209. 71,
71, 73, 75
Margaret DawM>n IH
Brian Day ,t8, 106. 104
Lori De-Angeli, I JO
J•mc• OeUFucn1a 150
Mi hael DeN1cola IJJ
&,ban Oe8cl111 64. 185
Pamcle De-Bia~ 1 J. 104
S1ephen OeFree1 I H
Michelle OeHuen I H
Dominick Oc-Ran1c-n 151
Joe DeVuo 67
Lisa OeVore 68
M.,.gue1 De-Vore 151
Geoffrey Oean IH
('ula Defranco IH
Mule DrlMoral 185
0n1d DelPadre IH
( loulde OelSanro I H
Megan Oel•ne 64, 151
Raymond Delancy I H
M11rny De-line 185
Da ...n Oelongprc- 1H
J~nne OemJ»ey :Zl 5
Courtnay Oenauh I H
Jcannene Oesan111 161
Uura Oe•cre l8S
L11,a Doore 161
O.niel DiC.rlo IH
Ray 0,Muro 151 , 9)
Camille D1N1cola 185
M1chHI DiTomu1 115
Ka1be11ne D1Tomuo U4
Krisu Diamond 76
Jame, Dibble 18S
Robcr1 Dickey 18S, 9)
Deborah Dul'l k h U,t
C.rhcrine Dupo I )4
Darlene 01110 161
Darryl D1110 161
Deborah Ditto 161
Dennard 01110 161
Dorothy D1110 161
Dorris Omo 161
Durw1n 01110 161
Pc1er 0112haue 15,104
Marie 0.Yer IJ4, 104
Pu O.son 48, 106. 104
P•ula Dobin 61, l8S, 209, 75.
91, 90
Kri.111ne Ood3e IH
Alte1a Oondo 1H
l..ura Dostal 18'

Su~ae Douzdjian 161
Janine DoYido I )4
Catherine Dc)lc: 151
Anne Doyle 161
Jon Doyle IS I
Mollie Doyle 114
Loree Dnltde I H
Geri 0raur 11:15
Lida Dreyer 161
Sandi Drinleward I '51
Scan Dri>eoll U4
Suzanne- Drole1 1)4
Gerenc- Drontn 161
Monica Ouacsek IRS
Frank Duchene 151
Kimberly Duffy 151
Ka1hleen Dugan 216
Rohen Duke I H
Ann Dumoh 6S
Raymond Dunham 161
John Dunlc. 185
Rodney Dunn 172
Benita Dunn U4
Tammi Durham 161, 91. 90
Di•n• Ourka ISi
Megan Durk:an I )4
Jotcph Durkin 185, 70-7 1
haron Durkin ISi
Timochy Durnin 60. 186
Marc Duro 161 , 91
Paul Durr 186
Doris Durrell 215
Suzannt Ouyn 186
Deborah Dyar "14, 186, 7)
Amy Earley 186
Maureen Earlty I )4, 90
Patr1C1a Earnshaw I J,t
Elise Ebc-rh.i.rdt 186
Daniel (('hoelte 18, 161
P•ul Eche,etie U4
Thoma. Edelblurc- I J4
Mark: Edwards I J5
Reb«ca Ed ..uds 186
Susan Edward» 151
S1acey Elc.ar 186
Du,d Ekman 186
Peggy Elltn3 17 2
Rohen Ellio1 161
Lmda Ehherington 161
Karen l:meuon 21 j
Chr111ophcr Em1e 15 I
Ann Mami Engfeh 1'1. 64
JOOy England 186, 18
Pe1e Engle 60
William Engle 186
Dill En3ler 1 86
lri1 Engsrrand 215, 71>71
KeYm Eppich 151
Daniel Eppinger 65, 162
&rry Epite1n I H
Annemarie Erculei I H
Marie Ern11 186
John E:1JM' 162. 85
Deha E,qunel lH
Frett EtraiK"hc I H
Leah &1berg 6S
Mark EJ1berg IH
Arnold Utnda 151
Bernard E.s1nda 162
C hri.111na Euer 186
Sara Enel 162
Kari E"cnson 162, 90
Rohen• £yen, 151
Monka Faber IH
Noel Fabian 151
Joanne Fanucchi IJ,
Uura Farac-1 186
harlu Fa res 186
Heidi Farg1110n 187
C lyde Fanai 162, 9J
Gerald Farnell US
Ka1hc-rine Farrand lli7
Tunothy Farrar U5
Anne Farrt-11 IJS
C r1.11a Fau.uet 187
Marla Feiner 162. 90
Mark: Fen1ck: 162
Madcleme Ferb.al 162
Jamie Ftrl U5
Mar,a Fernandez 187
R,cardo Fernande:, ISi
Ro1.ar10 Fernande1 187
Saralynn Ftrrara 172
Jan,ne Fc-rrigno I H
Mary Fe11a 61
M•suel Figueroa 18?
Suunne F13ucro- 187
Lara F1ndorff 1H
I.« Finkel 187
Kelly F1nncrnan 1 J5
Rohen F1orc-nlino ISi , 91
Dehn Fischer 117
William Pmger.td I S
Sheila Flahcny 108
Greg Flcmms 117
Mary Fleurc-t IS I
Jennifer Flore, I H
Anne Folcr 61, 161, 86
Neue Foley 74. n, 91. 90

Tbomu Foley ISi
Monica Foh2 I }5
Lewi, Ford 135
T1mmby Ford 117
William Ford I J5
Mor.ica t·orres1 US
Stoen Fon)th I H
Barban Foller I )5
Loliua Fos1er 187
William Fo~rer 216
MkhelH Fournier ISi
Paul Foumier I H
Laura fo.,·ler 135
Mary Francis 18. 188. 86
Gregory Fnncu2 IJ5
Ka1henne Frankum 188
Janet Frapp1a 13S
Uun fredenck 74, 151 , 71, 72,

,.

0.Y-id Frc-PC"h 135
Tc-reN Friedhe,m 1)5
lare Friedman 216
Amy Froide US
C"hris11ao Fry I }6
O,nldo Fumo 162
S•lly Funy 171
Patricia Furneu U6
Ka1hermc- Gaffney 151
Ronn• Gallego 162
Marianna Gamboa 136
Doug Gaoker IS I
Beairict GarC'1a 188
Donald Gar("1.l tJ6
John Garcia 1}6
Juhe Gardner 136
Paul Garton 188, 209
JIKl1th G•uer 188
Stephen GuY1n 1 }6
Chule, Gehring 161 . 6 7
Joseph Gerhan 1,1
Francie Gerlach I }6
Lee Gerlach 216
Ka,c-n Gerry 188
Larry Getz 65
Greg Ghio 162
Mohammed Ghods 188
Rohen G1bhs 64, 162
Marie G,blln I )6
Meredi1h G1c-t1ng 16.Z
Carl G ilbcn 216
Pa1r,c-ia Gill 18, 162
Noelan, Gillis 188
Da"1d Gilmore 1)6, 104
Kaihlcen Gilmore 188
K.a1hryn Gilmore 151
Patricle Ginn I.J6
Carhennc Girard 188
Dehn Gnunger 188
Gail G1uhan1 64, 162
Mary dee Glynn 64
SteYen Glynn ISi
Griffin Gmehc-h 15 I
Edward Go..n 162
Mary Goan 116
Carolyn Golf 188
C--harln Goldberg U6
Donna Goldtn I }6
Kebttn Goncahes 162
Sarah Goncalves 152
M1chH I Gonales I S2
N.cholu Gonzales 136
Deborah Gonzalez 162
Laura Gonulez Ul
Johanna Gooby 188
Judy Goodman 162
John Goodrich I J6
0.od (".oocf.,.1n 188
Ke .. m Gordon I )6
Rohen Gordon I 5 2
Tcrc-.1,1 Gorham 188
Tbomu Gorman t)6, 104
Deborah Gough 17)
Carol Gould,ng 188
Thomu Grace 152
O..rles Graham 136
Jane Gnnsee 162
Tonya Gran1 162
Michael Grauel I )6
John Gruc, 216
Larry Gray 75, 85
Cbn111nc Greuu 189
S1c-phen Greene 189
'fP'i111am Greene 189
J,11 Gretn•ood 1)6
Joch Gre.ndahl 61, 6S. IJ6
Robin Grend•lc 61
Non Gnffc-n IS 2
C r.13 Gri .. tl IS2
Krmen Groe:nisu 189. 86
Ric-hard Grossman 1 )6
Julia Gro«r 189
Joseph Gnipalo 116
'tl"arne Gnape 189
Amy G ... 1t,tr1 64. 119
E JeH1("a Guerrero 119
Mary Gu1na I }6
Jame, Gump 216
S1anley Gunk 216
Eugene Gu11erre:r 60, 162, IS

Barban Guum1NII I }6
John Guum1edl 106. ICM
Sean Had1banb U6
Dorothy Haddow I 19
Harrr Hadjian SJ. 6o, 74, 152.
46, 209, 71. l:Z, H
SuHn H•gerty 189
Lynn HaJduk:OYIC'h 119
Roh«-n fbt(lukoYich 112
Pam Halben 199
M.,y l·hll 116
M1 hacl Hall 162, l09
01•ne Haller ISl
Dc•nn Hallor I.J6
Hallo.,.un lB. 9. 40, 41
Julie Hambe,r,r 209
Y1llmn fbaiby I }7
Julia Hamihon 1)7
M1duel H1aulton 119, 104
H.logouts 10, 11
Marma Hannban 119. 90
Anne Han~n 189
Tncy Hanburds 151
Randa llarb IP
Jane Hark:1ru. 1)1
Dcrryl Hulan 1)1
Daniel Ha mc, 161. 6"9
John Harpe r 189. 104
Lori Harn, l6l
Janet Harr110n 216
Amy Harsh l'2
Maf}(WC' H•n 217
Brian Har113 190
Hnac-e Hanlc-y 162
Mary Hartman 211
Pamela lhupen 16}
h13 eyo Hayuhi 1H
Kc-.. 1n H•)'fl 16)
Michele H•)'H 1)1
MKhHI Hedrick: I S2
El1uheth Heider I S2
8 r1g n 1e He,_r 211
Munn Helm~1c1n I )7
O.:bonh H.,hper I!""
Be1h HtmHarh I '1
Maureen Huo~1c:ad 190
Tncy Henderson 1 J"'I
F.hub<-1h llc-nn1gar 211
Manin fl enmng 60
Enc llc-nrion 190
Enc Hennon 16}
Tamara Henry-Neelc-y U7
Kann Hc-nlOn 190
Nora Hc-rm.w:n 190
Angehoe Hernande.. 16}
Barba.n Hernandei: 1 J7
Karla Hernandc-1 16J
Kaua Hern•ndn I S2
Ricardo Henara 190
Rouna Herrara 190
Uun Hen IS2
Mulenc- Hibben 1 S2
M,chael HKkman 190
Cheri Higdon I J7
M13non H,gg,ns I )7
J0011h Hildebrand 190
Gregory HIii 16J
Ron H,11 217
Toin H1llebre("ht 190
Cat hlttn H1mmelberg 190
Andy H1ne1 ISl
Jc-lfrcy H,ne, 191
Kathleen H1nu 190
Thomas HIM.I 117
Mic hael lt111on 161
Enc llinelbuger I }7
Kathy Ho IS:Z
K.•1hryn Hobbl 211'
Melanie Hodge I }7
Wilham Hodgekffl 191
Mark Hoekstra 191
M.r('1a Hoerr U7, 86
Roberr Hoff 16}
Carla Huffm.11.n l 91
J o hn Hoffman IJ7
Pany Hoffner 86
Eduh Hofmann 152
KathlHn Hogan 191
Renena Ho hm•n 161
Mat11n Holbv.t I '2
Janice Hollahan 191
Diane Holley I J7, K6
Michelle Holli.1 IJ7
MarC'ut Holmberg I Sl. 90
jos,eph Holme• 191 , 91
Brian Hoh 1J7, 85
Gc.s• Hohnn 1J7
Mar(' Homan 18, 16)
Homecom,ng S-0, 5 I
O.n Hon1kel 18
Ann Hooker Ul, 90
Robert HooYer 191
Wendy HooYer I ]7
Ellubc1h Hornbrook: 152. 90
Claudia Hornig I J7
Lip Honon lJ7
Uune HCMHs 1)7
Anne Ho.,.ud IJ7
Mkhael Howard 65. 191

•

CONGRATULATIONS
TO T HE CLASS OF '86
FROM COURTESY CHEVROLET

SPE IAL DISCOUNT
2 % over factory invoice on all
new and u ed cars and trucks except Corvette.
(Corvette discount of 1,500.00)

GMAC HAS SPECIAL INTEREST RATE
GRADS!

FOR

--'-------I 8 _

____.___ _ _ ______.

297-4321

·L--------------------·
Ads 24 3

Paal Howard 62
Manhcw H,...ne 1)7
Ann Hubbard 152
J•mH Huberty J ,2
Eric Huff 6-4, 163, s,
Cbrb Hugh 161
Author Hughe. t 70
John Hugbu 1)7
Jonacban Hughe, IH, ICM
Marianne Hugo 152
Daniele Huguenin 138
Slaun Hullin 191
Patrida Hum.iscon 138
Andrew Hummel 138
Phillip HunMker 191
Phillip HunM.lr.cr 21 7
David Hunt 191
Ti1D01hy Hunt 192
Erin Hurley l l8
Anh Huynh 152
Phillip Hwang 217
Roger Ibarra U8
Tam.an Ide 138
Joni lglintld 192
Ocbon.h Jn(an1ino 161
Karen Jn(antino 138
Rohen ln(antino 218
Joa.n Ingwersen 152
Mary Lota Ireton 163
Valerie brae( 192
Amy hey 192
Kay h.zard 192
Alan lu:o U8
David Jacas 127 , 192
Michael Jae-Ir.man 64, 192
Bill Jackson I H
KiltiJacboo62
Laura Jacbon l 92
Linda Jacluon 1}8
Frank Jacobs 1)8
Jconi(er Jacobs 118, 86
UnuJa Jacbn J 92
KunJafay 138
Reb«ca Jeancy 138
ChrU1opher Jensen 192. 93
Joan Joaon,og I }8
Cameron John.on 138, 104
Denise John.on I H
Joann John.son 192
Mic.ltcle JohM<>n 163
Sharie John,,on. I 63
Arlene Johnsron 192
Bill Jones 113
K.eba Jooes 62
Kevin Jones 6'. 192
Rebecca Jone, 192
Steven Joyce 151

•

Kimberly Jlldd I H
Rob Judge 161. 93
Gloria Juin-Yallr.u 192
Kimberly Julien 192
J•quclioc J uolun 138
~rge Kaelin 1H
Sr. Miriam Kaeser SJ, 74, tH.
7'
Adrian Kalvinikas 151
Colleen Kanaley 138
Brian Kane 118
Lucille Kanjcr 138
Ano Marie Kanko ...ski 153
Celeste Kankowslr.i 193
Linda Kankowski 138
Mary Kaplan BS. 86
Muir. Karda., 138
Lauren Kardoff 138
Sylwia Karhawa 138
Sharon Kll·anagb 1 H
C.M:ace Kaye I JI
Virginia Kearns 193
Michael Kearny 138
Jerome Keeoey 191. 67
Jann.a Ke.ever 138
K11hleen Kelley 138
Maire Kelley 16}
Tim Kelley 218
A1lttn Kelly 18, 193
Erin Kelly 153
John Kelly 16-4
Kathryn Kelly 19}. 90
Pat Kelly 18
Darlene Kehgen 1H
Krista Kennedy 138
Mary Ann Kennedy I H
Robena Kennedy 19.l
Alyson Keroohaa 1'8
Lyon Kichline 139
Krmina Kiekr 153
Kri)ten Kilkelly 193
Ken1 K1lpa1rid1 164, 6 7
Dnid King 119
O.ana Kuag 193
Eileen Kinfflla 139
Onid Ki,...eo 153
Saodn Kis, 164, 67
Anncne Ki11gawa 193
Cbriiuopher Kitzman 16-4
Kevin Kier 119
Cori Klampc 139
Mark Klllllk U9
Genevseve Knych 61. 191
Fred Koele ... n 139
Henry Kolar 218
A li,on Koller 119
Jeffrey Koller 153. 67

Jeffy Kolody 67
Thena Koog Kee 193
Jani« B. Koop 218
Deanne Koplr.as 193, 68
Andrew Kownacki 139
Annette Kouk 193
Tom Kouk 65, 93
Charlene Ko7oro 191
Kenne1h Ko7.0ro 139
Jill Krapf 16-4
John Krawchuk 164
M ill.ua Kre.tl 193
Pairida Kuffel 193
Edward Ku.. wa 218
Geoffrey L'Abbc 139
Christopher LaBonte 139
Nicole LaChuisa 139
Kohen LaPona I 5l
Wayne Label 62
Eugene Labovitz 218
Nicki Lacey 139
David Lach U9
Rohen Lac1,1,mana U9
James Lacy 19'4
Eric La1pcnieb 164
Je(frey Lake I H. 93
Marie Lalas U9
Joey Laman1i1 67, 91
Cherrie Lamb 64, l B
Mary Lambrnn 194
Megan Lamers 139
Cary LandreH U9
Lark <tl, 0
Tracy Larkin I H
Juduh Laub 19-4
Sam Lnon10 164
Jenine Lawlor U9
Du,d Lawre~ 139, 67
Deanna Lawre~ 139
Ann Lawnr U9
Jennifer Lua 154
Anh Le 139
Lis.a LcBaron 61. 19-4
Carrie Lechner U9
Lorraine Lee 61 , 194
N1cholu Lee 194
Mary France, Lcfere 1,4
Jacq~lme Leho 139
Joanne LeiHgang 194
Daniel Lekander 154
Edward Lemus U9
Raymond Leon 154
Pau.l Leonard 62
Jill Leo nard 19-4
Kriscen Lconardini 16-4, 76
John lA.11er 164. s,
Rohen Lener 194

Liu. Le1010 139
Marilyn Le,wu 61
Michac-1 Lewis 194
Robin Lewb 194
Sandra Ley 16-4
David Liautavo I 54
Micahel Lkou1i 194
Michele Liescgang 154
Dan Limberg 154
Paul Lindenberg 60, I 54. 91
W:ade Linderbergcr 19-4
Susan Lindhont 19-4
Jack E. Llndqui,r 218
Marc Lipschin: I 39
Maria Lir.z 164
Mudith Liu 218
Marissa Lobato 154
Erick Lofgren 75
Meudhh Lohne 6-,, 19-4
Missy Lohne 64, 67
Nancy Lombardi 119
Sharon J,ombardi 140
Angelo Lombardo 140. 104
Pe1er Lombardo 140
Jennifer Long 15..
William Long 194
Mary Lonnecker 154
Sr. Helen Lorch 19, 219
Michael Lorena 154
Elizabeth Lo\e 195
Teresa Louil 67
June Lowenbcrger 219
Patricia Lowry 219, 70-71
Chri) Ludlow 67
Charle, L~k 140
Crinina Lur11 195
Trang Ly 164
barle.s Lynch 1'4, 67
Ellen Lynch 140
Frederick Lynch 154
Timothy Lyons 154
MBA 46, 4 7
Lauren MacAnhur 140
Suun MacDonald 61 . 16-,
Deanna MacGregor 140
Coni1ance Mackey 16-4
Kr1Men Mac key I 54, 86
Meli.na Mackno 52, H , 164. 73
Nib Madden 164
Laurie Maddock 19,
Amy Magruder 140
Beulah Maha((ey 195
Leo Maher 170
Sr. Jean Maher 61. H , H
David Malgrer 140
Scan Maley 19,
Rodney Malloy 71

Kaihleen Malone 140
Kri)1in Maloney 140
Terry Maloney 195
Patricia Mamer 140
L1.sa Mangiarelli 140
Alicia Manley 195
Kimberly Manning 140
Antonieta Manriquu 15'4
Coruuclo Manriquez 140
Manha Manrique• 195
Charles Manwn 154
William Manson 140
Geoffry Mao 191
K11hcrine Mardesich 154
Ma.ryaoo Margare1ic 19'
Mark Marinkovich 195
Thcreu. Mario I 54
Su.san Marlow 140
Ka1hleen Marpc 219
Ren« Marn I 64
Darlene Manhall 6:Z
Kun Manen) 191, 68, 75
Ano Marie Manin 154
Michelle Manin 140
Neil Manin 154, 9)
Kathleen ManinHu 140
Anna Maninez 140
Gabriel Manlnez 164
Richard Many 140
Cindy Marvin 140
Janme Muon 18, 195, 209, 91
John Muon 140, 104. 90
Katherine Musa 64 , 195
Lance Ma»ey 1...0
Tammy Mather 195
Ric.Ir. Ma1heson 1S4
Louiu. Mattei 15<4
Fn.ak McBride 195
Laura McCabe 67
Deborah McCaig 140
Dntd McCann 140
Jou McCanhy l'4, 68
John McCanhy 140
Maureen McCanhy 196
Lorene McClelland•W'HC 196
Seo« McClincy 140
Brian McCooey 1-40
Mary McCormick 140
Duncan McCosker 219
Briao McCullough 60, 164
S1ephan1e McCullough 141
Amy McOewin 154
John Mc Donald 18, 196
Timo,hy McDonnell I 54
Toi'}' Mc farland 72
Mary McGarry H . 154, 7 3
Jame, McGary 219

Terua McGrath U I
Mary McGroany 141
Gregory McGuf( 141
Mar.Ir. McGuiness 141 , 85
Debbie Mclnttre 154
Muianne Mclntc»h 196
Fr, Mike McKay 14
Michael McKeen 16-4
John McKenna 196
Daniel McKcon 18. 196, 93
Dannielle McLaughlin 141
t:liHbcth Mc Laughhn 196
Roben Mc Lougblio 196. 92
Sr. Virginia McMullen 61
Genrd McNaman 196
Daniel Mc Namee 141. 125
Jua McNamee 125
Patrick Mc Neany 141
Tida McNeil 141
Fran.Ir. McNeill 196, 67, i l, 93
James Mc Nic hol 14 1
Edward Mc Nuhy 141
Catherine McQuillco 154
Ytlham Meader 219
Ouyell Mean.1 141
Oen1R Medin.a 196
Mk bael M«han 155
Marion Mehling 164
Mimi Mebrabi 151
Du1d Mclende• 14 1
Karhleen Melicao 155
Terrence Melica:a 196
James Mellos 141 , 67
Jacqueline Mellon 141
Jennifer Mehon 141 . 90
Christina Mendu·il 155
Pablo Mendou 208
Edga r Mercado 196
Man Mercer 68
Maria Merheg 164
Jennifer Merriman 67
Gacleo Mu.Ir.e ll 164
Pn.nc1.Ko Meu 1'5
Mcla.n1e. Mic kelson 1-41
Bill Mifsud 164
Frank Miguel 196
Dcn1:1e Miller 196
Maureen Miller 141
Mic hael Mills 141
Troy Mills 196, 104
Susan Milne 1"
Vickie Minardi 164, 90
Michael Minney 164
Carla Minnda 1'5
Edgardo Minnda 197
Stella Mireles 197
Julie M1sfeld1 141 , 75, 86

WHERE WILL YOU NEED
BANK OFAMERICA
TOMORROW?

Amy Muche ll 141
David Mitchell 14 1. 85
Lu• Muchcll 155
Son11 Mi1ovilr.i 141
Vcsn• M11ovsk , 197
Robyn M11oguch1 70-71
Karima Moab, 197
O r.,1lle Mo hler 141
Per ry Mo hn.a n 164
P a1ric11 Mom 141
tAca r Monge 141
o lleen Monnelly 197
Lu.a Mo,u e leone 14 1
Dcbor• h Mon1gomery 141
Jeffrey Moore. 197
P ameh1 Moore 197
Randy Moore. 197
Ca rl Moose 16-,
Srephanie Morand 141
J o hn Morbcrg '74. 72. n, 75
Scou Morey 6'7, 85
Ja mes R. Mor11t1f)' 219
Michelle Monar1f)' 141
Ve ra Mo rrin 11'\
J o hn Morr,• 61. 197
Margaret Mort1i 142
Mary Mo rr1t 14Z
P.11 ,.ci• Morr,i 197
Shelly Mou 1) 142
Michael Moser 6\, 191
Mary Mo,man 142
J ean ne Mouu10 197
Fran k Mo,ren 164
Sh ideh Mova(a,h 165
Mark Moulo 198
Kym M.cller 161
David Mule 142
Eileen M111llco I"
Fr. <>--en Mullen 220, 14
P atricui MulJ«-o 142
RoMh nd Mullen 18, 61, 198
Vu g1n1• Mulle r lZ0
Shannon Mulhgan 165
Aun« Muncy 142
J ud uh Muno, I H
Mo nt<a Muno, 198
8 r1dg«-c Murp hy 10
Frank Murphy 16,
Ka ra Murphy 19a
M1chul Murphy 155
The rew Murph y 19A
Joan Murra y 6-4
Kearin Mur n y 142
Kim Mu ryuz 161
Teresa Myen 142
Jac·q~ltne Myric k 165
ll0111ttom 1ng Halfu me 48. 49

•

With more branches in California than any other bank and
so many VERSATELLER® automated tellers, Bank of America
offers the ultimate in checking convenience. And you're
bound to find a Bank of America checking plan
that's right for you as well.
And a Bank of America checking account
can get you one more thing too. Checks
that people all over the state know
come from California's leading
financial institutionBank of America .

'

.L_______________________________________
Bank of America

2:141 Ulri c St.

s_._
D_.•__A_ 9_2_1_1_1_______M
_E_M
_B_E_R_F_D1_c _ _ _ _. . .

246 Index

• Perr-or111a11ce NISSAN •
Ga.mm• Phi Bet• 90. 9l
Andre. N•der 16'. 68
John N•gengu1 198, 9}
Treiu N•poleon 6 1, 86
Mon1C• Nuh 198
OJ.yna Nuheri 198
Eric N•dand I H, 104
M1cbdlt NJ.u1okat l4Z
o. ,e Nnarro 17}
JacqlH'\ Nn1•u.1 I H
Denni\ Neary 19tl
Robe-rt NeC'O<.hH I"
Pacr1c1• Ne 1b Z20
J•1mt Ntlmtt 142
Lynent NelSOf'I 14Z
M1cbnl Nrbon 142
And rew Nrmch«k 6S, 198
Will1•m Neugeb.lH'r l6S
St~en Nnboff ISS
Ali,on Nenllr 142
Steph.uue Ne\'ID.I 14 2
O.n Ne•man l6S
Jolr~ Nguyt-n ISS
John s,chol.Jon 16S
Page N1~·ol 191
Chri.uopher NK'ole1 142
M1chellt Nokes 1-U
K n>Un Nol• n 142
V1lt-rit Nord~rl 191, 61
Jamri Norrig, 16S
Lt1gh Nnrm,n 165
Jeune Normanduu 6 1, 198
Erik Norn, 14.2
H1l1ry No.sk in 198
John N01hdurf1 I 5S
J o~ph Nonoh I H
Mautten N~KI 165
hmun. Nyike, 14Z
K unberly Ny»en 141
Brenna O'Boyle 14.2
Bury O'Brien 74, 16S, 209. H.

"

Oan>CI O'Conndl 142
Mike O'("onnr ll 165 , 91
Ln O'Connor 220
M1ry K•y O'Connor 16S
M t<:htlle
onnor Io
Michael O'fl•hen1 142
Elim O' Hara 165
Bcu.y O"Hau r 14l
K erry O' Heany 14 2, 86
Sha""n O'Heun 64 , 198, 71. 7.2.

o·

.,

t.. u,a O'Hern 142
Brru O' .,.ttfe 198

C.pu1n O'Keefe 70
ConM'liu> O'Keefe 220
Kri.,:ien O'K«fe 142
Sldan O'Krefe 1·0

Julie O'Neil H~S
Rohen O'Neil no
Drn1x O'Neill 14). 61
John O,-oolt 199

J.c·queline Oberly Is,
Gleen Odauen

1,,

J.8

Orttch1a I"
Ortenr•uon 14·}7
Linda Orlo•.du 199
Anwlo Orom 210

T,mo ry Orr 60, 166
Wilham 011enhe1mcr 199
81II Ouo 62. 91
Bre nd• Ouo 199

J•me.t

0110

.no

Ron.aid Pac-htnce 221
Re1•n.a P•lle!KIIM 10
Chn.t1opber Palmer 199
Ptuhp P•lumbo 14). 104
Debra P•n111on1 14}
Mark PalM'llt I '5
Donald Pannier 199. 104
Mic h.el Pappas 199, 91
Valene P•ppas 14)
David P1qu1n 166
lo-1ng Parker 221
VK'1on• Parker 166
Rohen PaK•al 64. 199, 7.2, 76
Scou P11r1dge 166. 124
Juli• P•nenon 199
Paul P11111on 166
Cheryl P•ul 141
Michelle Puhd, 15S
M•ry Payne 199
Jtnn1fer Pay1on II, 199
Karol Peabody 14
Lua Peirce 14
Sterhn1 PrloM> US
John Pene 1'5
Kar~n PtlM' 14)
StrplYn1e Penran 14)
John Penr11h 141
John Pe.nrek, Moln.r 166
Angelo Pera 166. 91
Marien• Perauh 16'
Tre. Pcrlun IS,
Amy Perk1n1 10
Marien• Perr•uh 61
[llrn Perrett 166
Linda Perry Ill

Nanrue Ptrry U5
Simona Pe1alcoY1ch 166
Keodn Pe1en 14)
Regtoia Puers 199
Ano Pe1enon 199
Erik Pett-rM>n 144. ICM
John Peuuh 199
Teresa Peuill• 143
Maria Penengill I H. 86
Chri.11ine Plaff 199
Du1charee Phenjari 199
Phi Kapp. Thrt• 8-4. 8S
Richard Phillips 221
Maurttn Philpou 200
5""'1 Piueck1 166
Ju1ic1 P1ccini 200
Tannn Pickenng 14}
William Picken 171
Michelt Piebma 200
Darlene Pienta 221
James Picrik 200, 9)
Raymond Pigeon 200
Nancy Pikul• 143
K11hl«n Pingr« 144
Jennifer Piper 156
Virginia Piper 1 S6
Thomu Pirolli 166, 8'
Harry PiKhrdel 14}
Dean Pi.scion• 14)
Nicol• P1sculli I S6
Ger•rd PilatN 156
Bonnie Plan! 7'
0.Yid Plo1nik I 0
Thens.a Plum 200
Duid Ptjtingrr 141, ICM
Jack Po pe 17)
D•nielle Popp 200
Margaret Pone, 144
Bem•d1ne Por1erficld 144
Su.11n PoHf 14-4
J~nn1frr PoSIOYOII 156
David Po 1arf 166
Angf'la Potctr I '6
Jim Pom 18. 9J

Kathryn Potu

I..,.

Mary Poweu 19. IH
Vince Po1.zoul1 100
Cecilia Preci•do I )6
Chri.11ine Pres11 144
L1.11 Primo 144
Dale PnY11 200
Danielle Prvnler 144
Lulau Prwk1 221
Mary Anne Prydt 174
P11nc .. Pucbbaucr 144
Oa•id Pugh 1-44
Stu•n Purnell 144
Jo.1eph Puuten 174
C.rol Qua11nnens 61 , 200
Colleen Qu.1no l....,.
Ka1hlttn Quinn 200
MH}' Quinn 221
M,cbelle Qumn 14-4. 86
M1ry Qlurk 200
R.A./R. 0 .'s II
N1llan1 Raab I '6
Pamela Rager 144
Jeanne Ramadoni 75
Ale1andro RamllH 166
IH•na R1m1rer 144
Alejandro R1mo.1 124
C.rlo1 Ramo, 65. 166
KeYin R•pp 68, 71, 72, 76
Nichelle Raru 156
Thereu Ruic 144
Richard R11ur 156
K imberly Ray 156
Pa1ric11 Ray 18, JOO
GennKle Raymundo I«
O.nielle Re:•d1ng 144
Orin Redebpcrger I S6
lurloue Reed I S6
Katto Reed 174
unnne Reed 166
Ad•m Ruic 200. 61, 91
Swan Ruse 200, 90
M•ry RttYel 14-4
Bt11n Regan 144
Erin Regan I S6
Anne Reid l '6
Shtrley Reid 166
Onid Reiling 144
W1lh1m Reilly 144
Lynne Reunann 200
81rg11 Re11eh I '6
N1cola.s Re,eles 221
S.muel Rey«s 166
Shawn Reu1an 48, 104
Micha.el Ricc1ardelh 18. 60, 201
Ke•1n Rice 201, 104
K•ch,yn Rich 201
J0te:ph R1chanb 201
Paul Rich.,d.1 166
Jill R.teh1rdson 11, 201
Manin• Rider I S6. 68
Madelon Ries I S6
Jenni' R1g.1by 222
Ke_,-in Riley 144
KriJcen R1~r 144

Lldna R11cban 201
Donn• R111er 166
S1ephan,e Ru7 144, 86
Karen Ri•era 166. 90
Robin R1•en 201
John Ro~m 1«
Sandn Roben,on 22.2

Linsey Robin,on I S6
NI ole Roche 1-4--4
Ron Rod1en 166
Teresa Rodgers 201
Adriana Rodriguei. 201
Angf'la Rodrigue:i: 65 , 201
Nena Rodriq ue I S6
RoMn Rodrique1. 201
Jill Roemer 144
D11 Rogt-n 1S6
l)oe Rogers I S6
J'.>enni.1 Roha1yo 222
<Mar Ro.-, 144
Holly Roloff 144
Lolly Roman 1-4--4, 90
Renee Romero US
O.•ne Romo 201. 62
Mary Roney l4S
Toni Rooney 145
Brian Roo, 14S
Liu. Roule.s 201
Karen Rosefield l '6
Pia RoHlli 145

Anne Ro,kell 156
ReMcca Rosko 145
Alondra Rou 145
Mark Rou 145. 104
Patricia Ron 166

Joteph ROSI 222
M iri•m Roihman 222
John Ro1h.11eio 156
1eph•n1e Ro1h11e1n 11. 61, 6,4,
166, 86
Michael Ko.er 166
Sman RO)'er 201
Rob Ru~>haw 166, 6S, 9)
T J. Rubmo 166
Thomu Rubino 201
John Ruda 145
LawrenC'e Ruh 222
Drnite R~II 145
S•ra Ru.uell 145. 90
Tlmochy Ryan 14S
O."e Ryder 201, 91
id Saldi¥cr 202, 72
RoMn S•lgado 202, 9)
Todd Sd1.man 202
An10n10 S.man1rgo 202
Thereu S•muelM>n 145
Ann Sancher 10
Monie• anc hr• 156
Reynaldo Sanchei. 156

o..

•ndr• S•od,u 156
Giu~ppe Sanfilippo 14S
Sharon S.0101 202
Jeffrey ardina 145
D1•M Sawyer 166
Lind• Sc•IH I 7"
Rocky .SC.let 85
J~ Sea rcella 71
Lynn Scarpelli 15 7
Manuela Schaeft-r 14S
Daniel S<handel 14S
Waher Scbanm1nn 222
Shannon Sch•11n 166, 6Z
Karrn Sch«ul 102
Lmd& Schedler l '7
Laura Schermerhorn 145
Laun Scherrer 202
El1tabe1h Schiele 167
John Scblrgel 202
Edward SchlH1t-r 14~
Jeffrey SC"hlilce 167 , 9J
Hrid, Schmid 10
Sera Schmill 174
brut• Schmuuumau 1 '7
Karen Schoenfeld 167
S1e¥en Schoenherr 222
D&"id Scholnick 6S, 202
R1ch&1d Schrader 14S
Jerry Schumacher 161
Ani11 Schurkrn.1
S1ephrn Schu11er 10
Eric Sch•ab
Kienrcn Sch,..oub 1'7. 86
Shrrrl Scon 10
Therru Scou 18
Sandra Sealklrg 14S
Mon,n Sears 167
lue Seben111s 10
Nancy Sedlm•yer 14S. 61
Mar11 Segura 14S
tacy Se1t1 145
PHI Selby 157
Jaime Sel,..•y 10
Dn1d Serrano 1'7
Lc:the Settle 1 S7
D Se•erMKI 22}
El•ine Sf'ycrJOo 202
Mic1'ale Seymour 1'
An1hony Sgro 202
Terry Shafer 202

NISSAN
You can count on Performance NISSAN
to have San Diego's largest
selection of new Nissans, at
NISSAN
discount prices.
NISSAN
Used Cars:
NISSAN
A large selection of quality
used cars in all price ranges.
NISSAN
Service and Parts:
NISSAN
Service and parts are not a
side line here - Our experiNISSAN
enced specialists make sure
your Nissan is fixed right NISSAN
the first time.
NISSAN
Perr-or111a11ce NISSAN
4 799 Convoy Street N 15SAN
(619) 565-4411 NISSAN
New Cars and Trucks:
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Daniel Shindel 145
Holly She~s1a 157
Jamel Sheldon 145
Chm Shepard 146
H1roiuki Shib,,ra 202
Lu.. Shine 167
Jo•n Shm•granoff 167
Marne Shore l '7
Andrew Shriur 202
Sigma Chi KB, 89
S1gm1 P1 92. 91
Chriscopher Signorelli l<Ui
Ellen Silber 202
Sam1n1ha Simmon) 157, 90
Skete Simmons 146
Tom S1n1ky 60
Thomas S1~r 202
Douglas lcrob.M 15 7. UM
John laugh1 :ZO)
Norm•n taught 146
Juhe Slomkowtlu 1 '7. 68
Lon Sluu 146
Lynne Small 221
Bridgr1 Smith 167
Ca1Mnne Smuh l46
Ca1benne S01i1h :ZO}
hrutopher Smub 146
O.mon Smi1h 6S. 20)
Ehuheth Smirh I 51
Krh Smith 157
Kevin Smuh 146
Liu. Smnh 7S
Mark Smilh 167
Manhew mhh 146
Meland• S11u1h 146
Molly Smnh 20)
N•ncy muh 18. 61 , 20)
Sar•h m1th 146
kot1 Smnh a,1
Shannon Smnh 20), n. 76
Timothy Sa:inh 20)
JalDf's Softro114
J11he Sohy1 20)
Dante Sori•nello 20 • 9), 104
Gaye Soroka 174
Michael Soroka 204

Wilham Soukup Z2}
Kimberly Speir 203

Gerald

perrano 22}

Cyn1h1a Spie.11 II, 167
Conrad Spill 6S
Rte-bud SpiMlh 146
Marc Spingola 1-46
Dan• Sp111o.au U 1
Ro~n Sporl 15 7
Anne Sprague 167
John Spnogeu 20)
haruy S1. Oairc 146
Rebecca Stanley IH
Melanie S1•n1on 146
Jennifer 11ucb 1-46
Carole S1eele 204
Sharoa S1egmuller 167
Jane Scehly 146
Neal Scehly 167
Carey Srcbou.,,er 146
Kuoberlee S1e1n 167
Carol Scep1e11 22}
K11hlttn Sterns 146
Mark re-Yell1 146
Tin. S1e•an 167
Sh••n 1ill 204
L,- oner 2()4
M1ch•le S1obenk1 157
Bcn,-1111n Stoeboer 204, 9). 104
Mary S1ollen .... erk 146
Tun<>1hy 1ona 1 S7
Chn) S1ou1 146
R1ch1rd S1robel 204
Sh•wn Strw•er l(M
PauJ S1u1zke 167
Mary 1u,-eu,n1 74, 204, 209. n
Bnaa Sull1un 1-46
P11ricta Sulh•1n 146
~ I l l SulhvH U 7
Theresa Sullivan I 5 l
Wilh,m S.hemeier 1-46
Ehube1h 11110n 22}, 11
Laun ¥em 204

J•Mt

s-e•

104

S.nh S•mM)' 157
Ytlh•rn WIOM')' 1'7
John S•nur 1'7
S.rah s... ,,ur I 57
M ,cha el S•iH 146
Mel1n1e T1b,,n10 146

M,mn T•ll ... n 204. 75
Pamela T•muui11.1 204
Shirley Tang I '7
Joscpb Tangoaan 146, 17
Jo.1eph T•nh• 146
Brtb Tulcer 161. 90
Trulc Tuker 204, 9)
Moh•mmed Tauovdji 146
Rockne Tnello ~
Greg Tavill 18
Deborah T11lor I S7
S•ra Taylor 146
Gene Tebbs 76
Ka1h1 TH.I 147
Ooid Te1urta 167, 8S
Charles Teplin 22)
O,.riuc Terry 204
Bradley Tetreauh 10
M.,c The1bach 167
Swanoe Tbe1bach 147
Ma'J' Theisen 167
He1d1 Tboma.1 141, 16
John Tbomu 141
M•1thew Thoma, 147

0.,-id Thom~ 204
John Titompson 157
Amy n.or 20,
D01d Thorn.1ber'J' 151
Brian Thomcon I ss. 9)
Banon Thurber Z2}
Jonathan T1bh111.1 205
Mary Tiu, 158
MJ<lH!lle T1ff•ny 20S
)11.MiD Tipp 141
Nancy T11Nmbe II. 61, 20S
Paul Tobin 147
Bre.cusan Todd I ,a
Pau1C11 Todon 205
THy• Tom1.1lcev11cb 147
Maha To.1ana 161
La11n Toml,n,oa I H . 90
S....a Toauky 141
Kelly To•e 151
Lori To•nsend ISII
G10a Traplem 62
bri.111ne Trau h 158. 90
Svnnne Trttse 205
Noel TnH 201. 7'

Job.a

Trifilenl 11
Josapba1 Tr,.soadi I S8
Nicodcmm TrisrYdi
Lutda Troi11I 205
John Tn111llo 147
AlhMMI Tubbs 168
Greggory Tucker I 6e
Kim~rly Tucker 147
Eileen Tumlin 20S
Tommy Tuna 168
Edward Turk 205
Michael Turley 20S
K.imberlec Turner 151, 16
Sraey Turner 201
Walter Turner 20S
Swan T•omq 147
Kelly Tynen 147
Karta TyMs 174
Cbe.ccr Umagu,ag 20,
La11n Upton 147
Brenda Unel 141
Vua,ce V•cdMr 169
George V1ld1..-~1. 64, 20s. 9)
O.mon Valenuno 147, 6e
LHn Valer.sky 147, 6e
Todd Van8o•1el 147
M•ry V.nOcrYerf 62, 206
PltrKII Va.tquer 141
Johnny Vega, 168
S...•aae Velon.• 206
Tom Veloria 206
Al_. Veloso 151
Ste"e Verde 106., 7'
Kimberly Vt-roof' 147
K.a1by Ve11n.a 61
Conole Vi1do 141, 75
G•brtel• Vid•I 206. 70-71
Laun Vtelb,g 168, 90
Cltn.tUM Vtern 141
Vuta 90, 81
Oar ,e Volk 147
Nicolt Volk UI
yath1a Volpooe 206
Paira,ck VoaTscharoer 206. 9)
John Vos., 147
Ou• Vu 1611
Phllflg Vv 206
J1yM 'IP'agonu 206
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Ca1hy Wagner 168
Michael Wagner 22.fi
Joe Yaimr1n 158, 93

Pacrid, Wakeman 206, 9!
Ann Wa lker I 58
Julie Wall 147
1ndy Walla« 158
Lance Wallace 147

Beuy Wal.sh 224
Skip Wabh 14
Scaoley Wd1h 175
harlc$ Wahcu 14 7
KcnDCth Wab 147
Linda Yang 62
Nancy Wang 62
Raymond Wang 147
Robin Waples 62
Paula Ward 168
Quint Ward 158, 9!
Suian Warner 148
Pamda Warnock 168
Dc!an Yancllc 148
Sherilyn Wuhlc 206
Mary Yatcn 168
Pacrici.a Y.i.son 17'
Julie Watwood 148
Dc!bor.b Waynick 168
Oiubec h Wea,cr 148
Margaret Weaver 206
Spencer Webster 208
Jamel Wccncr 62
Jack Weekes 148
S1cvco Wein 207
Phil Welp 64, 74, 168, 49, 72. 7l
Jacques Wendel 224
Mariaaoc Wendel 148
Sus.an Wendell 148

an Werner 15H
Colleen West 7.f, U8, 46. 72, 7J
S1cwan Wu1dal I 7'
Jamel \1"ey1n1 224
TcrcM" Whalen 207
There~ Whhcomb 22-4
Ka1hcrioe Yhi1c 148
Sheila White 158
Tom Wbitc 148, 104
K.ri11ca Whunq- 141
Cla~cne Whinenbura 148

Hub Whyte 11'
hulie Wiclutrand 148
Suun Wie,ner 148
Chr1_, Wilcos 175
C hri_, Wiley 148
Onid Wilhemy 158
Tua W1llud 11'
Gran1 Wilham, 148
lreM Willi1m, 224
J~y William, 148
Mark William, 148
Michelle Williams 148
Kenneth Win1n, 207
Vic,oria Winkler 207
Mary Winner 148
Bcuy Winien 175
R obcn Win,en 207
There.u, 1Jin1en. 207
Kie Wintringham 168
Gregory Will 168
Ca rolyn Wolf 148
Rosemary Wolf 64. 207
Mark Wolff 1,e
Janie Wong 148
Pc,er Yood 168, 9¼
Michelle Woodring 148
Jodi Wood, 148
Tom Woodward 106, l(M
Tom Woody 106
Lane Woolery 158. HM
hris1o pher Wool.~n 1,s
Lua Won.ch 65, 207
Julie Yr11h1 158
Ono Wright US
Read '17ri,lcy 148
Deborah Yylic 148
Chip Y1auguchi 148
raig Yanagi 7 4, 207, H
Michele Yanchar 207
Dirk Yandell 224
Deborah Yao ku m I '2
Adam Ya1iko U8
Yearbook 78, 19
S-»an Youmans t 58
Rich You,ko 168, 93
C.ihcriM Y ou1ku, 175
Adara Z.ck 207
Greg Z.ckowsk1 67

Duid Zappone 148
U1a Tau Alpha
Wayne Zimmerman 168, 67
Andru Zmko 71
M arn Zinko 71
M 1c-hcllc Z1nw-r 148
Deborah Zi11.mann I '8
Raymond Z ogoh 1 H
Srcphannit· Zogob 20"

Monica Zriny, 207
Ton i Zuaw U8
Cha rle, Zuckerman 148
Jennifer Zun.chmeidc 168
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We are so proud of you Sheila!
Love, Mom, Dad & Shannon & Sammy.
Congratulations, Alan!
We're all proud of you & love you.
Mom, Dad, Karla, Pac, Laura & Robert.

ROCKS
USD!

ongraculacions, Denise.
We love you
Mother & Daddy
Maureen, Kevin, Elaine, Laura, Stephanie.
"Dooper Pooper" I Love you! Dad.
Congratulations, Dennis the Menice! Pop .
Congratulations to John Morris,
The best son & brother in the world , Mom , Mary &
Laura.
Here's wishing the graduating class of 1986 the very best
that the world has to offer.
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"It i not the critic who counts, not the man who points out how the strong man stumbled
or where the doer of deeds could have done better. The credit belongs to the man who is
actually in the arena; whose face is marred by dust and sweat ~nd blood; who strives
valiantly; who errs and comes short again and again ... who knows the great e husiasms,
the great devotions, and spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the least knows in the
end the triumph of high achievement; and who, at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while
doing greatly, so that his place shall never be witb those cold and timid souls who know
neither victory nor defeat."

I

.,

I

Theodore Roosevelt
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